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Abstract

We investigate probabilistic graphical models that allow for both
cycles and latent variables. For this we introduce directed graphs with
hyperedges (HEDGes), generalizing and combining both marginalized
directed acyclic graphs (mDAGs) that can model latent (dependent)
variables, and directed mixed graphs (DMGs) that can model cy-
cles. We define and analyse several different Markov properties that
relate the graphical structure of a HEDG with a probability distri-
bution on a corresponding product space over the set of nodes, for
example factorization properties, structural equations properties, or-
dered/local/global Markov properties, and marginal versions of these.
The various Markov properties for HEDGes are in general not equiv-
alent to each other when cycles or hyperedges are present, in contrast
with the simpler case of directed acyclic graphical (DAG) models (also
known as Bayesian networks). We show how the Markov properties for
HEDGes—and thus the corresponding graphical Markov models—are
logically related to each other.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background and related work

The elegance and simplicity of Bayesian networks (BN), i.e. probabilistic
graphical models for directed acyclic graphs (DAGs), is rooted in the equiva-
lence of several different versions of Markov properties for the corresponding
probability distributions (see [LDLL90], [Lau96], 3.2.1):

i) the recursive factorization property (rFP),

ii) the directed local Markov property (dLMP),

iii) the ordered local Markov property (oLMP),

iv) the directed global Markov property (dGMP),

v) the ancestral undirected global Markov property (auGMP),

vi) the structural equations property (SEP).

Unfortunately, such DAG based models have two major shortcomings, namely
that these

I) are not stable under marginalization/latent projection, and

II) do not allow for cycles.

This is in contrast to real world applications where we almost always have in-
complete data like unmeasured features and some kind of cyclic dependences
like interactions or feedback loops between the observed variables. This sug-
gests that the problems (I) and (II) of DAG based models may often lead to
misspecified models in practice.

The problem (I) of marginalization/latent projection has been addressed
in depth for acyclic graph structures in the literature (see [LS16], [Ric03],
[Ric09], [SL14], [Eva16], [Eva15], [ER14], [SERR14], [RERS17], [RS02], [Ver93],
a.o.) by introducing acyclic directed mixed graphs (ADMGs)1, i.e. DAGs
with bidirected edges, or, more generally, marginalized directed acyclic graphs
(mDAGs), i.e. DAGs with hyperedges. To preserve the equivalence of ver-
sions of the Markov properties from above, marginal Markov properties were
introduced for mDAGs in [Eva16]. This means that an extended graph in-
cluding both latent and observed variables was modelled (in an acyclic way)

1ADMGs are, for instance, used as the underlying graphs for so-called semi-Markovian
models [Pea09].
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and the probability distribution of the observed variables is the marginal
distribution of one that satisfies a corresponding (ordinary) Markov prop-
erty w.r.t. the mentioned extended graph. It was shown that the marginal
versions of directed global Markov property (dGMP) and structural equa-
tions property (SEP) are equivalent for mDAGs. One of the main results of
[Eva16] was then that by summarizing the whole latent space with hyper-
edges, the corresponding marginal Markov models do not loose or gain any
expressiveness or flexibility. This means that in the acyclic case without loss
of generality one can always reduce to a model where the observed variables
are modelled graphically and explicitly, and where the latent part of the
world is represented with hyperedges only. One can also show (see [Eva16],
[Fri12]) that i.g. it is not possible to reduce to bidirected edges further (e.g.
consider three identical copies of one fair coin flip). Again note that all these
results were proven only for acyclic graphical structures, i.e. without cycles,
but these insights and ideas will be used as a starting point in this paper
when we allow for cycles as well.

The problems (II) that arise in directed graphs (DG) with cycles, on the
other hand, have only been solved partially (and/or under restrictive assump-
tions and/or with incomplete proofs, see [Spi93], [Spi94], [Spi95], [PD96],
[Nea00], [Kos96], a.o.). In [Spi94] an example of a directed graph with cycles
and corresponding non-linear structural equations was given such that cer-
tain expected conditional independence relations were missing. This showed
that the structural equations property (SEP) i.g. does not imply the directed
global Markov property (dGMP) in the presence of cycles. Another example
will be given in 3.8.6. So the following two questions arose:

a) What kind of conditional independencies, phrased as a general directed
global Markov property, can we expect in general structural equations
models (SEP) in the presence of cycles?

b) Under which general assumptions on the structural equations (SEP),
and/or on the graph structure or variables, etc., do we get back the
directed global Markov property (dGMP)?

Both questions were analysed for directed graphs in [Spi94] under the as-
sumptions of differentiability, reconstructable error terms, the existence of
densities w.r.t. a Lebesgue measure for both the observed and unobserved
variables, invertible Jacobian matrix, etc., by analysing the structure of the
Jacobian matrix for the density transformation. For such structural equa-
tions attached to a directed graph, question (a) found a solution in [Spi94] by
introducing a corresponding collapsed graph, which then entailed correct con-
ditional independencies. Also question (b) under the additional assumptions
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of a constant Jacobian determinant was solved in [Spi94], which captured
the case of linear models. So at least linear structural equations models
(SEP) attached to directed graphs (acyclic or not) will lead to the directed
global Markov property (dGMP). Note that all these results under these
assumptions only hold if there are no (dependent) latent variables.

In [PD96] an attempt was made to show that at least for discrete variables
the structural equations property (SEP) for a directed graph (acyclic or not)
always implies the directed global Markov property (dGMP), but the proof
was incomplete and a counterexample was given in [Nea00].

Other Markov properties for directed graphs (with cycles) were inves-
tigated in [Kos96]. There it was shown that under the assumption of no
(dependent) latent variables and the existence of a strictly positive density
a certain factorization property (aFP) is equivalent to the directed global
Markov property (dGMP). It is worth noting that in [Kos96] some undirected
edges in the graphical structure were allowed as well, leading to reciprocal
graphs.

To the best of our knowledge, the only publications so far addressing
both two problems—latent (dependent) variables (I) and cycles (II)—at once
restrict to linear Gaussian models for directed mixed graphs (DMGs), i.e.
directed graphs with bidirected edges, but do not consider the relations to
other Markov properties (e.g. [FDD12]).

Our paper aims to fill the gap (see figure 1) of analysing Markov properties
for general probabilistic graphical models for directed graphs with hyperedges
(HEDGes, see figure 2) in the presence of cycles and latent (dependent)
variables while allowing for non-linear functional relations.

We also shortly want to mention other work about Markov properties on
other graphical structures that allow for several edge types (directed edges,
bidirected edges, undirected edges) like chain graphs (see [LW89], [Fry90],
[CW93], [Lau96]), AMP chain graphs (see [AMP01], [Drt09]) and marginal
AMP chain graphs (see [Pn14]), chain mixed graphs (see [Sad16]), MC graphs
(see [Kos02]), summary graphs (see [Wer11]), maximal ancestral graphs (see
[RS02]), and the general acyclic graphs (see [LS16]), etc.. Since all these
papers focus on different aspects, like including undirected edges into the
graphical structure, and make some acyclicity assumption on the directed
graphical substructure, they are complementary to our paper.

1.2 Contributions of this paper

Aiming for solutions to both two problems latent (dependent) variables (I)
and cycles (II) at once, the contributions of this paper are as follows:
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No latent variables,

no cycles

BNs, DAGs
[Pea86a], [LDLL90],
[Lau96], a.o.

With latent variables,

no cycles

ADMGs, mDAGs, etc.
[Ver93], [Ric03],
[Ric09], [Eva16],
[Eva15], [ER14], a.o.

No latent variables,

with cycles

DGs, etc.
[Spi93], [Spi94], [Spi95],
[PD96], [Nea00], [Kos96],
a.o.
(BUT: incomplete proofs
or restrictive assumptions)

With latent variables,

with cycles

DMGs, HEDGes
[FDD12], a.o.
(BUT: only linear Gaussian)
???

Figure 1: Bridging the gap between models with latent (dependent) variables
and models with cycles.

v1

v2

v3 v4 v5

v6

v7 v1 v2

v3 v4

v6v5 v7 v8

Figure 2: Directed graphs with hyperedges (HEDGes) including both di-
rected cycles and hyperedges (in red).

1. We will introduce a graphical structure that directly addresses the men-
tioned problems by allowing for both latent structure (for allowing for
marginalizations) and cycles. These will be called directed graphs with
hyperedges (HEDGes) and each such HEDG will consist of nodes V ,
directed edges E and omni-directed hyperedges H . This combines and
generalizes mDAGs and directed mixed graphs (DMG) with and with-
out cycles. In this way the nodes of such a HEDG will represent ob-
served variables and appear as a latent projection of a world with many
more variables, and, as in the mDAG case (see [Eva16]), the hyperedges
will represent a summary of the unobserved latent world.
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2. We will analyse several different appoaches of how to merge such a
directed graph with hyperedges G “ pV,E,Hq with a probability dis-
tribution PV over the spaces of observed variables (the nodes). Every
such approach will be called a Markov property for pG,PV q, e.g. di-
rected global Markov property (dGMP), structural equations proper-
ties (SEP), ancestral factorization property (aFP), etc..
Note that unlike in the DAG case all these Markov properties for
HEDGes might not be equivalent anymore and all induced models
might be different. So before working with models as a first layer of
theory we need to figure out how these Markov properties are logically
related to each other and under which assumptions they might become
equivalent. This will be the major contribution of this paper. Since
every generalization of a Markov property from the DAG to the HEDG
case focuses on a different aspect, the number of Markov properties
quickly blows up. To keep track of the found relations an overview is
given in figure 3.

3. Also, since assumptions like having a density, or even a strictly positive
one, having a discrete distribution or linear equations etc. might be-
come very restrictive when working with structural equations we make
the effort of trying to state the mentioned properties in most general-
ity, be mathematically precise, and only make additional assumptions
when necessary. To convince the reader and ourselves of the mentioned
generality and for completeness purposes we reproduced, generalized
and fixed proofs also of already known and published results.

1.3 Results and description of the sections

The main part of this paper is divided into three sections: Graph Theory,
Markov Properties for HEDGes and Graphical Models.

In the Graph Theory section we will introduce the theory of directed
graphs with hyperedges (HEDGes) as a generalization of marginalized di-
rected acyclic graphs (mDAGs) from [Eva16] and directed mixed graphs
(DMGs) (with cycles). A HEDG G “ pV,E,Hq will consist of a set of
nodes V , directed edges E and omni-directed hyperedges H . As in [Eva16]
the hyperedges will be interpreted as a summary of the whole latent world
(mathematical justifications for this heuristic will be given in 3.7.4, 3.7.5,
3.8.5). To capture the notion of cycles we will see that every HEDG G can
be decomposed into its strongly connected components, i.e. its biggest sub-
sets S Ď G for which every two distinct elements v, w P S are connected
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via a “cycle”, i.e. via two directed paths v Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ w and w Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ v.
Complementary to these and to capture the notion of hyperedges we can also
decompose every HEDG G into its districts, i.e. its biggest subsets D Ď G

for which every two distinct elements v, w P D are connected via a path of
hyperedges, e.g. v Ø ¨ ¨ ¨ Ø w.

One of the most important concepts for HEDGes are the marginaliza-
tions (latent projections) w.r.t. some subset of nodes. We will see that the
class of directed graphs with hyperedges is closed under such marginalization
operations.

Furthermore, we will introduce two different separation concepts for HEDGes
that both generalize all the d-/m-/m*-separation notions of DAGs, mDAGs
(see [Eva16]) and ADMGs (see [Ric03]), resp., by also respecting hyper-
edges and cycles. The “naive” generalization will again be called d-separation,
whereas the “non-naive” generalization will be called σ-separation. σ-separation
also generalizes the collapsed graph criterion of [Spi94] to general HEDGes.
We will see that σ-separation (in contrast to d-separation) will correctly
capture conditional independence relations in general (non-linear) structural
equations models with cycles and latent (dependent) variables (see 3.8.11).
We will, furthermore, replace the collapsed graph from [Spi94] with a more
canonical construction called acyclification of a HEDG. We will also provide
a version of σ-separation that is formulated in terms of properties of paths
on the HEDG itself, without requiring the construction of another graph.
Further important construction for HEDGes will be the (generalized) mor-
alization, a corresponding undirected graph partially encoding d-separation
relations, and the augmentation, a directed graph that represents hyper-
edges as nodes with additional directed edges, and the acyclic augmentation
combining acyclification and augmentation. We will analyse in this section
how all these constructions like marginalization, moralization, augmentation,
acyclification, etc., interact with each other.

In addition to that, we will generalize and combine the concept of topolog-
ical orders of DAGs and mDAGs and perfect elimination orders of undirected
graphs in several ways to work for HEDGes (e.g. quasi-topological orders) and
find criteria for their existence, which will be weaker and thus more general
than acyclicity assumptions. These will be used to find generalizations of the
ordered local Markov property (oLMP) in a later section.

In the Markov Properties for HEDGes section we will in addition to di-
rected graphs with hyperedges (HEDGes) bring probability distributions into
the picture. We will introduce and analyse several Markov properties between
HEDGes and corresponding probability distributions on a product space over
the nodes. For comparison and as a guideline we start with the known Markov
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properties for DAGs and then go over to HEDGes. The Markov properties
for HEDGes will be grouped into the following different categories and an
overview between their relations is given in figure 3:

3. Directed Markov properties: These will include generalizations of the
directed global Markov property (dGMP) and directed local Markov
property (dLMP) based on d-separation in HEDGes and the general di-
rected global Markov property (gdGMP) based on the new σ-separation
in HEDGes. We will see that dGMP will imply the other two (dLMP,
gdGMP, see 3.3.5, 3.3.3) and give criteria for the reverse implications
(see 3.3.4 and 3.4.6 in next subsection).

4. The ordered local Markov property (oLMP): We will show (see 3.4.5,
using semi-graphoid axioms only) that the dGMP and oLMP are equiv-
alent if the underlying HEDG has a perfect elimination order. This gen-
eralizes the DAG cases (see [LDLL90] §6 and [Ver93] Thm. 1.2.1.3),
the ADMG cases (see [Ric03] §3 Thm. 2), which both only treat topo-
logical orders, and in some sense the cases of undirected chordal graphs
(see [Wes01] Def. 5.3.12) to the much more general cases of HEDGes
with perfect elimination orders. We also analyse the relations between
oLMP and dLMP (see 3.4.4).

5. Undirected Markov properties: All these Markov properties will be
based on the generalized moralization of marginalizations of a HEDG,
e.g. ancestral/refined undirected pairwise/local/global Markov proper-
ties (auPMP, auLMP, auGMP, ruPMP, ruLMP, ruGMP). We will
show (see 3.5.2, 3.5.4) that all these undirected Markov properties are
closely related to the directed global Markov property (dGMP) similar
to the DAG case.

6. Factorization properties: Here we will introduce the most general fac-
torization property for densities, the ancestral factorization property
(aFP). We will see that aFP implies the dGMP (see 3.6.6, 3.5.2). Un-
der the assumption of the existence of a density and perfect elimination
order or under strict positivity of the density we also have the reverse
implication (see 3.6.9). This generalizes the results of [Kos96] for di-
rected graphs to general HEDGes. We also introduce a generalized
recursive factorization property (rFP) w.r.t. some total order, which
turns out to be equivalent to the oLMP for HEDGes (see 3.6.3) similar
to the DAG case. If we have a perfect elimination order and density
then rFP is also equivalent to the aFP (see 3.6.5). Furthermore, we
also introduce the marginal factorization property (mFP), which also
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implies aFP (see 3.6.13) and has an easier, but more restrictive, factor-
ization structure.

7. Marginal Markov properties: Based on the previous “ordinary” Markov
properties we will introduce several marginal Markov properties like
the marginal directed global Markov property (mdGMP), the marginal
general directed global Markov property (mgdGMP), the marginal an-
cestral factorization property (maFP), etc.. These will basically enforce
the “ordinary” Markov property on the augmented graph including la-
tent variables. We will prove that for the mdGMP this condition will lift
to any arbitrary large latent graphical structure showing that w.l.o.g.
the hyperedges of a HEDG can summarize the latent space without
change of expressiveness (see 3.7.5, 3.3.2). To indicate how to general-
ize this to other (marginal) Markov properties we introduce a general
construction (see 3.7.4, also see 3.8.5, 3.8.4 in the next section). This
result generalizes the corresponding result of [Eva16] for mDAGs to
general HEDGes.

8. Structural equations properties: Here we will introduce several gen-
eralizations of structural equations properties (SEP) which in addi-
tion to the structural equations come with solution functions, e.g.
ancestrally (uniquely) solvable structural equations property (asSEP,
ausSEP), component-wisely (uniquely) solvable structural equations prop-
erty (csSEP, cusSEP) and loop-wisely (uniquely) solvable structural
equations property (lsSEP, lusSEP). We will study their relations to
each other (see 3.8.2) and show that they are all equivalent in the
acyclic, i.e. in the mDAG case. We will see that lsSEP for arbitrary
HEDGes is stable under marginalizations (see 3.8.4), has the lifting
property (see 3.8.5, 3.7.4) and implies mdLMP (see 3.8.7). The main
results of this subsections are as follows:

(a) We will show that the component-wisely solvable structural equa-
tions property (csSEP or lsSEP) implies the (strong marginal)
general directed global Markov property smgdGMP (see 3.8.11),
roughly stating that random variables satisfying structural equa-
tions along a HEDG (under some solvability assumptions) will
induce the conditional independence relations coming from the
σ-separation criterion. This generalizes [Spi94] Thm. 5 about col-
lapsed graphs, where a similar statement for directed graphs but
under more restrictive assumptions (existence of densities, recon-
structible and independent error terms, ancestral solvability, dif-
ferentiability, invertible Jacobian determinant, etc.) and a more
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technical proof (e.g. the explicit factorization of a Jacobian deter-
minant) was shown, to the general case of HEDGes, which besides
cycles also allows for dependent error terms.

(b) We show that any distribution of discrete variables (not neces-
sarily of finite domain) satisfying the ancestrally uniquely solv-
able structural equations property (ausSEP) w.r.t. some HEDG
also satisfies the marginal ancestral factorization property (maFP)
and thus the marginal directed global Markov property (mdGMP)
based on d-separation (see 3.8.12) and not just mgdGMP based on
σ-separation from the point above (see 3.8.11). This generalizes
the statement and fixes the proof of [PD96]. Note that by impos-
ing ausSEP we avoid the counterexample from [Nea00]. Further
note that only the observed variables need to be discrete and their
domains don’t need to be finite. We explicitely allow for latent
(dependent) variables of any type and the result is stronger than
in [PD96] (by having maFP instead of only dGMP).

(c) We also give a list of conditions formulated in SEPwared under
which general structural equations with (not necessarily discrete)
variables attached to a HEDG will lead to the ancestral factoriza-
tion property (aFP) and thus to the directed global Markov prop-
erty (dGMP) encoding conditional independencies based on d-
separation (see 3.8.15) and not just gdGMP based on σ-separation
from above (see 3.8.11). The conditions in SEPwared roughly as-
sume that reductions of the error terms are reconstructible from
the observed variables and that the Jacobian determinant of the
density transformation factorizes according to the HEDG. Note
that any (solvable) linear model with or without cycles and with
arbitrary latent (dependent) variables with a density (not neces-
sarily Gaussian) satisfies the conditions of SEPwared (see 3.8.17).
The result of 3.8.15) generalizes the results of [Spi94] and [Kos96]
for linear models to structural equations models with the property
SEPwared in the presence of cycles, latent (dependent) variables
and non-linear functional relations.

In the Graphical Models section we will translate the introduced Markov
properties for HEDGes into corresponding probabilistic graphical Markov mod-
els (or model classes, resp.) by just considering all probability distributions
that satisfy the given Markov property w.r.t. the HEDG. The overview figure
3 then can be read as inclusion of models, model classes, resp.. The most
important inclusions are highlighted in 4.1.3. Since most of the marginal
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models are different for general HEDGes (in contrast to ADMGs) an analo-
gous analysis of the so called “nested Markov models” of ADMGs or mDAGs
(see [Eva16], [SERR14], [RERS17]), which sit in between the ordinary and
the marginal Markov models, needs much more elaboration in the HEDG
case and was not done in this paper.

In the end of this section we will show how to use a more rigid version
of the loop-wisely solvable structural equation property (lsSEP) to define a
well-behaved class of causal models that allow for non-linear functional rela-
tions, interactions, feedback loops and latent confounding at once (see 4.2.4).
This definition follows the idea that not only each single variable is the joint
effect of its direct causes but that also every subsystem is the joint effect
of all its joint direct causes. We will see that with this definition we eas-
ily can define arbitrary marginalizations (see 4.2.6) and interventions (see
4.2.7) and any combinations of these. This was one of the key challenges in
causal modelling in the presence of feedback loops and latent (dependent)
variables (see also [BPSM16] for a more general treatment of these issues).
Furthermore, these models (and any combination of their marginalizations
and interventions) will then have all the properties lsSEP implies, like the
smgdGMP encoding conditional independencies based on σ-separation, etc..
Since we will not go into the depth of causality, causal modelling and causal
inference in this paper we will refer to other literature for these purposes:
[Pea09], [SGS00], [PJS17], [BPSM16], [Ric96a], [Ric96b], [RS99], [EHS10],
[HEH10], [HEH12], [HHEJ13], [FDD12], a.o..

We also want to mention explicitely that all the theory about Markov
properties and Markov model classes for directed graphs with hyperedges
(HEDGes) in this paper also applies to all graphical structures that can be
interpreted as HEDGes like directed acyclic graphs (DAGs), acyclic directed
mixed graphs (ADMGs), marginalized directed acyclic graphs (mDAGs), di-
rected graphs (DGs), directed mixed graphs (DMGs), etc.. Further note that
some (but not all) of the Markov properties only depend on the bidirected
edges (instead of the whole generality of the hyperedges) in addition to the
directed edges. So in these cases replacing a HEDG G with its induced DMG
G2 will not change the Markov property and its corresponding model (class).
The rule of thumb is that the “ordinary” Markov properties only depend
on the induced DMG, i.e. its bidirected (and directed) edges, whereas the
“marginal” versions and the structural equations properties in general do de-
pend on the whole hyperedge structure (in addition to the directed edges).
In 3.7.3, figure 15, we give a simple example (taken from [Eva16]) that shows
that hyperedges are necessary.
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1.4 Overview over the Markov properties

Figure 3 gives an overview over the Markov properties for directed graphs
with hyperedges (HEDGes) and their logical relations between them. These
will be analysed in later sections.
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Figure 3: Overview over the relations between the Markov properties for
directed graphs with hyperedges (HEDGes). Implication arrows always hold
under the assumption of the property where the arrow starts. Simple arrows
only hold under the indicated assumptions written close to it and are usually
stronger statements. The numbers correspond to the lemma/theorem where
it was proven in this paper. The * at gdGMP holds if: @v P V @w P ScGpvq :
tv, wu P H , e.g. for mDAGs. The # at maFP holds under the existence of
a positive density paug ą 0 on the augmented space. Note that “a.p.t.ord.”,
“a.q.t.ord.”, “p.e.ord.” stand for assembling pseudo/quasi-topological/perfect
elimination order, resp. (see definition 2.6.1).
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2 Graph Theory

2.1 Directed Graphs

In this subsection we introduce the basic notations needed to understand
directed graphs. Of most importance are the notions of ancestral subgraphs,
d-separation and strongly connected components of a directed graph, which
are the “biggest” directed cycles in there.

Definition 2.1.1 (Directed Graph). 1. A directed graph is a pair G “
pV,Eq, where V is a finite set of vertices or nodes and E a subset of
V ˆ V considered as a set of edges. We mention that our definition
excludes multiple edges between the same vertices, but allows for self-
loops of the form pv, vq.

2. A directed graph will be represented by a graphical picture. Each node
will either be represented by a dot or by the name of the node. In
a directed graph an edge pv1, v2q P E will be represented as an arrow
v1 Ñ v2.

3. We will sometimes write v P G (and v Ñ w P E or v Ñ w P G, resp.)
when we mean v P V (and pv, wq P E, resp.). For a subset of the nodes
we will also write A Ď G instead of A Ď V .

4. If v Ñ w P E then we call v a parent of w and w a child of v in G.
We define the set of parents of w in G by

PaGpwq :“ tv P V |v Ñ w P Eu

and the set of children of v in G by

ChGpvq :“ tw P V |v Ñ w P Eu.

5. A path2 in G is a sequence of n nodes from V , n ě 1, and n´ 1 edges
from E:

v1
Ñ

Ð
v2

Ñ

Ð
¨ ¨ ¨

Ñ

Ð
vn´1

Ñ

Ð
vn,

where at every position one of the directed edges is chosen. The nodes
v1 and vn are called endnodes. The definition of path also allows for
the case of a trivial path consisting only of a single node v1, and also
for the case of repeated nodes in the path.

2We explicitly allow for repeated nodes in a path. In some literature the term path
refers to “simple path”, i.e. without repeated nodes. Paths with repeated nodes are often
called “walks”.
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6. A directed path from v to w in G is a path in G of the form:

v Ñ v2 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ w,

where all arrowheads point in the same direction.

7. If there is a directed path from v to w in G, v is called an ancestor of
w in G and w a descendent of w. The set of ancestors of w in G will
be denoted by

AncGpwq :“ tv P V |Dv Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ w a directed path in Gu

and the set of descendents of v in G by

DescGpvq :“ tw P V |Dv Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ w a directed path in Gu.

Note that we have:

twu Y PaGpwq Ď AncGpwq and tvu Y ChGpvq Ď DescGpvq.

8. For a subset of the nodes A Ď V of G we define

PaGpAq :“
Ť
vPA PaGpvq, ChGpAq :“

Ť
vPA ChGpvq,

AncGpAq :“
Ť
vPA AncGpvq, DescGpAq :“

Ť
vPADescGpvq.

9. Furthermore, we define the set of non-descendents by

NonDescGpAq :“ V zDescGpAq.

10. For v P V we call ScGpvq :“ AncGpvqXDescGpvq the strongly connected
component3 of v in G (see 2.1.2).

11. A graph G1 “ pV 1, E 1q is called a subgraph of G “ pV,Eq if V 1 Ď V

and E 1 Ď E.

12. If A Ď V is a subset of the nodes of G, then A induces a subgraph
of G given by GpAq :“ pV pAq, EpAqq, where V pAq :“ A and EpAq :“
E X pA ˆ Aq, i.e. we take all edges with both endpoints in A. We will
often just write A instead of GpAq to adress the subgraph.

13. A subgraph A Ď G is called an ancestral subgraph in G if A “
AncGpAq, i.e. if A is closed under taking ancestors of A in G.

3In [Spi94] the strongly connected components were called cycle groups.
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14. If there is no cycle, i.e., non-trivial cyclic directed path v Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ v,
in G (i.e. with the same endnodes) then G is called a directed acyclic
graph (DAG).

Definition 2.1.2 (Strongly connected components). Let G “ pV,Eq be a
directed graph.

1. For v, w P V we define the relation:

v „ w : ðñ w P AncGpvq X DescGpvq “ ScGpvq.

This is reflexive, symmetric and transitive, and thus defines an equiv-
alence relation on V . The equivalence classes are exactly of the form
ScGpvq “ AncGpvq X DescGpvq and are called the strongly connected
components of G. Let V {„ “ tAncGpvq X DescGpvq|v P V u be the set
of strongly connected components.

2. For edges v Ñ w and v1 Ñ w1 in E we define the relation:

pv Ñ wq „ pv1 Ñ w1q : ðñ v „ v1 & w „ w1.

This defines an equivalence relation on E. E{„ can be considered as a
subset of pV {„q ˆ pV {„q. Let

E 1{„ :“ pE{„q z tv1 Ñ v1 : v1 P V {„u

be E{„ without the diagonal (i.e. adjusted for selfloops).

3. The pair SpGq :“ pV {„, E 1{„q defines a directed graph and is called
the graph of strongly connected components of G. We will refer to the
set of strongly connected components (and its additional directed graph
structure) with SpGq.

Lemma 2.1.3 (DAG of strongly connected components). Let G “ pV,Eq be
a directed graph. Then the directed graph of strongly connected components
SpGq of G is a DAG.

Proof. Every cycle in SpGq would lift to a cycle in G, which by definition
would lie in one strongly connected component of G. But since we erased
the selfloops in E 1{„ this is a contradiction. Therefore, no cycles in SpGq
exist.

Definition 2.1.4 (d-separation in a directed graph). Let G “ pV,Eq be a
directed graph and X, Y, Z Ď V subsets of the nodes.
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1. Consider a path in G: v1
Ñ
Ð

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ
Ð
vn with n ě 1. It will be called Z-

blocked or blocked by Z if:

(a) at least one of the endnodes v1 or vn is in Z, or

(b) there are two adjacent edges in the path of one of the following
forms:

a non-collider: Ñ vi Ñ with vi P Z, or
a non-collider: Ð vi Ð with vi P Z, or
a non-collider: Ð vi Ñ with vi P Z, or
a collider: Ñ vi Ð with vi R AncGpZq.

If none of the above holds then the path is called Z-open or Z-active.4

2. We say that X is d-separated5 from Y given Z if every path in G with
one endnode in X and the other endnode in Y is blocked by Z. In
symbols this will be written as follows:

X
d

KK
G
Y |Z.

Remark 2.1.5. For checking the d-separation X KKd
G Y |Z it is enough to

only check paths where every node occurs at most once. If a node occured
twice in a Z-open path then there would be a Z-open “short-cut”.

2.2 Directed Graphs with Hyperedges (HEDGes)

In the following we will introduce directed graphs with hyperedges (HEDGes).
This combines and generalizes the notions of directed graphs and marginal-
ized directed acyclic graphs (mDAG) from [Eva16] (Defs. 8 and 9) to the
general case that allows for both cycles and hyperedges, which represent
unobserved latent structure. In particular, HEDGes also generalize acyclic
directed mixed graphs (ADMGs) from e.g. [Ric03]. Of most importance in
this subsection is to understand how hyperedges are modelled, the notions
of districts, marginalizations of HEDGes and the generalized d-separation
definition.

Definition 2.2.1 (Directed graphs with hyperedges (HEDGes)).

4As long as we allow paths to have repeated nodes we can change the collider case to
only check if vi is in Z instead of AncGpZq.

5This was introduced by J. Pearl, see [Lau96] §3.2.2, [Pea86b] Def. 1.2, and was further
developed by T. Verma and J. Pearl in [VP90], [VP91].
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1. Let V be a finite set. A simplicial complex H over V is a set of subsets
of V such that:

(i) all single element sets tvu are in H for v P V , and

(ii) if F P H then also all subsets F 1 Ď F are elements of H.

2. A directed graph with hyperedges or hyperedged directed graph6 (HEDG)
is a tuple G “ pV,E,Hq, where pV,Eq is a directed graph (with or with-
out cycles) and H a simplicial complex over the set of vertices V of G.

3. If G “ pV,E,Hq is a HEDG then the elements F of H will be called
the hyperedges of G. The subset of inclusion-maximal elements of H
will be abbreviated with H̃. The elements F P H̃ are called maximal
hyperedges of G or again just hyperedges if the context is clear.

4. We can represent a HEDG G “ pV,E,Hq as an ordinary directed graph
pV,Eq consisting of vertices V and directed edges E, with additional
hyperedges corresponding to the maximal hyperedges F P H̃ with #F ě
2 pointing to their target nodes v P F . See figure 2.

5. If for two distinct vertices v, w P V we have tv, wu P H then we will
often represent this with a bidirected edge v Ø w and write v Ø w P H
or v Ø w P G.

Definition 2.2.2. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG.

1. A path in G is a sequence of n nodes7 with n ě 1, and n´ 1 (directed
or bidirected) edges:

Ð Ð
v1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ vn,

Ø Ø

where at every position one of the (directed or bidirected) edges is cho-
sen.

2. A directed path from v to w in G is a path in G of the form:

v Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ w,

i.e., with only directed edges such that all arrowheads point in the same
direction.

6We could also call it marginalized directed graph.
7We again allow for repeated nodes in the definition of a path.
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3. A bidirected path in G is a path of the form v Ø ¨ ¨ ¨ Ø w, only
consisting of bidirected edges.

4. The district8 of v is the set:

DistGpvq :“ tw P V |w “ v or Dw Ø ¨ ¨ ¨ Ø v a bidirected path in Gu.

Definition 2.2.3 (Sub-HEDGes). Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG.

1. A HEDG G1 “ pV 1, E 1, H 1q is called a sub-HEDG of G “ pV,E,Hq if
V 1 Ď V , E 1 Ď E and H 1 Ď H.

2. Let A Ď V be a subset. Then A induces a sub-HEDG of G as follows:
GpAq :“ pV pAq, EpAq, HpAqq with V pAq :“ A, EpAq :“ E X pA ˆ Aq
and HpAq :“ tF P H |F Ď Au “ tF X A|F P Hu. We will often write
A instead of GpAq.

Definition 2.2.4 (mDAG, DMG, ADMG). Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG.

1. G “ pV,E,Hq is called a marginalized directed acyclic graph (mDAG)9

if the tuple pV,Eq is a directed acyclic graph (DAG).

2. A HEDG G “ pV,E,Hq with #F ď 2 for all F P H is called directed
mixed graph or DMG. It basically consists only of nodes, directed edges
(Ñ) and bidirected edges (Ø).

3. If a HEDG G is both an mDAG and a directed mixed graph then it is
also called acyclic directed mixed graph or ADMG.

4. If G “ pV,E,Hq is a HEDG we can define the induced directed mixed
graph by G2 :“ pV,E,H2q, where H2 :“ tF P H |#F ď 2u. Note that
if G is an mDAG then the induced directed mixed graph is an ADMG.

Definition 2.2.5 (Strongly connected components). Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a
HEDG.

1. For v P V the strongly connected component of v, abbreviated as
ScGpvq, is the strongly connected component of v according to the un-
derlying directed graph pV,Eq defined in 2.1.2.

2. The mDAG of strongly connected components SpGq of G is given by the
DAG structure from 2.1.3 plus the additional set of hyperedges HpSpGqq
given by: tS1, . . . , Sru P HpSpGqq if and only if there are elements
vi P Si, i “ 1, . . . , r, with tv1, . . . , vru P H.

8A district was also called C-component e.g. in [Tia02] or [SP06].
9See [Eva16] Def. 8, 9.
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Definition 2.2.6 (d-separation). Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and X, Y, Z Ď
V subsets of the nodes.

1. Consider a path in G with n ě 1 nodes:

Ð Ð
v1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ vn.

Ø Ø

The path will be called Z-blocked or blocked by Z if:

(a) at least one of the endnodes v1, vn is in Z, or

(b) there is a node vi with two adjacent (hyper)edges in the path of
one of the following forms:

i. vi R AncGpZq and the two (hyper)edges are a collider10 at vi,
i.e. each has an arrowhead towards vi:

Ñ vi Ð, Ø vi Ð, Ñ vi Ø, Ø vi Ø .

ii. vi P Z and the two (hyper)edges are a non-collider at vi, i.e.
at least one of the (hyper)edges has no arrowhead towards vi:

Ñ vi Ñ, Ø vi Ñ, Ð vi Ð, Ð vi Ø, Ð vi Ñ .

If none of the above holds then the path is called Z-open or Z-active.
Note that for Z “ H colliders are always Z-blocked and non-colliders
are always Z-open.

2. We say that X is d-separated11 from Y given Z if every path in G with
one endnode in X and one endnode in Y is blocked by Z. In symbols
this will be written as follows:

X
d

KK
G
Y |Z.

Remark 2.2.7. 1. For checking the d-separation X KKd
G Y |Z it is enough

to only check paths where every node occurs at most once. If a node
occured twice in a Z-open path then there would be a Z-open “short-cut”.

10Again, as long as we allow a path to have repeated notes we can restrict to Z instead
of AncGpZq here.

11Some authors use the term m-separation for ADMGs instead, e.g. in [Ric03] §2.1. But
since we want to avoid introducing a new letter for every graph type and this definition
naturally generalizes Pearl’s d-separation for directed graphs by 2.2.7 we will stick with
“d-separation”.
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2. If we identify a directed graph pV,Eq with the HEDG given by pV,E,H1q,
where H1 is trivial (i.e. only consists of sets F with #F ď 1), then the
two definitions of d-separation are equivalent:

X
d

KK
pV,E,H1q

Y |Z ðñ X
d

KK
pV,Eq

Y |Z.

3. Since d-separation only uses bidirected edges (rather than the whole
hyperedges), we can check it by only using the induced directed mixed
graph, i.e. we have the equivalence:

X
d

KK
pV,E,Hq

Y |Z ðñ X
d

KK
pV,E,H2q

Y |Z.

Definition 2.2.8 (Marginalization of a HEDG). Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a
HEDG and U Ď V a subset. The marginalization of G with respect to U or
latent projection12 of G onto V zU is the HEDG Gmar “ pV mar, Emar, Hmarq,
where

1. V mar :“ V zU ,

2. v1 Ñ v2 P Emar iff there exists a directed path in G of the form v1 Ñ
u1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ur Ñ v2 with r ě 0 and all ui P U .

3. F 1 Ď V zU is in Hmar iff there exists an F P H with F Ď F 1 Y U such
that for every v P F 1 we have:

(a) v P F zU , or

(b) there exists a directed path in G of the form u1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ ur Ñ v

with r ě 1 and all ui P U and u1 P F X U .

So for F P H we construct Fmar P Hmar by adding all v from (b) and

subtracting U . Every F 1 P ĆHmar then is of the form (non-uniquely i.g.):
F 1 “ Fmar with F P H̃.

We also write GmarpV zUq and GmarzU , resp., instead of just Gmar to emphasize
the nodes that are left, or that are marginalized out, resp..

See Figure 4 for an example of a marginalization of a HEDG.

Example 2.2.9. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and U “ tuu then GmarzU “
pV mar, Emar, Hmarq is given by:

12This term was used in [Ver93] 3.1.3, [Eva16] Def. 11, 12 and others.
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v1

v2

v3 v4 v5

v6

v7 v1

v3 v4

v6

Figure 4: A HEDG on the left and its marginalization w.r.t. tv2, v5, v7u on
the right.

1. V mar “ V ztuu.

2. v1 Ñ v2 P Emar iff v1 Ñ v2 P E or both edges v1 Ñ u Ñ v2 are in E.

3. For F P H we have:

Fmar “

"
F, if u R F,
pF Y ChGpuqqztuu, if u P F.

4. If F 1 P ĆHmar then either F 1 P H̃ or there is F P H̃ with pF 1zChGpuqq Y
tuu Ď F .

5. v1 Ø v2 P Hmar iff v1 Ø v2, v1 Ø u Ñ v2, v1 Ð u Ø v2 or v1 Ð u Ñ v2
is in G.

Remark 2.2.10. If we are only interested in the marginalization of a directed
mixed graph G “ pV,E,Hq as a directed mixed graph, i.e. with only bidirected
edges, we can just use the induced directed mixed graph of the marginalization
of G as a HEDG. So we just take the marginalization of G and then restrict
to bidirected edges there.

Remark 2.2.11 (Marginalization preserves ancestral relations). Let G “
pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and Gmar “ pV mar, Emar, Hmarq a marginalization of G.
Let v, w P V mar Ď V be two nodes. Then by the definition of marginalization
we have:

v P AncGpwq ðñ v P AncG
mar

pwq.

Lemma 2.2.12. If G “ pV,E,Hq is a HEDG and W Ď V a subset, then
the set W might carry two different structures as a HEDG induced by G:
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1. the sub-HEDG structure GpW q “ pW,EpW q, HpW qq of G,

2. the marginalized-HEDG structure GmarpW q “ pW,EmarpW q, HmarpW qq.

These structures do not agree in general, but if W is an ancestral subset of
G then both structures are equal.

Proof. If W is ancestral, U :“ V zW and v1 Ñ v2 is in EmarpW q, then this
edge comes from a directed path v1 Ñ u1 Ñ . . . ur Ñ v2 in G with r ě 0 and
ui P U . Since W is ancestral and v2 P W , also ui P W . But W X U “ H. So
r “ 0 and v1 Ñ v2 already exists in G. If F P HmarpW q then there is a F 1 P H
such that for every v P F we either have v P F 1 X W or there is a path in G
of the form u1 Ñ u2 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ v with ui P U and u1 P F 1 X U . But again W

is ancestral and thus all ui P W X U “ H. So only F “ F 1 X W can hold.
So GmarpW q is a sub-HEDG of G that contains all (hyper)edges of G between
nodes in W , thus agrees with the sub-HEDG-structure.

Lemma 2.2.13. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and U1, U2 Ď V be two
disjoint subsets of the nodes. Then the marginalizations w.r.t. U1 and U2

commute, i.e. we have:

pGmarzU1qmarzU2 “ GmarzpU1YU2q “ pGmarzU2qmarzU1.

Proof. The same proof as in [Eva16] Thm. 1 works. First all constructions
have V zpU1 YU2q as the underlying set of nodes. By induction by #pU1 YU2q
we can assume that U1 “ tu1u, U2 “ tu2u and u1 ‰ u2. It is then enough to
consider directed paths that contain both u1 and u2. For these the directed
edges and hyperedges on all constructions are directly checked to agree.

Lemma 2.2.14 (Ancestral sub-HEDGes in marginalizations). Let G “ pV,E,Hq
be a HEDG and W Ď V a subset. We endow W with the marginalized HEDG-
structure GmarpW q of G.

1. If A Ď G is an ancestral sub-HEDG of G then GmarpAXW q is an ancestral
sub-HEDG of GmarpW q.

2. If B Ď GmarpW q is an ancestral sub-HEDG of GmarpW q then A :“
AncGpBq is an ancestral sub-HEDG of G with GmarpAXW q “ B.

Proof. 1. If v P A X W and w P AncG
marpW q

pvq then w P AncGpvq because
marginalization preserves ancestral relations by construction. Since A is
ancestral in G we have w P A (and in W ) and thus w P A X W . It follows
that A X W forms an ancestral sub-HEDG of GmarpW q. By 2.2.12 we have
that the sub-HEDG structure of AXW equals pGmarpW qqmarpAXW q. By 2.2.13
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this is the same as GmarpAXW q.
2. We clearly have that the nodes of B lie in A X W . By the first point
GmarpAXW q is an ancestral sub-HEDG of GmarpW q. It follows that B is an
ancestral sub-HEDG of GmarpAXW q then. Now let v P A X W then v P A “
AncGpBq and thus by marginalization v P AncG

marpAXW q

pBq. But since B is
ancestral in GmarpAXW q we have v P B. It follows that A X W Ď B and thus
B “ GmarpAXW q (as HEDGes).

Lemma 2.2.15 (Marginalization and d-separation). Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a
HEDG and X, Y, Z, U Ď V subsets with U X pX Y Y Y Zq “ H and GmarzU

the marginalization with respect to U . Then we have the equivalence:

X
d

KK
G
Y |Z ðñ X

d

KK
GmarzU

Y |Z.

Proof. By 2.2.13 and induction by #U we can reduce to the case where
U “ tuu consists of a single node. First consider a Z-open path in GmarzU .
Every edge v Ñ w in GmarzU comes from a edge v Ñ w or v Ñ u Ñ w in G

and every bidirected edge v Ø w in GmarzU (take F 1 “ tv, wu) comes from
v Ø w, v Ð u Ñ w, v Ø u Ñ w or v Ð u Ø w in G, where u is never
a collider and not in Z. So the Z-open path in GmarzU can be lifted to a
Z-open path in G.
Now consider a Z-open path between X and Y in G. If this path does not
contain a node in U then it exists also in GmarzU and is then also Z-open. If
the path contains a node u P U it cannot be an endnode by the Z-openness. If
u in the path is a collider (Ñ

Ø
uÐ

Ø
) it must be in AncGpZq (by the Z-openness)

but not in Z (by the assumption: U X Z “ H). So there is a directed path
u Ñ v1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ vr in G with r ě 1 and vr P Z. Then also v1 P AncGpZq and
the Z-open collider marginalizes to the Z-open collider Ñ

Ø
v1

Ð
Ø

in GmarzU .
If u in the path is a non-collider it is of one of the forms (or mirrored):

v Ñ u Ñ w, v Ð u Ñ w, v Ø u Ñ w.

Marginalizing out u gives v Ñ w, v Ø w, v Ø w, resp., for these cases, where
head and tail of the arrows at v and w stay the same. So in all cases the
marginalized path stays Z-open.

Lemma 2.2.16. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG with subsets X, Y, Z Ď V , A
an ancestral sub-HEDG of G with X, Y, Z Ď A (e.g. A “ AncGpXYY YZq).
Then we have:

X
d

KK
G
Y |Z ðñ X

d

KK
A
Y |Z.
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Figure 5: A HEDG on the left and its augmented graph on the right.

Proof. This follows from the fact 2.2.12 that on ancestral sub-HEDGes A Ď
G the sub-HEDG-structure GpAq and the marginalized HEDG-structure
GmarpAq are the same and that d-separation is stable under marginalization
by 2.2.15.

2.3 The Augmented Graph of a HEDG

This short subsection is dedicated to the definition of the augmented graph of
a HEDG. It is constructed from the HEDG by replacing the (origins of the)
hyperedges with explicit nodes, which then give a directed graph (without
hyperedges).

Definition 2.3.1 (Augmented directed graph of a HEDG). Let G “ pV,E,Hq
be HEDG. The augmentation or augmented (directed) graph13 of G is the
directed graph Gaug “ pV aug, Eaugq, where V aug is composed of V and the
additional nodes eF for F P H̃. For Eaug we take all the edges from E and
add the directed edges eF Ñ v for v P F .

Lemma 2.3.2. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and X, Y, Z Ď V subsets. Let
Gaug be the augmented graph of G. Then we have:

X
d

KK
G
Y |Z ðñ X

d

KK
Gaug

Y |Z.

Proof. Every bidirected edge v1 Ø v2 in a Z-open path will be replaced by
v1 Ð eF Ñ v2 for an F P H with v1, v2 P F , and vice versa. Since eF R Z

the equivalence is clear from the definition of d-separation. Note that the
additional edges of the form eF Ñ v with F “ tvu can only extend paths by
introducing v Ð eF Ñ v and thus do not matter.

13In [Ric03] §2.2 this terms was used for a different construction for ADMGs, which we
later in 2.5.2 will call (generalized) moralization.
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2.4 Undirected Graphs

The main idea of dealing with the cycles and hyperedges of the HEDGes at
the same time is to transform the whole HEDG into an undirected graph
and use the well-established theory for undirected graphs (e.g. the analysis
of (maximal) complete sugraphs etc.). For this purpose we need to introduce
some notations and constructions for undirected graphs here.

Definition 2.4.1 (Undirected Graph). 1. An undirected graph is a pair
G “ pV,Eq, where V is a finite set of nodes and E a set of (undirected)
edges without self-loops and where E Ď V ˆ V is symmetric, i.e. if
pv1, v2q P E then also pv2, v1q P E.

2. An undirected graph will be represented by a graphical picture. Each
node will either be represented by a dot or by the name of the node.
In an undirected graph the pair of edges pv1, v2q and pv2, v1q P E will
together be represented by v1 ´ v2 and we will then write v1 ´ v2 P E.

3. A node v P V will be called a neighbour of another node w P V in G if
there is an edge v ´ w P E.

4. The set of neighbours of v in G “ pV,Eq will be denoted by

BGpvq :“ tw P V |v ´ w P Eu.

It will be called the Markov blanket of v in G.

5. An undirected graph G1 “ pV 1, E 1q is called a subgraph of G “ pV,Eq
if V 1 Ď V and E 1 Ď E.

6. If A Ď V is a subset of the nodes of G, then A induces a subgraph
of G given by GpAq :“ pV pAq, EpAqq, where V pAq :“ A and EpAq :“
E X pA ˆ Aq. We again will often just write A instead of GpAq.

7. A subgraph A Ď G is called a complete subgraph14 of G if for every
two distinct v, w P A there is an edge v ´ w P E.

8. A subgraph A Ď G is called a maximal complete subgraph14 of G if A
is complete and there is no complete subgraph B Ď G with A Ĺ B.

14Some authors use the term clique for complete subgraphs (e.g. [KF09]), whereas some
other authors use clique for maximal complete subgraphs (e.g. [Lau96]). To avoid confusion
we will not use the term clique in this paper.
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9. A path in G is a sequence of n nodes from V with n ě 1, and n ´ 1

edges from E:
v1 ´ v2 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ vn´1 ´ vn.

The nodes v1 and vn are called endnodes of that path. The definition
of path also allows for trivial paths consisting only of a single node v1.

Definition 2.4.2 (Marginalization of an undirected graph). Let G “ pV,Eq
be an undirected graph and W Ď V a subset. The marginalization of G with
respect to W is the undirected graph Gmar “ pV mar, Emarq, where V mar :“
V zW and for distinct nodes v1, v2 P V zW the edge v1 ´ v2 is in Emar if and
only if there exist a finite number of nodes w1, . . . , wn P W , n ě 0, such that
all the following edges are in E:

v1 ´ w1 ´ w2 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ wn ´ v2.

In particular, we have an edge v1 ´ v2 in Emar if v1 ´ v2 is already an edge
in E. In other words, we erase the nodes and edges from W and connect
the remaining nodes if they had a connecting path through the nodes of W
in E. We also write GmarpV zW q and GmarzW , resp., instead of just Gmar to
emphasize the nodes that are left, or that are marginalized out, resp..

Lemma 2.4.3 (Subgraphs and marginalization). Let G “ pV,Eq be an undi-
rected graph, G1 “ pV 1, E 1q Ď G a subgraph and W Ď V a subset. Then
pG1qmarzpWXV 1q is a subgraph of GmarzW .

Proof. We clearly have V 1zpW X V 1q “ V 1zW Ď V zW . Now let v1 ´ v2 P
pE 1qmarzpWXV 1q. Then there is an r ě 0 and nodes u1, . . . , ur P V 1 X W such
that

v1 ´ u1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ ur ´ v2

is a path in G1. Since G1 is a subgraph of G the path also exists in G. By the
definition of marginalization and ui P W get the edge v1 ´ v2 in GmarzW .

Lemma 2.4.4 (Complete subgraphs and marginalization). Let G “ pV,Eq
be an undirected graph, v P V a node, W Ď V a subset and GmarzW the
marginalization of G w.r.t. W . We then have:

1. If v P W then the nodes from BGpvqzW form a complete subgraph in
GmarzW .

2. If v R W and BGpvq is a complete subgraph of G then BGmarzW pvq is a
complete subgraph of GmarzW .
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3. If C Ď GmarzW is a complete subgraph and W Ď G is such that for
every v1, v2 P V zW with a path v1 ´w1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´wr ´ v2, r ě 1, wi P W ,
we have v1 ´ v2 then the nodes of C also build a complete subgraph of
G.

4. If C Ď GmarzW is a complete subgraph, W “ twu and BGpwq Ď G is
complete then also C Ď G is complete.

Proof. 1. Consider v1, v2 P BGpvqzW with v1 ‰ v2. Then we have the path
v1 ´ v ´ v2 in G. Since v P W we get v1 ´ v2 in GmarzW .
2. Consider v1, v2 P BGmarzW pvq with v1 ‰ v2. Then we have paths v1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´
w1 ´ v and v2 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ w2 ´ v in G with all the intermediate nodes in W

(or vi “ wi). Since BGpvq is a complete subgraph of G we have the edge
w1 ´w2 P E leading to a path v1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´w1 ´w2 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨´ v2 in G with again all
intermediate nodes in W (or vi “ wi). Marginalizing out W gives the edge
v1 ´ v2 in GmarzW .
3. If v1, v2 P C Ď GmarzW then v1 ´ v2 P C by the completeness of C. So
there is a path in G of the form v1 ´ w1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ wr ´ v2 with wi P W . By
assumption on W we then have v1 ´ v2 P G. So C is also complete in G.
4. This follows directly from 3.: Since BGpwq is complete the path v1 ´w´v2
implies v1 ´ v2 P G.

Definition 2.4.5 (Separation in an undirected graph). Let G “ pV,Eq be
an undirected graph and X, Y, Z Ď V subsets of the nodes.

1. A path in G, n ě 1:

v1 ´ v2 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ vn´1 ´ vn

will be called Z-blocked or blocked by Z if there exists a node vi in the
path with vi P Z.
If this is not the case then the path is called Z-open or Z-active.

2. We say that X is separated from Y given Z if every path in G with one
endpoint in X and the other endpoint in Y is blocked by Z. In symbols
this will be written as follows:

X KK
G
Y |Z.

Remark 2.4.6. For checking the separation X KKG Y |Z it is enough to only
check paths where every node occurs at most once. If a node occurred twice
there would be a Z-open “short-cut”.
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Lemma 2.4.7 (Subgraphs and separation). Let G “ pV,Eq be an undirected
graph and G1 “ pV 1, E 1q Ď G a subgraph and X, Y, Z Ď V 1 subsets of the
nodes. Then we have the implication:

X KK
G
Y |Z ùñ X KK

G1
Y |Z.

Proof. Every Z-open path in G1 is clearly Z-open in G.

Lemma 2.4.8 (Separation stable under marginalization). Let G “ pV,Eq be
an undirected graph and X, Y, Z,W Ď V subsets with W XpXYY YZq “ H.
Let Gmar be the marginalization with respect to W . Then we have:

X KK
G
Y |Z ðñ X KK

Gmar
Y |Z.

Proof. Every sequence of nodes in W in a Z-open path can be replaced by
one edge in Gmar and thus stays Z-open. On the other hand, every edge
in a Z-open path in Gmar that was not already in G can be replaced by a
sequence of nodes in W . The condition W X pX Y Y YZq “ H ensures that
this path stays Z-open.

2.5 The Moralization of a HEDG

As mentioned before, the main idea of dealing with the cycles and hyper-
edges of the HEDGes at the same time is to transform the whole HEDG into
an undirected graph. Basically, this is done by introducing the (generalized)
moralization of a HEDG. This construction in general will not capture all
information of the HEDG itself, but we will see that the most relevant infor-
mation of a HEDG (e.g. for the purpose of d-separation) is already captured
by the family of all moralizations of all ancestral sub-HEDGes.

Definition 2.5.1 (Moralization of a directed graph). Let G “ pV,Eq be
a directed graph. The moralization of G is the undirected graph Gmor “
pV mor, Emorq, where V mor :“ V and Emor is constructed from E as follows:
All directed edges from E are replaced by undirected ones and in addition we
add the edges v ´ w for v ‰ w if v and w have a common child in G. In
other words, for every v P V we connect every two nodes in tvuYPaGpvq and
make this set a complete subgraph of Gmor.

Definition 2.5.2 (Moralization of a HEDG). Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG.
The (generalized) moralization15 of G is given by the undirected graph Gmor “

15In [Ric03] 2.2 a similar construction for ADMGs was called augmentation. But this
term was reserved for a different construction 2.3.1 in this paper.
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Figure 6: A HEDG on the left and its moralization on the right.

pV mor, Emorq which is constructed as follows: We put V mor :“ V and for Emor

we have the edge v ´ w for v ‰ w if and only if there exists a sequence of
nodes v1, . . . , vn P V , n ě 1, with v P tv1u YPaGpv1q and w P tvnu YPaGpvnq
and the following hyperedges all lie in H:

v1 Ø ¨ ¨ ¨ Ø vn.

In other words, for every v P V we connect every two nodes in DistGpvq Y
PaGpDistGpvqq and thus make this set a complete subgraph of Gmor.
Note that the particular cases: v P PaGpwq, w P PaGpvq, tv, wu P H and
tv, wu Ď PaGpv1q for a node v1 P V are all covered by the definition and thus
give an edge v ´ w to Emor.

Remark 2.5.3. For a HEDG G “ pV,E,Hq and a node v P G we have:

BGmorpvq “ DistGptvu Y ChGpvqq Y PaGpDistGptvu Y ChGpvqqq.

Remark 2.5.4. Note that if we identify a directed graph pV,Eq with the
HEDG given by pV,E,H1q, where H1 is trivial (i.e. only consists of the sub-
sets F Ď V with #F ď 1), then the two definitions of moralization coincide:

pV,Eqmor “ pV,E,H1q
mor.

So in this sense the definition of moralization of a HEDG generalizes the one
for directed graphs.

Proof. For trivial H there are only one element sequences v1 “ vn. So the
edge v ´w is in Emor if and only if tv, wu Ď tv1u Y PaGpv1q for some v1 P V .
This is equivalent to the cases v Ñ w, w Ñ v and tv, wu Ď PaGpv1q, which
exactly define the edges for the moralization of a directed graph.

Lemma 2.5.5. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG. Then we have:

Gmor “ ppGaugqmorqmar,
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where we take the moralization of the augmented graph Gaug and then marginal-
ize with respect to the set of nodes V augzV “ teF |F P H̃u, which where added
in the construction of the augmentation. Alternatively, we could use the
canonical graph instead of the augmented graph.

Proof. First we see that both sides have V as the underlying set of nodes.
v´w is an edge in ppGaugqmorqmar if and only if there are eF1

, . . . , eFn, n ě 0,
with Fi P H̃ such that the edges

v ´ eF1
´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ eFn ´ w

are all in pGaugqmor. But v´ eF1
(and eFn ´w, resp.) only exists there if and

only if v P tv1u Y PaGpv1q for some v1 P F1 (and w P tw1u Y PaGpw1q for some
w1 P Fn, resp.). Furthermore, eFi

´ eFi`1
only exists there if and only if there

exists a node vi P V with vi P Fi X Fi`1. So the existence of the following
edges in ppGaugqmorq:

v ´ eF1
´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ eFn ´ w

is equivalent to the existence of the following bidirected arrows in H :

v1 Ø v1 Ø . . . Ø vn´1 Ø w1

with v P tv1u Y PaGpv1q and w P tw1u Y PaGpw1q (with n “ 0 meaning that
v1 “ w1). But this is equivalent to the claim that v ´ w lies in Gmor.

Lemma 2.5.6. Let G “ pV,Eq be a directed graph and X, Y, Z Ď V subsets
such that G “ AncGpX Y Y Y Zq. Then we have:

X
d

KK
G
Y |Z ðñ X KK

Gmor
Y |Z.

Proof. This was proven for DAGs in [LDLL90] Prop. 3 (or [Lau96] Prop.
3.25), but as pointed out in [PD96] Lem. 3 the proof also works for non-
acyclic directed graphs. For completeness we add a proof here:
(ðù): If xÑ

Ð
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ

Ð
y is a Z-open path from X to Y in G, then every non-

collider node (e.g. v Ñ w Ñ v1) is not in Z and the corresponding undirected
version v ´ w ´ v1 is then also Z-open. If v Ñ w Ð v1 is a collider on
the Z-open path then w P AncGpZq and w might even be in Z, but in the
moralized graph we can replace that part with the moralizing edge v ´ v1.
Thus we can construct a Z-open path in Gmor.
(ùñ): We now consider a Z-open path x ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ y from X to Y in Gmor

with the lowest number of moralized edges (i.e. edges that do not correspond
to directed edges in G). If v ´ w is such a moralized edge then there is a
common child v1 in G and we have the directed path v Ñ v1 Ð w in G. Since
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G “ AncGpX Y Y Y Zq there is a shortest directed path v1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ w1 with
w1 P X Y Y Y Z. Moreover, we have w1 R X Y Y . Otherwise, if w1 P Y the
Z-open path x ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ v1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ w1 had a lower number of moralized edges.
Similar for w1 P X and w1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ v1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ y. It follows that w1 P Z and thus
v1 P AncGpZq and v Ñ v1 Ð w is Z-open in G. So replacing all moralized
edges in x ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ y with such a Z-open collider and all other edges with
direct edges we get a Z-open path in G.

We are now ready to prove that also for HEDGes, d-separation can be
reduced to a separation criterion in the moralization of ancestral subsets. For
DAGs this was shown in [Lau96] Prop. 3.25 and for ADMGs in [Ric03].

Theorem 2.5.7. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG, X, Y, Z Ď V subsets and
AncGpX Y Y Y Zq the ancestral sub-HEDG generated by X Y Y Y Z and
AncGpX Y Y Y Zqmor its generalized moralization. Then we have:

X
d

KK
G
Y |Z ðñ X KK

AncGpXYY YZqmor
Y |Z.

Proof. We have the sequence of equivalences:

X
d

KK
G
Y |Z

2.2.16
ðñ X

d

KK
AncGpXYY YZq

Y |Z.

2.3.2
ðñ X

d

KK
AncGpXYY YZqaug

Y |Z.

2.5.6
ðñ X KK

pAncGpXYY YZqaugqmor
Y |Z.

2.4.8
ðñ X KK

ppAncGpXYY YZqaugqmorqmar
Y |Z

2.5.5
ðñ X KK

AncGpXYY YZqmor
Y |Z.

Note that for A :“ AncGpX YY YZqaug we have A “ AncApX YY YZq and

2.5.6 applies. For the application of 2.4.8 we note, that teF |F P ČHpAqu X
pX Y Y Y Zq “ H.
Alternatively, we could argue like in 2.5.6: In any Z-open path from X to Y
replace every non-degenerate unbroken sequence of colliders:

v
Ñ
“ v1 Ø . . . Ø vn

Ð
“ w,

n ě 0, with an undirected edge v´w. For the converse replacement it can be
argued by considering shortest paths with lowest numbers of colliders that
v1, . . . , vn P AncGpZq and v, w R Z as it happened in 2.5.6. So every open
path in one sense gives another open path in the other sense.
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Corollary 2.5.8. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and X, Y, Z Ď V be subsets.
Then we have the implication:

X KK
Gmor

Y |Z ùñ X
d

KK
G
Y |Z.

Proof. AncGpX Y Y Y Zqmor is a subgraph of Gmor. So we have:

X KK
Gmor

Y |Z
2.4.7
ùñ X KK

AncGpXYY YZqmor
Y |Z

2.5.7
ðñ X

d

KK
G
Y |Z.

Lemma 2.5.9 (Marginalization and moralization of a HEDG). Let G “
pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and W Ď V a subset. Then pGmarzW qmor is an (undi-
rected) subgraph of pGmorqmarzW with the same set of nodes.

Proof. First note that the underlying set of nodes in both cases really is
V zW . So we only need to show that the edges in one graph are also edges
in the other. We will do induction on #W . For #W “ 1 let W “ twu. Let
v1 ´ v2 be an edge in pGmarzW qmor. This will come from a path of the form

v1
Ñ
“ u1 Ø . . . Ø ur

Ð
“ v2

in GmarzW where none of the nodes is w. This path comes from a longer one
in G, where some edges Ñ might be replaced by Ñ w Ñ and some bidirected
edges Ø by Ð w Ñ, Ø w Ñ or Ð w Ø. Moralizing will give a path of the
form v1 ´ v2, v1 ´ w ´ v2 or, if more intermediate nodes are w, of the form
v1 ´ w ´ v1

1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ v1
s ´ w ´ v2, where we can take the shortcut over w to get

v1 ´w´ v2. Marginalizing out w will give us an edge v1 ´ v2 in pGmorqmarzW .
This shows the claim for #W “ 1. Now let #W ą 1 and let W “ W 1 Y twu.
By induction we already have the inclusion of subgraphs:

pGmarzW 1
qmor Ď pGmorqmarzW 1

.

Marginalizing this w.r.t. twu we by 2.4.3 get the inclusion of subgraphs:

ppGmarzW 1
qmorqmarztwu Ď pGmorqmarzW .

The case #W “ 1 applied to GmarzW 1
gives us the inclusion of subgraphs:

pGmarzpW 1Ytwuqqmor Ď ppGmarzW 1
qmorqmarztwu.

Putting both together we get the inclusion of subgraphs:

pGmarzW qmor “ pGmarzpW 1Ytwuqqmor

Ď ppGmarzW 1
qmorqmarztwu

Ď pGmorqmarzW .

This shows the claim.
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Lemma 2.5.10 (Marginalization and moralization of a HEDG, reverse in-
clusion). Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and W “ twu with w P V . Then
the equality of undirected graphs

pGmarzW qmor “ pGmorqmarzW

holds if and only if one of the following cases holds:

1. ChGpwqztwu ‰ H.

2. ChGpwqztwu “ H and for every pair of nodes

v1, v2 P
`
DistGpwq Y PaGpDistGpwqq

˘
ztwu

there exists an r ě 1, nodes u1, . . . , ur P V zW and a path in G of the
form:

v1
Ñ
“ u1 Ø . . . Ø ur

Ð
“ v2

(including the cases v1 “ v2, v1 Ñ v2, v1 Ð v2, v1 Ø v2, v1 Ñ u1 Ð v2
(u1 ‰ w) etc.).

Proof. By 2.5.9 we already have the inclusion of subgraphs:

pGmarzW qmor Ď pGmorqmarzW .

For the reverse inclusion let v1 ´ v2 be an edge in pGmorqmarzW . The edge
then comes from the cases v1 ´ v2 or v1 ´ w ´ v2 in Gmor, which themselves
come from paths of the form:

v1
Ñ
“ u1 Ø . . . Ø ur

Ð
“ v2, or

v1
Ñ
“ u1 Ø . . . Ø ur

Ð
“ w

Ñ
“ ur`1 Ø . . . Ø um

Ð
“ v2.

If w does not occur in the path then marginalizing won’t change the path,
and hence v1 ´ v2 is in pGmarzW qmor.

In case 1, if w occurs on the path (note: v1, v2 ‰ w), the subpaths
u

Ñ
Ø w

Ð
Ø u1 can be replaced by u

Ñ
Ø w1 Ð

Ø u1 (with the same arrowhead
signature) in GmarzW , where w1 P ChGpwqztwu. If w still occurs on the
path, then it must be in one of the subpaths u Ø w Ñ u1, u Ð w Ñ u1,
u Ð w Ø u1. Marginalizing out w will replace these by u Ø u1, and we
obtain a path of the first form in GmarzW . Moralizing will then give an edge
v1 ´ v2 in pGmarzW qmor.

In case 2, if w occurs on the path, we can replace the path by one that
contains w only once. The resulting path must be of the first form, because
w is childless (up to itself). The second condition means that this path can
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be replaced by one that does not contain w at all, and this path therefore also
exists in GmarzW . Moralizing will then give an edge v1 ´ v2 in pGmarzW qmor.

For the reverse implication assume pGmarzW qmor “ pGmorqmarzW . If ChGpwqztwu ‰
H then we have nothing to show. So we may assume ChGpwqztwu “ H. Then
let v1, v2 P

`
DistGpwq Y PaGpDistGpwqq

˘
ztwu be a pair of distinct nodes.

Since DistGpwq YPaGpDistGpwqq forms a complete subgraph in Gmor we have
the edge v1 ´ v2 in Gmor. Furthermore, v1, v2 ‰ w and thus v1 ´ v2 is also in
pGmorqmarzW . By assumption we have pGmorqmarzW “ pGmarzW qmor. It follows
that v1 ´ v2 exists in pGmarzW qmor. By the definition of moralization we have
an r ě 1, nodes u1, . . . , ur P V zW and a path in GmarzW of the form:

v1
Ñ
“ u1 Ø . . . Ø ur

Ð
“ v2.

Again, this path comes from a longer one in G, where some edges Ñ might
be replaced by Ñ w Ñ and some bidirected edges Ø by Ð w Ñ, Ø w Ñ
or Ð w Ø. Since we assumed ChGpwqztwu “ H no such replacement would
occur and the above path already exists in G. This shows the claim from
point 2..

Remark 2.5.11. Note that for a HEDG and a general set W Ď V we do not
have the equality pGmarzW qmor “ pGmorqmarzW . This can be seen from figure
7.

v2

v3 v4

v1 v2

v3 v4

v1

v2v1 v2v1

Figure 7: A HEDG and its moralization (top row). If we marginalize out
W “ tv3, v4u on both sides we get the row on the bottom. So we have
pGmarzW qmor Ĺ pGmorqmarzW . Note that the moralization of the bottom left
is not the same as the bottom right even though we have ChGpviqztviu ‰ H
for all nodes.

2.6 Total Orders for HEDGes

One of the most important properties of an acyclic directed graph (DAG) is
the existence of a total order that respects parental relations. This is usually
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called a topological order of the DAG. As soon as we allow for cycles, such
a total order might not exist anymore. In this subsection we will introduce
several generalizations of topological orders on the set of nodes for directed
graphs with hyperedges (HEDGes), each highlighting a different property ev-
ery topological order has. We investigate their mutual relations and provide
criteria for their existence.

Definition 2.6.1 (Total Orders for a HEDG). Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG
and ă a total order on the set of nodes V . Then:

1. For a node v P V we define the set of predecesssors of v in G by:

PredGďpvq :“ tw P V |w ă v or w “ vu,

and endow it with the structure of the marginalized HEDG Gmar induced
by G, where all other variables are marginalized out.

2. For every subset A Ď V we have the induced total order on A.

3. We call ă a topological order of G, if for every v P V and every
w P PaGpvq we have w ă v.

4. We call ă a pseudo-topological order of G, if for every v P V and for
every w P AncGpvqzScGpvq we have w ă v.

5. We call ă assembling, if for every v, v1, w P V with v1 P ScGpvq and
v ď w ď v1 we also have w P ScGpvq.

6. We call ă a perfect elimination order16 of G, if for every v P V and
every ancestral sub-HEDG A Ď PredGďpvq with v P A we have that

BAmorpvq Y tvu

is a complete subgraph of Amor.

7. We call ă a quasi-topological order of G, if it is a pseudo-topological
order and a perfect elimination order.

Remark 2.6.2. For any HEDG G “ pV,E,Hq, and any node v P V we
have: BGmorpvq is a complete subgraph of Gmor if and only if BGmorpvq Y tvu is
a complete subgraph of Gmor.

16The definition of a perfect elimination order for HEDGes generalizes the one for undi-
rected graphs, see [Wes01] Def. 5.3.12.
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Figure 8: A HEDG G with an assembling quasi-topological order: On the left
the HEDG up to the current node (of highest index) PredGďpviq and on the
right its moralization PredGďpviq

mor. Note that on the right the neighbours
of the node of highest index BPredGďpviqmorpviq form a complete subgraph of

PredGďpviq
mor at every step. Also, this holds for every ancestral sub-HEDG.

Remark 2.6.3. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and ă a total order on V .

1. If v P V is “childless” in PredGďpvq, or more precisely, ChPredGďpvqpvqztvu “
H, then for all ancestral A Ď PredGďpvq with v P A we already have that
BAmorpvq Y tvu is a complete subgraph of Amor. So the condition to be a
perfect elimination order is a condition on the nodes v P V with “proper”
children in PredGďpvq, e.g. nodes in a strongly connected component with
two or more nodes. See 2.6.5 for a more general statement.

2. Not every HEDG has a perfect elimination order (e.g. in the directed
cycle with 4 nodes every node has two neighbours, which are not con-
nected by an edge in the moralization).

3. G has a topological order if and only if it is an mDAG, i.e. pV,Eq is
a DAG. In the case of an mDAG every pseudo-topological order is an
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Figure 9: A directed graph G (top left) and an ancestral subgraph A (bot-
tom left) together with their moralizations on the right. We have that
BPredGďpviqmorpviq is a complete subgraph of PredGďpviq

mor for all i “ 1, . . . , 5.

But BPredAďpv5qmorpv5q is not complete in PredAďpv5qmor “ Amor. So the given or-

der is not a perfect elimination order (but an assembling pseudo-topological
order).

(assembling) topological order.

4. Every HEDG has an assembling pseudo-topological order. Indeed, from
the last to the first index inductively pick an element from one of the
smallest strongly connected components S P SpGq with no outgoing
arrows (i.e. ChSpGqpSq “ H or ChGpSqzS “ H).

5. The definition of an (assembling) quasi-topological order of a HEDG
merges the definition of a perfect elimination order of an undirected
(chordal) graph (see [Wes01] Def. 5.3.12) with the ancestral structure
of a directed graph or HEDG. More precisely, in the corner case of
a strongly connected HEDG G, where we only need to consider one
ancestral subset, namely G itself, a perfect elimination order/quasi-
topological order of G is the same as a perfect elimination order of its
moralization Gmor. But as seen above the notion of a quasi-topological
order of a HEDG also generalizes the other corner case, the case of a
(quasi-)topological order of a DAG.

Proof. 1. If v P A with A Ď PredGďpvq ancestral, then v is also childless in A
(ChApvqztvu “ Hq. We then have BAmorpvqYtvu “ PaApDistApvqqYDistApvq,
which is a complete subgraph of Amor.
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3. It is clear that a topological order does not allow for cycles and every
DAG has a topological order (by inductively taking an arbitrary childless
node from last to first). A topological order is a perfect elimination order by
1. and clearly a pseudo-topological order.

Lemma 2.6.4. Let ă be a pseudo-topological order on a HEDG G “ pV,E,Hq.
Then for every v P V we have the inclusion of sets of nodes:

PredGďpvq Ď NonDescGpvq Y ScGpvq.

Proof. If v ě w then v R AncGpwqzScGpwq. So v P ScGpwq or v R AncGpwq
which implies that w P ScGpvq or w R DescGpvq. It follows w P NonDescGpvqY
ScGpvq.

Lemma 2.6.5. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and v P V a node such that

the set tvu Y ChGpvq completely lies in the district D “ DistAncGpvqpvq of the
ancestral sub-HEDG AncGpvq (e.g. in the case ChGpvqztvu “ H). Then for
every ancestral sub-HEDG A Ď G with v P A we have:

BAmorpvq Y tvu “ PaApDistApvqq Y DistApvq,

which is a complete subgraph of Amor.

Proof. With v P A we also have tvu Y ChGpvq Ď D Ď AncGpvq Ď A. It
follows that DistA

`
tvu Y ChGpvq

˘
Ď DistApvq and thus:

BAmorpvq Y tvu “ PaApDistApvqq Y DistApvq.

Theorem 2.6.6. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and assume that every
strongly connected component S P SpGq of G completely lies in one district
of AncGpSq (e.g. if S P H for all S). Then every pseudo-topological order
for G is also a perfect elimination order for G and thus a quasi-topological
order.

Proof. For v P V we will apply 2.6.5 to PredGďpvq: Let S :“ ScPred
G
ďpvqpvq.

We need to show that S completely lies in one district of AncPred
G
ďpvqpSq “

AncPred
G
ďpvqpvq. Let v1, v2 P S. Then v1, v2 P ScGpvq. By assumption there is

a bidirected path in AncGpvq of the form:

v1 Ø ¨ ¨ ¨ Ø w Ø ¨ ¨ ¨ Ø v2.

Note that AncPred
G
ďpvqpvq is a marginalization of AncGpvq by 2.2.14. For every

w P AncGpvq on the path above consider a directed path w Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ w1 Ñ
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¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ v with w1 the first note on that path with w1 P PredGďpvq. Note that
v P PredGďpvq and such a w1 always exists. The corner cases w1 “ v or w1 “ w

might occur. When marginalizing out all nodes outside of PredGďpvq the part
Ø w Ø becomes Ø w1 Ø for every single node w on the bidirected path
above. So marginalization gives us a bidirected path:

v1 Ø ¨ ¨ ¨ Ø w1 Ø ¨ ¨ ¨ Ø v2.

It follows that S completely lies in one district D of AncPred
G
ďpvqpSq. Since

S has no outgoing arrows in PredGďpvq (by definition of pseudo-topological

order) we have that tvu Y ChPredG
ďpvqpvq Ď S Ď D and 2.6.5 applies. So for

every ancestral sub-HEDG A Ď PredGďpvq with v P A we have:

BAmorpvq Y tvu “ PaApDistApvqq Y DistApvq,

which is a complete subgraph of Amor. This shows that the pseudo-topological
order ă is a perfect elimination order.

There are perfect elimination orders that do not come from 2.6.5 or 2.6.6
(e.g. for the directed circle with 3 nodes). Complementary to 2.6.6 we have
the following result.

Theorem 2.6.7. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and ă a total order on V .
For v P V put Gpvq :“ PredGďpvq. If for every v P V we have:

1. DistGpvqptvu Y ChGpvqpvqq Ď AncGpvqpvq as sets of nodes, and

2. BAncGpvqpvqmorpvq is a complete subgraph of AncGpvqpvqmor,

then ă is a perfect elimination order for G.

Proof. Let A Ď PredGďpvq be an ancestral sub-HEDG with v P A. Then we
have:

v P DistGpvqptvu Y ChGpvqpvqq Ď AncGpvqpvq Ď A Ď PredGďpvq “: Gpvq.

This implies

DistGpvqptvu Y ChGpvqpvqq “ DistAptvu Y ChApvqq

und thus
BGpvqmorpvq “ BAmorpvq “ BAncGpvqpvqmorpvq

as sets of nodes. Since AncGpvqpvq is an ancestral subgraph of A, any complete
subgraph of AncGpvqpvqmor must be a complete subgraph of Amor. So the
second point implies that BAmorpvq is a complete subgraph of Amor. This
shows that ă is a perfect elimination order for G.
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Corollary 2.6.8. Let G “ pV,E,H1q be a HEDG with trivial H1 and ă a
pseudo-topological order on G. If for every v P V we have that BAncGpvqpvqmorpvq

is a complete subgraph of AncGpvqpvqmor, where Gpvq :“ PredGďpvq, then ă is
also a perfect elimination order and thus a quasi-topological order of G.

Proof. This follows from 2.6.7. We check the first point: Put Gpvq :“
PredGďpvq. If w P ChGpvqpvq then v P AncGpwq by construction of marginal-
ization. Since ă is a pseudo-topological order we either have v ă w or
w P ScGpvq. Because w ď v we have w P ScGpvq and thus w P ScGpvqpvq. It
follows tvu Y ChGpvqpvq Ď AncGpvqpvq. Since H is trivial we then get the first
point. By 2.6.7 we get the claim.

Lemma 2.6.9 (Total orders under marginalization). Let G “ pV,E,Hq be
a HEDG and ă a total order on G. Let W Ď V be a subset and GmarzW the
marginalized HEDG w.r.t. W . Then ă restricts to a total order on GmarzW

with the following property: If ă is a pseudo-topological, quasi-topological,
topological, assembling, perfect elimination order, resp., on G so is its re-
striction ă on GmarzW .

Proof. Since marginalization as well as all topological, pseudo-topological,
assembling orders respect ancestral relations, the claim is clear for these
total orders. So only perfect elimination orders need to be treated.
So lets ă be a perfect elimination order of G. By induction we can assume

that W “ twu for one element w P V . Let v P V zW and A1 Ď PredG
marzW

ď pvq

ancestral with v P A1. By 2.2.14 A “ AncPred
G
ďpvqpA1q is ancestral in PredGďpvq

and marginalizes to A1. By assumption BAmorpvq is a complete subgraph of
Amor. We now have the two cases: w P A and w R A. If w R A then A “ A1

by 2.2.12 and we have nothing to show. So assume w P A from now on.
Then ChApwqztwu ‰ H. Otherwise Aztwu would already be ancestral and
marginalize to A1 and we would be done by the previous argument. So by
ChApwqztwu ‰ H and 2.5.10 we get:

pA1qmor “ pAmorqmarzW .

So we have BpA1qmorpvq “ BpAmorqmarzW pvq. Furthermore, by 2.4.4 BpAmorqmarzW pvq

is a complete subgraph in pAmorqmarzW and thus in pA1qmor. So the claim
follows.

Corollary 2.6.10. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and Gaug its augmentation
and ă a pseudo-topological order on Gaug such that for all v P V aug we
have that: BAncG

augpvqpvqmorpvq is a complete subgraph of AncG
augpvqpvqmor, where

Gaugpvq :“ PredG
aug

ď pvq, then ă is also a perfect elimination order and thus
a quasi-topological order for both Gaug and G.
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Proof. This directly follows from 2.6.8 and 2.6.9.

2.7 The Acyclification of a HEDG

In this subsection we generalize the idea of a collapsed graph for directed
graphs developed in [Spi94] to a version that also works for HEDGes G and
that is called acyclification. Surprisingly, as soon as we allow for hyperedges
the construction becomes much more natural (e.g., it does not depend on
a total ordering of the nodes) and later proofs relating structural equations
properties (SEP) to other Markov properties for G become much more gen-
eral, simple and elegant at the same time (see 3.8.11). Furthermore, the
d-separation relations in the acyclification Gacy of G can directly be trans-
lated to a new separation criterion in G itself that we introduce in the next
subsection and refer to as σ-separation.

Definition 2.7.1 (The acyclification of a HEDG). Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a
HEDG. The acyclification of G is the HEDG Gacy “ pV acy, Eacy, Hacyq which
is defined as follows:

1. V acy :“ V ,

2. Put v Ñ w P Eacy if and only if v R ScGpwq and there is a node
w1 P ScGpwq with v Ñ w1 P E.

3. Hacy :“ tF 1 Ď
Ť
vPF ScGpvq|F P Hu,

This means that we draw edges from a node v to all nodes of a strongly
connected component S P SpGq if there was at least one edge from v to a node
of S, all edges between nodes of a strongly connected component are erased,
and hyperedges are extended to cover the union of the strongly connected
components of their nodes.

Lemma 2.7.2. The acyclification Gacy “ pV,Eacy, Hacyq of a HEDG G “
pV,E,Hq is an mDAG, i.e. its underlying directed graph pV,Eacyq is acyclic,
i.e. a DAG.

Proof. This follows directly from the fact that the strongly connected com-
ponents of G form a DAG by 2.1.3 and the edges in Eacy only go along this
DAG.

Remark 2.7.3. Instead of considering the acyclification Gacy of a HEDG
G “ pV,E,Hq one could consider taking the mDAG of strongly connected
components SpGq. The reason we focus on the acyclification Gacy instead
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Figure 10: A HEDG on the left and its acyclification on the right.

is that the acyclification Gacy carries more information about G than SpGq.
More precisely, Gacy still carries the information about which of the nodes of a
strongly connected component of G has an edge to another strongly connected
component and which not. The mDAG of strongly connected components
SpGq of G instead would just identify all nodes of a strongly connected com-
ponent. This means in perspective of the next chapter that stronger Markov
properties will be obtained.

Lemma 2.7.4. Every pseudo-topological order for a HEDG G is a topological
order for its acyclification Gacy.

Proof. This follows directly from the fact that for every v P V we have that
PaG

acy

pvq Ď AncGpvqzScGpvq.

Definition 2.7.5 (The acyclic augmentation of a HEDG). Let G “ pV,E,Hq
be a HEDG. Then there are several constructions, where both the augmenta-
tion and the acyclification are involved: e.g. pGaugqacy and pGacyqaug. A third
one is the acyclic augmentation Gacag “ pV aug, pEaugqacy, H1q of G, where we
first augment G and then “break” the cycles, but do not allow for additional
hyperedges, i.e. we replace pHaugqacy with the trivial hyperedges H1. Note that
Gacag is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) and contains all the nodes from the
augmentation of G.

Remark 2.7.6. Note that for a HEDG G “ pV,E,Hq the three constructions
pGaugqacy, pGacyqaug and Gacag are all different in general (see figure 11).
But their marginalization to the nodes V is in all cases the acyclification
Gacy of G. The purpose to analyze three different types of augmentations
in this setting is that we are interested in the strongest (marginal) Markov
property that holds for structural equations (see 3.8.11). This is the reason
we introduced Gacag separately.
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Lemma 2.7.7. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG. Consider the three construc-
tions from 2.7.5 (see figure 11): pGaugqacy, pGacyqaug and Gacag. Then we
have:

1. Gacag “ pV aug, pEaugqacy, H1q and

2. pGaugqacy “ pV aug, pEaugqacy, pHaugqacyq with

V aug “ V 9YH̃ and pEaugqacy “ Eacy
9YtF Ñ v|v P F P H̃u and pHaugqacy “

tF 1 Ď ScG
aug

pvq|v P V augu.

3. pGacyqaug “ ppV acyqaug, pEacyqaug, H1q with

pV acyqaug “ V 9YH̃acy and pEacyqaug “ Eacy
9YtF 1 Ñ v|v P F 1 P H̃acyu.

4. For X, Y, Z Ď V aug we have:

X
d

KK
pGaugqacy

Y |Z ùñ X
d

KK
Gacag

Y |Z.

5. Let ϕ : H̃ Ñ H̃acy be a surjective map with ϕpF q Ě F for all F P H̃

(see proof for existence) and

ϕ̃ “ pid 9Yϕq : V aug “ V 9YH̃ Ñ V 9YH̃acy “ pV acyqaug,
pEaugqacy Ñ pEacyqaug.

its natural extensions. For X 1, Y 1, Z 1 Ď pV acyqaug put X :“ pϕ̃q´1pX 1q,
Y :“ pϕ̃q´1pY 1q and Z :“ pϕ̃q´1pZ 1q. Then we have:

X 1
d

KK
pGacyqaug

Y 1 |Z 1 ùñ X
d

KK
Gacag

Y |Z,

Proof. The first three points are clear from the definition of augmentation
and acyclification.
4.) The only difference between pGaugqacy and Gacag lies in the hyperedges.
So clearly every Z-open path in Gacag is also a Z-open path in pGaugqacy.
This implies the claim for all X, Y, Z Ď V aug:

X
d

KK
pGaugqacy

Y |Z ùñ X
d

KK
Gacag

Y |Z.

5.) First fix a map ϕ : H̃ Ñ H̃acy with ϕpF q Ě F for every F P H̃ . Note that
such a map ϕ exists since H Ď Hacy by construction of the acyclification.
Furthermore, ϕ is surjective. Indeed if F 1 P H̃acy then F 1 is of the form
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F 1 “
Ť
vPF̂ ScGpvq for some F̂ P H . Let F P H̃ with F̂ Ď F . Together with

F Ď ϕpF q we get:

F 1 “
ď

vPF̂

ScGpvq Ď
ď

vPF

ScGpvq Ď ϕpF q.

Since F 1 is inclusion maximal all inclusions are equalities and we get ϕpF q “
F 1. This shows the surjectivity of ϕ.
Now let π be a Z-open path between x P X and y P Y in Gacag. We
now apply ϕ̃ on every node and edge in π to get a path ϕ̃pπq in pGacyqaug.
Every node in V and every edge between nodes in V (given by Eacy) stay
the same. Every node F in π from V augzV “ H̃ can only occur as a non-
collider with v1 Ð F Ñ v2 and v1, v2 P F (or as an endnode, resp.). So
F R Z by the Z-openness of π. Since Z “ pϕ̃q´1pZ 1q we have ϕpF q R Z 1

and v1, v2 P F Ď ϕpF q. So we have the edges v1 Ð ϕpF q Ñ v2 also in
pGacyqaug. Furthermore, this will be a Z 1-open non-collider (and similarly for
F an endnode). Also note that x P X “ pϕ̃q´1pX 1q and y P Y “ pϕ̃q´1pY 1q
implies ϕ̃pxq P X and ϕ̃pyq P Y . So ϕ̃pπq is a path from X 1 to Y 1 in pGacyqaug

and is Z 1-open. This shows the claim.

2.8 σ-Separation in HEDGes

In this subsection we introduce a more restrictive version of d-separation
for HEDGes, which we call σ-separation. We will later show (see 3.8.11)
that quite general structural equations models (csSEP) for HEDGes always
follow a directed global Markov property (gdGMP) based on σ-separation.
Here we introduce several approaches to σ-separation and show that σ-
separation, similarly to d-separation, is stable under marginalization. In
addition, on mDAGs (e.g. ADMGs and DAGs) we will see that d-separation
and σ-separation are equivalent. From this point of view, σ-separation can
be interpreted as the “non-naive” generalization of d-separation from DAGs
to HEDGes. We will also investigate more general relations between σ-
separation in G and d-separation in some graphical transformations of G
(e.g. its acyclification).

Definition 2.8.1 (σ-separation (segment version)). Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a
HEDG and X, Y, Z Ď V subsets of the nodes.

1. Consider a path in G with n ě 1 nodes:

Ð Ð
v1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ vn.

Ø Ø
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Figure 11: A HEDG G (top left), its augmentation Gaug (top right), its acy-
clification Gacy (middle left), also pGaugqacy (middle right), pGacyqaug (bot-
tom left) and the acyclic augmentation Gacag “ pV aug, pEaugqacyq (bottom
right). We have tv3u KKd

Gacagtv4u |tet1u, et2uu and tv3u KKd
pGacyqaugtv4u |tet1,2uu,

but tv3u✚✚KK
d
pGaugqacytv4u |tet1u, et2uu and tv3u✚✚KK

d
Gaugtv4u |tet1u, et2uu.
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Then this path can be uniquely partitioned according to the strongly
connected components of G:

Ð Ð Ð Ð Ð Ð
vi´1 Ñ vi Ñ vi`1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ vk´1 Ñ vk Ñ vk`1,

Ø Ø Ø Ø Ø Ø

with vi, . . . , vk P ScGpviq and vi´1, vk`1 R ScGpviq. Note that vi´1 or
vk`1 might not appear if vi or vk is an endnode of the path. We will
call the sub-path σj (given by the nodes vi, . . . , vk and its corresponding
edges) a segment of the path. We abbreviate the left and right endnode
of σj with σj,l :“ vi and σj,r :“ vk. The path can then uniquely be
written with its segments:

Ð Ð
σ1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ σm.

Ø Ø

We will call σ1 and σm the end-segments of the path.

2. Such a path will be called Z-σ-blocked or σ-blocked by Z if:

(a) at least one of the endnodes v1 “ σ1,l, vn “ σm,r is in Z, or

(b) there is a segment σj (e.g. σ1 or σm) with an outgoing directed edge
in the path (i.e. Ð σj ¨ ¨ ¨ or ¨ ¨ ¨σj Ñ, resp.) and its corresponding
endnode (i.e. σj,l or σj,r, resp.) lies in Z, or

(c) there is a segment σj with two adjacent (hyper)edges that form a
collider Ñ

Ø
σj

Ð
Ø

and ScGpσjq X AncGpZq “ H.17

If none of the above holds then the path is called Z-σ-open or Z-σ-
active.

3. We say that X is σ-separated from Y given Z if every path in G with
one endnode in X and one endnode in Y is σ-blocked by Z. In symbols
this will be written as follows:

X
σ

KK
G
Y |Z.

Theorem 2.8.2. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG, Gacy “ pV,Eacy, Hacyq its
acyclification and X, Y, Z Ď V subsets of the nodes. Let G1 “ pV,E 1, H 1q be
a HEDG with the following properties:

17As long as we allow for repeated nodes in a path we can relax this to Sc
GpσjqXZ “ H

or σj X Anc
GpZq “ H or σj X Z “ H. But we then need to make one consistent choice

for every path in the definition of σ-separation below.
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v1 v2 v3

v4 v5

v6

Figure 12: We have tv1u KKd
Gtv3u |tv2, v6u but tv1u✚✚KK

σ
Gtv3u |tv2, v6u.

1. E 1 Ď Eacy Y Esc with Esc :“ tv Ñ w | @v P V w P ScGpvqu,

2. H 1 Ď Hacy.

Then we have the implication:

X
σ

KK
G
Y |Z ùñ X

d

KK
G1
Y |Z.

In particular, we have this for G1 “ G, showing that σ-separation implies
d-separation.

Proof. Let P 1 “ v1 ¨ ¨ ¨ vn be a Z-open path from X to Y in G1. Then v1, vn R
Z.
Every edge v Ñ w (or w Ð v) in the path P 1 with v R ScGpwq lies in Eacy. So
there is an edge v Ñ w1 in G with w1 P ScGpwq. So in G we have a directed
path v Ñ w1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ w (or w Ð ¨ ¨ ¨ Ð w1 Ð v, resp.).

Now consider a (hyper)edge v ÐÑØ w in the path P 1 in G1 with v P ScGpwq.

Then we fix an arbitrary directed path in ScGpwq between v and w, e.g.
v Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ w.
In the case we have a bidirected edge v Ø w in the path P 1 with v R ScGpwq
then v Ø w P Hacy. So there is a bidirected edge v1 Ø w1 in G with
v1 P ScGpvq and w1 P ScGpw1q. In G we then can fix a path v Ð ¨ ¨ ¨ Ð v1 Ø
w1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ w.
If we replace all (hyper)edges in P 1 with the above mentioned (hyper)edges
in G we get a path P in G. It is left to show that this path P is Z-σ-open
in G.
First note that in the replacements the left and right nodes stay the same.
So the endnodes are not in Z since P 1 is Z-open.
If a segment σj in the new path P has an outgoing directed edge then the
corresponding endnode v of σj had an outgoing directed edge in P 1 to a node
w with v R ScGpwq as well. So we have v R Z by the Z-openness of P 1.
Now consider a segment σj in the new path P that is a collider Ñ

Ø
σj

Ð
Ø

. Then
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all the corresponding nodes vi, . . . , vk in P 1 that induce σj by the constructed
replacements from above come from a subpath Ñ

Ø
vi ¨ ¨ ¨ vk

Ð
Ø

in P 1 with the
same edges left and right as for σj . It is easy to see that a path with two
inward pointing arrow heads at its ends must have at least one node v (i.e.
from vi, . . . , vk for P 1) that is a collider itself on the path. It follows that
v P AncG

1

pZq by the Z-openness of P 1. Since in the replacements directed
paths give directed paths we see that v P σj XAncGpZq. Thus σj is a Z-open
collider in the new path P .
Together this shows that P is Z-σ-open and thus the claim.

Theorem 2.8.3. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and G1 “ pV,E 1, H 1q be a
HEDG such that for every subset Z Ď V and every Z-σ-open path P in G

given by its segments
Ð Ð

σ1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ σm,
Ø Ø

at least one of the following replacements (in the table on the right from top
to bottom) is always possible in G1 for every σj of the following in P occurring
form:

in P replacement in P 1

ÑØ σj Ñ ÑØ σj,r Ñ if existent, or

ÑØ ¨ Ø ¨ ¨ ¨ Ø σj,r Ñ if ScGpσjq X AncGpZq ‰ H, or

ÑØ ¨ Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ σj,r Ñ if ScGpσjq X AncGpZq “ H,

Ð σj ÐØ Ð σj,l ÐØ if existent, or

Ð σj,l Ø ¨ ¨ ¨ Ø ¨ ÐØ if ScGpσjq X AncGpZq ‰ H, or

Ð σj,l Ð ¨ ¨ ¨ Ð ¨ ÐØ if ScGpσjq X AncGpZq “ H,

Ð σj Ñ Ð σj,l
“ÑÐØ

σj,r Ñ if existent, or

Ð σj,l Ø ¨ ¨ ¨ Ø σj,r Ñ if ScGpσjq X AncGpZq ‰ H, or
Ð σj,l Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ σj,r Ñ if ScGpσjq X AncGpZq “ H, or
Ð σj,l Ð ¨ ¨ ¨ Ð σj,r Ñ if ScGpσjq X AncGpZq “ H,

ÑØ σj ÐØ ÑØ ¨ Ø ¨ ¨ ¨ Ø ¨ ÐØ for ScGpσjq X AncGpZq ‰ H,

where all “¨ ¨ ¨ ”-nodes need to be from ScGpσjq, all non-colliders not in Z

and all colliders from ScGpσjq X AncG
1

pZq. Note that to get the correct end-
segment replacement from the table one needs to pretend them to be of the
form Ð σ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ and ¨ ¨ ¨σm Ñ.
Then every Z-σ-open path P in G can be replaced by these rules with a Z-
open path P 1 in G1. In other words, for all subsets X, Y, Z Ď V we have the
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implication:

X
d

KK
G1
Y |Z ùñ X

σ

KK
G
Y |Z.

Proof. It is easy to check that such replacements (if existent) indeed lead to
a Z-open path in G1. If for example in the Z-σ-open path P we have the
segment of the form Ø σj Ñ then its endnode σj,r is not in Z. Assume further
that ScGpσjq X AncGpZq ‰ H then the path from the second entry in the
table Ø ¨ Ø ¨ ¨ ¨ Ø σj,r Ñ exists in G1 by assumption with all intermediate

nodes from ScGpσjqXAncG
1

pZq. Since the intermediate nodes are all colliders
and σj,r is a non-collider with σj,r R Z this subpath is clearly Z-open in G1

at every point.

Corollary 2.8.4. The statements 2.8.3 and 2.8.2 both apply to the following
cases:

1. G1 “ Gacy,

2. G1 “ pV,Eacy Y Esc, Hacyq,

3. G1 “ Gc “ pV,E,Hcq with Hc :“ H Y tF Ď ScGpvq|@v P V u.

4. G1 “ Gc
2 “ pV,E,Hc

2q with Hc
2 :“ tF P Hc|#F ď 2u.

5. G “ pV,E,H1q a directed graph and G1 “ Gcol “ pV,Ecol, H1q its
collapsed graph18 with Ecol :“ Eacy Y Esc

ă , where for a given pseudo-
topological order ă we define Esc

ă :“ tv Ñ w | v P V, w P ScGpvq with v ă
wu.

6. G “ pV,E,H1q a directed graph and G1 “ pV,Eacy Y Esc, H1q.

So in all these cases we have that for all subsets X, Y, Z Ď V the following
equivalence holds:

X
σ

KK
G
Y |Z ðñ X

d

KK
G1
Y |Z.

Furthermore, if for such G1 (satisfying 2.8.3 and 2.8.2) we in addition have
G2 “ G1

2 then σ-separation in G and d-separation in G are equivalent.

Proof. For Gacy always the first line of the replacements in 2.8.3 already
exist (with a bidirected edge or equality in the fork case). In the collider
case we have one collider element vj,Z in ScGpσjq that is chosen such that
either it is in Z or has a directed path vj,Z Ñ w1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ w in G with
w1 R ScGpσjq and w P Z. Note that such an element exists since σj is a

18The collapsed graph Gcol was introduced in [Spi94] for a directed graph G.
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collider segment in P in that case and then ScGpσjq Ď AncGpZq. It then
follows that vj,Z P AncG

acy

pZq.
For Gc and Gc

2 both the directed paths and collider paths exist. Furthermore,
the ancestral relations are the same as for G. So colliders are always open if
ScGpσjq X AncGpZq ‰ H.
For Gcol and the next example the first lines of every non-collider case exists
as in Gacy (with one directed edge or equality in the fork case). The collider
case is like for Gacy.
Now assume the additional assumption that G2 “ G1

2. Then we have:

X KKσ
G Y |Z ðñ X KKd

G1 Y |Z ðñ X KKd
G1

2
Y |Z

G1
2“G2

ðñ X KKd
G2
Y |Z ðñ X KKd

G Y |Z,

showing that d-separation and σ-separation are equivalent in this case.

Corollary 2.8.5 (σ-separation stable under marginalization). Let G “ pV,E,Hq
be a HEDG and W,X, Y, Z Ď V be subsets with pX Y Y Y Zq X W “ H.
Then we have the equivalence:

X
σ

KK
G
Y |Z ðñ X

σ

KK
GmarzW

Y |Z.

Proof. By induction we can assume W “ twu. We then use Gc from 2.8.4.
Together with 2.2.15 we have the equivalences:

X
σ

KK
G
Y |Z

2.8.4
ðñ X

d

KK
Gc
Y |Z

2.2.15
ðñ X

d

KK
pGcqmarzW

Y |Z.

and:

X
σ

KK
GmarzW

Y |Z
2.8.4
ðñ X

d

KK
pGmarzW qc

Y |Z.

It is then enough to show the equivalence:

X
d

KK
pGcqmarzW

Y |Z ðñ X
d

KK
pGmarzW qc

Y |Z.

First note that pGcqmarzW and pGmarzW qc have the same underlying set of
nodes V zW and edges EmarzW . So we only need to consider bidirected edges.
“ ùñ ”: Consider a bidirected edge v1 Ø v2 in pGmarzW qc. Then either

v1 Ø v2 lies in GmarzW or v1 P ScG
marzW

pv2q. In the first case we directly get
v1 Ø v2 in pGcqmarzW . In the latter case we get v1 P ScGpv2q and then v1 Ø v2
in Gc and thus in pGcqmarzW . So we always get v1 Ø v2 in pGcqmarzW .
It follows that every Z-open path in pGmarzW qc is a Z-open path in pGcqmarzW .
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“ðù”: Now let v1 Ø v2 be in pGcqmarzW . Then this comes from v1 Ø v2,
v1 Ð w Ñ v2, v1 Ø w Ñ v2 or v1 Ð w Ø v2 in Gc. If the bidirected
edges already lie in G (or if v1 Ð w Ñ v2) then these cases directly give
rise to v1 Ø v2 in pGmarzW qc. Otherwise v1 P ScGpv2q, or v1 P ScGpwq, or

v2 P ScGpwq, resp.. The first case implies v1 P ScG
marzW

pv2q and thus v1 Ø v2
in pGmarzW qc. In the latter cases we can assume v1, v2 R ChGpwq X ScGpwq
(since the other cases were covered by v1 Ð w Ñ v2 and by v1 P ScGpv2q).
Then there is a w1 P ChGpwq XScGpwqztw, v1, v2u. For the case v1 Ø w Ñ v2
we then get that w1 Ð w Ñ v2 is in G and thus w1 Ø v2 in GmarzW . Since
w1 P ScGpv1q we get both v1 Ø w1 and v1 Ð . . . Ð w1 in pGmarzW qc. If
v1 P AncGpZq then also w1 P AncGpZq, and then v1 Ø w1 Ø v2 is Z-open
in pGmarzW qc. If v1 R AncGpZq then all nodes in v1 Ð . . . Ð w1 are not in
AncGpZq and thus the path part v1 Ð . . . Ð w1 Ø v2 is Z-open in pGmarzW qc.
By symmetry the same arguments apply to the case v1 Ð w Ø v2.
Replacing all bidirected edges with such constructions shows that every Z-
open path in pGcqmarzW leads to a Z-open path in pGmarzW qc.
Together this shows the claim.

Corollary 2.8.6. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG with subsets X, Y, Z Ď V , A
an ancestral sub-HEDG of G with X, Y, Z Ď A (e.g. A “ AncGpXYY YZq).
Then we have:

X
σ

KK
G
Y |Z ðñ X

σ

KK
A
Y |Z.

Proof. This follows from the fact 2.2.12 that on ancestral sub-HEDGes A Ď
G the sub-HEDG-structure GpAq and the marginalized HEDG-structure
GmarpAq are the same and that σ-separation is stable under marginalization
by 2.8.5.

Corollary 2.8.7. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and X, Y, Z Ď V subsets.
Consider the augmented graph Gaug, the acyclification Gacy , the acyclic aug-
mentation Gacag and also pGacyqaug and pGaugqacy. Then we have the equiva-
lences:

X KKσ
G Y | Z

ðñ X KKσ
Gaug Y | Z

ðñ X KKd
Gacy Y | Z

ðñ X KKd
Gacag Y | Z

ðñ X KKd
pGaugqacy Y | Z

ðñ X KKd
pGacyqaug Y | Z.

Proof. Since all these constructions marginalize either to G or Gacy the claim
follows from 2.8.4, 2.8.5 and 2.2.15.
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Remark 2.8.8. Note that even though σ-separation is stable under marginal-
ization the graphical representations from 2.8.4 are not necessarily stable un-
der marginalization as can be seen from figure 13.

v1

v2

v3 v4

w

v1

v2

v3 v4

Figure 13: A HEDG G on the left and its marginalization Gmarztwu on the
right (both without gray dashed arrow). We have tv1u✚✚KK

σ
Gtwu |tv3, v4u. Any

graphical representation G1 that reduces σ-separation in G to d-separation in
G1 needs to achieve tv1u✚✚KK

d
G1twu |tv3, v4u. Assume that for this we introduced

the directed edge v1 Ñ w (gray dashed arrow on the left) in G1. Then this
will result in a directed edge v1 Ñ v2 in pG1qmarztwu (gray dashed arrow on the
right). But there won’t be a directed edge v1 Ñ v2 in pGmarztwuq1, which is
constructed from the right HEDG without the gray dashed arrow by changing

the (hyper)edges of ScG
marztwu

pv1q. So we would have pG1qmarztwu ‰ pGmarztwuq1

in this case.

In the following we give another two ways how to check σ-separation in
practice. One version (see 2.8.9) will depend on the context given by a node
set Z and mainly uses marginalization operations to reduce the problem of
separating two sets in an undirected graph. The second version will use a
definition of σ-separation that only uses triples of nodes instead of triples
of segments in a path very similar to the usual d-separation definition. The
reason we did not introduce σ-separation via this definition is that the results
from 2.8.2, 2.8.3, 2.8.4, which reduce σ-separation to d-separation in another
graphical structure, would have become much more lengthy.

Theorem 2.8.9 (Criterion for σ-separation). Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG
and X, Y, Z Ď V subsets. Then σ-separation can be checked by the following
construction:

1. Let W “ X Y Y Y Z be the marginalized HEDG structure GmarpW q.

2. Let W 1 be the HEDG constructed from W , where we deleted all directed
edges z Ñ v for z P Z and v P ChW pzqzScW pzq.
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3. Replace every directed edge (v Ñ w) and bidirected edge (v Ø w) in
W 1 with an undirected edge v ´ w to get the skeleton W̃ of W 1, which
is an undirected graph.

4. Let Ŵ be the marginalization W̃marzZ , which is an undirected graph
with nodes pX Y Y qzZ.

Then we have:

X
σ

KK
G
Y |Z ðñ XzZ KK

Ŵ

Y zZ.

In other words, if there is an edge x ´ y in Ŵ with x P XzZ and y P Y zZ
then X✚✚KK

σ
G Y |Z holds, otherwise we have: X KKσ

G Y |Z.

Proof. By 2.8.5 σ-separation is stable under marginalization. So we have:

X
σ

KK
G
Y |Z ðñ X

σ

KK
W
Y |Z.

By the σ-separation rules 2.8.1 by segments, we clearly have that every Z-σ-
open path in W has no directed edge from a node z P Z to another strongly
connected component. So we get:

X
σ

KK
W
Y |Z ðñ X

σ

KK
W 1
Y |Z.

Since separation in an undirected graph is stable under marginalization by
2.4.8 we also have:

XzZ KK
W̃

Y zZ ðñ XzZ KK
Ŵ

Y zZ.

It is then left to show the equivalence:

X
σ

KK
W 1
Y |Z ðñ XzZ KK

W̃

Y zZ.

ùñ: Let x ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ y be a shortest path from XzZ to Y zZ in W̃ with all
intermediate nodes in Z (if any). The corresponding path π with arrowheads
in W 1 is then Z-σ-open. Indeed, the endnodes are not in Z and all the
segments σi (1 ă i ă m) are connected only through bidirected edges since
we removed all outgoing directed edges. This leaves us only with collider
segments whose elements are in Z. It follows that the path is Z-σ-open.
ðù: Every Z-σ-open path from X to Y has its endnodes in XzZ and Y zZ,
resp.. The undirected version of the path is then open. Note that we do not
condition on Z in the undirected version.
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In the following we will give an equivalent definition of σ-separation that
only checks for triples of nodes in a path (instead of triple of segments).

Definition 2.8.10 (σ-separation (node version)). Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a
HEDG and X, Y, Z Ď V subsets of the nodes.

1. Consider a path in G with n ě 1 nodes:

Ð Ð
v1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ vn.

Ø Ø

The path will be called Z-σ-blocked or σ-blocked by Z if:

(a) at least one of the endnodes v1, vn is in Z, or

(b) collider case: there is a node vi R AncGpZq with two adjacent
(hyper)edges that form a collider at vi:

vi´1 Ñ vi Ð vi`1, vi´1 Ø vi Ð vi`1,

vi´1 Ñ vi Ø vi`1, vi´1 Ø vi Ø vi`1,

or

(c) non-collider case: there is a node vi with two adjacent (hyper)edges
in the path of the forms:

vi´1
ÑÐØ vi Ñ vi`1, vi´1 Ð vi

ÑÐØ vi`1,

where vi P Z has one directed edge pointing from vi to a node not
in ScGpviq. This summarizes the three cases:

i. vi P Z and at least one vi´1 or vi`1 R ScGpviq and the two
(hyper)edges are a fork at vi:

vi´1 Ð vi Ñ vi`1.

ii. vi P Z, vi`1 R ScGpviq and the two (hyper)edges are right-
directed at vi:

vi´1 Ñ vi Ñ vi`1, vi´1 Ø vi Ñ vi`1.

iii. vi P Z, vi´1 R ScGpviq and the two (hyper)edges are left-
directed at vi:

vi´1 Ð vi Ð vi`1, vi´1 Ð vi Ø vi`1.
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Briefly stated, a path is Z-σ-blocked iff it has an endnode in Z, or it
contains a collider not in AncGpZq, or it contains a non-collider in Z

that points to a node in a different strongly connected component.

2. If none of the above holds then the path is called Z-σ-open or Z-σ-
active.

3. We say that X is σ-separated from Y given Z if every path in G with
one endnode in X and one endnode in Y is σ-blocked by Z.

Corollary 2.8.11. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG. Then σ-separation based
on triples of segments is equivalent to σ-separation based on triples of nodes.
I.e. for subsets X, Y, Z Ď V we have:

X
σpsegmentsq

KK
G

Y |Z ðñ X
σpnodesq

KK
G

Y |Z.

Proof. For this proof let σ̂ indicate σ-separation based on triple of nodes
and σ̃ the one with segments. Let π be a path from X to Y in G. By
assuming X KKσ̃

G Y |Z the path is then Z-σ̃-blocked. If it has an endnode in
Z or has an segment of the form ¨ ¨ ¨ σj Ñ with σj,r P Z or Ð σj ¨ ¨ ¨ with
σj,l P Z then π is also Z-σ̂-blocked. If there is a collider segment Ñ

Ø
σj

Ð
Ø

with

ScGpσjq X AncGpZq “ H then there is at least one collider element v in σj ,
which then is v R AncGpZq. Together this shows:

X
σ̃

KK
G
Y |Z ùñ X

σ̂

KK
G
Y |Z.

For the reverse implication assume X KKσ̂
G Y |Z and let π be a path from

X to Y , which then can be assumed to be Z-σ̂-blocked. If an endnode or
a non-collider with an edge to another component is in Z then clearly π

is Z-σ̃-blocked and we are done. So we can assume that there is no such
endode or non-collider on π. It follows that the set T of colliders vi on π

with vi R AncGpZq must be non-empty. Otherwise π would be Z-σ̂-open.
If we had the case that for every vi P T the corresponding segment σj of
vi were a non-collider then we could replace each of these segments σj with
a directed path σ1

j Ď ScGpviq with the same endnodes as σj such that the

resulting path π1 would be Z-σ̂-open from X to Y . Indeed vi R AncGpZq
implies ScGpviq X AncGpZq “ H and thus σ1

j X AncGpZq “ H. But by
assumption such a Z-σ̂-open path does not exist. So there must be a vi P T
whose segment σj is also a collider. Since σj X AncGpZq “ H the path π is
Z-σ̃-blocked showing:

X
σ̂

KK
G
Y |Z ùñ X

σ̃

KK
G
Y |Z.
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3 Markov Properties

Guided by the theory of Bayesian networks (BN), i.e. the DAG case, in this
section we will collect several meaningful Markov properties for HEDGes and
investigate the logical relations between them. We will see that unlike in the
DAG case these properties are not all equivalent and need to be addressed
carefully. Furthermore, several different generalizations of the Markov prop-
erties for DAGs to HEDGes might exist and the number of Markov properties
for HEDGes quickly explodes. We try to stick to the most important Markov
properties and group them together in a few subsections.

3.1 General Notations and Properties

We will start with the basic notations we will use during the whole section
and some general properties about d-separation, σ-separation and conditional
independences, which are part of the graphoid rules (see [PP87], [GVP90])
and separoid axioms (see [Daw79]).

Remark 3.1.1. In the following we fix an index set V of vertices and stan-
dard Borel spaces Xv for v P V . For a subset A Ď V we will put XA :“ś

vPA Xv (endowed with the product-σ-algebra). We want to investigate the
possible relations between HEDG-structures G “ pV,E,Hq over V and prob-
ability distributions PV over XV . For this reason we will consider the canon-
ical projections Tv : XV Ñ Xv and TA : XV Ñ XA and view them as ran-
dom variables as soon as we assign a probability measure PV to XV . Since
TA “ pTvqvPA we will identify subsets A Ď V with the tuple of variables
pTvqvPA. For instance, for subsets X, Y, Z Ď V we will write:

X KK
PV

Y |Z,

when we mean that pTvqvPX and pTvqvPY are conditionally PV -independent
given pTvqvPZ . Furthermore, we will write PA for the marginal probability
distribution of PV over XA (i.e. PA “ TA,˚PV , the pushforward of PV under
the projection map TA).

Remark 3.1.2. Let PV be a probability distribution over XV . In the case
that PV has a density p w.r.t. some product measure µV :“ bvPV µv we will
define the marginal conditional density ppxB|xAq for sets A,B Ď V :

ppxB|xAq :“

#
ppxBYAq
ppxAq

, if ppxAq ą 0 and xA|AXB “ xB|AXB,

0, otherwise.
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with the marginal densities for sets C Ď V :

ppxCq :“

ż
ppxV q dµV zCpxV zCq,

where we integrate all other variables out w.r.t. the product measure µV zC :“
bvPV zCµv.

Lemma 3.1.3 ((Semi-)graphoid/separoid axioms). Let V be a set and XV as
before. Then d- and σ-separation for a HEDG G “ pV,E,Hq, separation in
an undirected graph G “ pV,Eq and PV -independence all satisfy the following
(semi-)graphoid axioms (or separoid axioms)19.
For all sets X, Y, Z,W Ď V we have the following rules:

1. Irrelevance: X KKY |Y always holds.

2. Symmetry: X KKY |Z ùñ Y KKX |Z.

3. Decomposition: X KKY Y W |Z ùñ X KKY |Z.

4. Weak Union: X KKY Y W |Z ùñ X KKY |W Y Z.

5. Contraction: pX KKY |W Y Zq ^ pX KKW |Zq ùñ X KKY Y W |Z.

Here KK either stands for KKG, KKd
G, KKσ

G or KKPV
, resp..

Furthermore, in the case of d- and σ-separation for a HEDG G “ pV,E,Hq,
separation in an undirected graph G or PV -independence if PV has a strictly
positive density pV ą 0 w.r.t. a product measure µV “ bvPV µv on XV we also
have:

6. Intersection: pX KKY |WYZq^pX KKW |Y YZq ùñ X KKY YW |Z,
whenever X, Y, Z,W are pairwise disjoint.

In the case of d- and σ-separation in a HEDG G or separation in an undi-
rected graph G we further have:

7. Composition: pX KKY |Zq ^ pX KKW |Zq ùñ X KKY Y W |Z.

Proof. For PV the statements can directly be checked by the definitions and
the usual properties of conditional probabilities (e.g. see [Kle14] 8.14):

1. Irrelevance: PpX P A|Y, Y q “ PpX P A|Y q.

2. Symmetry: PpX P A, Y P B|Zq “ PpX P A|Zq ¨ PpY P B|Zq “ PpY P
B|Zq ¨ PpX P A|Y q.

19See [Daw79], [PP87] and [GVP90].
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3. Decomposition: PpY P B|X,Zq “ PpY P B,W P XW |X,Zq “ PpY P
B,W P XW |Zq “ PpY P B|Zq.

4. Weak union: PpX P A|Y,W,Zq “ PpX P A|Zq “ ErPpX P A|Zq|W,Zs “
ErPpX P A|Y,W,Zq|W,Zs “ PpX P A|W,Zq.

5. Contraction: PpX P A|Y,W,Zq “ PpX P A|W,Zq “ PpX P A|Zq.

6. Intersection for positive densities p ą 0: X KKY |WYZ andX KKW |YY
Z can be expressed in the equations:

ppy, w, zq ¨ ppx|w, zq “ ppx, y, w, zq “ ppx|y, zq ¨ ppy, w, zq.

Since ppy, w, zq ą 0 we get the equation:

ppx|w, zq “ ppx|y, zq

showing that the former is independent of w. This implies:

ppx|zq
“

ş
ppx, w|zq dµpwq “

ş
ppx|w, zq ¨ ppw|zq dµpwq

“
ş
ppx|y, zq ¨ ppw|zq dµpwq “ ppx|y, zq ¨

ş
ppw|zq dµpwq

“ ppx|w, zq ¨ 1 “ ppx|w, zq.

With this we have: X KKW |Z. Together with X KKY |W Y Z and
contraction we get: X KKY Y W |Z.

The proofs of the statements for separation in undirected graphs are similar
to (but easier than) d-separation in HEDGes. For the σ-separation in G one
can reduce to d-separation in its acyclification Gacy by 2.8.4.
So it is left to show the statements for d-separation in HEDGes. For this it
will be easier to work with the equivalent definition of d-separation where
colliders need to avoid Z (instead of AncGpZq).
Irrelevance follows from the rules about the endnodes in a path. Symmetry
and composition are obvious from the definition of d-separation. For decom-
position note that a Z-open path from X to Y (assuming X✚✚KKY |Z) is also
a Z-open path from X to Y Y W (implying X✚✚KKY Y W |Z).
For weak union let π be aWYZ-open path fromX to Y (assumingX✚✚KKY |WY
Z). So every endnode and non-collider of π is not in WYZ and every collider
is in W Y Z. If π does not contain nodes from W zZ it is already Z-open
(implying X✚✚KKY YW |Z). If a node from W zZ occurs in π then the shortest
subpath of π from X to a node w P W zZ is Z-open, which shows the claim
(X✚✚KKY Y W |Z).
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For contraction and intersection let π now be a shortest Z-open path from X

to Y YW (assuming X✚✚KKY YW |Z). Then π ends in Y zZ or W zZ. W.l.o.g.
we can assume that π ends in a node from Y zpW Y Zq. Indeed, in the case
of contraction ending in W would already give the claim (X✚✚KKW |Z) and
in the case of intersection Y and W are symmetric in the statement and
disjointness of the sets was assumed. Then, since π was also assumed to be
a shortest path, no node from W occurs in π. So π is W Y Z-open and the
claim follows (X✚✚KKY |W Y Z).

3.2 Markov Properties for DAGs

The main source of inspiration for the Markov properties for HEDGes come
from the Markov properties for DAGs and the proofs that show that these
are all equivalent in the DAG case. So we will give a short overview of the
Markov properties for DAGs. Proofs can be found in [LDLL90] and [Lau96],
but these results will also follow from the more general versions in this paper
later on. An overview over the Markov properties for the HEDG case is given
in 3, which then also applies for DAGs.

Theorem 3.2.1. Let G “ pV,Eq be a directed acyclic graph (DAG) and PV

a probability distribution on the product space XV “
ś

vPV Xv. Then the fol-
lowing properties, which relate the graphical structure of G to the probability
distribution PV , are equivalent:

1. The directed local Markov property (dLMP): For every v P V we have:

tvu KK
PV

NonDescGpvq |PaGpvq.

2. The ordered local Markov property (oLMP): There exists a topological
order ă for G such that for every v P V we have:

tvu KK
PV

PredGďpvqztvu |PaGpvq.

3. The directed global Markov property (dGMP): For all subsets X, Y, Z Ď
V we have the implication:

X
d

KK
G
Y |Z ùñ X KK

PV

Y |Z.

4. The ancestral undirected global Markov property (auGMP): For all
subsets X, Y, Z Ď V we have the implication:

X KK
AncGpXYY YZqmor

Y |Z ùñ X KK
PV

Y |Z,
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where AncGpX Y Y Y Zqmor is the undirected graph given by the mor-
alization of the ancestral closure of X Y Y Y Z.

5. The structural equations property (SEP): There exist:

(a) a probability space pΩ, a,Pq,

(b) standard Borel spaces Ev for every v P V ,

(c) random variables Ev : pΩ, a,Pq Ñ Ev for v P V , such that the
system pEvqvPV is jointly P-independent,

(d) measurable functions fv : XPaGpvq ˆ Ev Ñ Xv for every v P V ,

(e) random variables Xv : pΩ, a,Pq Ñ Xv for every v P V with:

Xv “ fvpXPaGpvq, Evq P-a.s.,

such that: P
pXvqvPV “ PV .

6. The recursive factorization property (rFP): There exists a topological
order ă of G given by v1, . . . , vn P V such that for all measurable sets
B1 Ď Xv1 , . . . , Bn Ď Xvn we have the equality:

ż
1Bnpxnq ¨ ¨ ¨1B1

px1q dPV pxn, . . . , x1q

“

ż
¨ ¨ ¨

ż
1Bnpxnq ¨ ¨ ¨1B1

px1q dP
vn|x

PaGpvnq

V pxnq ¨ ¨ ¨

¨ ¨ ¨ dP
vi|x

PaGpviq

V pxiq ¨ ¨ ¨dPv1V px1q,

or in short notation:

dPV pxq “
1ź

i“n

dP
vi|xPaGpviq

V pxiq,

where P
vi|xPaGpviq

V is the regular conditional probability distribution of
PV on Xvi given the parent nodes PaGpviq on the value xPaGpviq (the
corresponding values of x1, . . . , xn).

If the probability distribution PV has a density p “ pV w.r.t. a product mea-
sure µV “ bvPV µv on XV then the recursive factorization property (rFP) for
pG,PV q is also equivalent to:
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7. The recursive factorization property with density (rFPwd) for measures
µv, v P V : There exists a density p “ pV for PV w.r.t. to the product
measure µV such that for µV -almost-all xV “ pxvqvPV P XV we have the
equality:

ppxV q “
ź

vPV

ppxv|xPaGpvqq.

Proof. This was already proved in [LDLL90] and [Lau96]. Sketch of proofs
by arguments in this paper:
“dGMP ùñ dLMP”: Follows from tvu KKd

GNonDescGpvq |PaGpvq.
“dLMP ùñ oLMP”: Follows from PredGďpvqztvu Ď NonDescGpvq for topo-
logical orders ă.
“oLMP ùñ dGMP”: A more general proof is given in 3.4.5 by using the
semi-graphoid rules 3.1.3. The whole equivalence “dGMP ðñ dLMP ðñ
oLMP” in more generality is summarized in 3.4.6.
“dGMP ðñ auGMP”: This follows directly from the following equivalence
(2.5.7, also see 3.5.2):

X
d

KK
G
Y |Z ðñ X KK

AncGpXYY YZqmor
Y |Z.

“oLMP ðñ rFP”: Induction by n in the same topological order works. Also
see 3.6.3.
“rFP ùñ SEP”: This inductively follows from Lemma 3.2.3 with X “
TPaGpvq and Y “ Tv and a fixed topological order on G.
“SEP ùñ dGMP”: This follows from the more general statements later:
SEP implies the dLMP for pGaug,PV augq by 3.8.2 and 3.8.9. The latter implies
dGMP for pGaug,PV augq by the above equivalences or 3.4.6. By marginaliza-
tion (see 3.7.2) we get dGMP for pG,PV q.
“rFP ðñ rFPwd”: Clear by the use of a density. Also see 3.6.4.

Remark 3.2.2. 1. By the equivalences in Theorem 3.2.1 the phrase “There
exists a topological order” can be replaced by “For every topological or-
der” in Theorem 3.2.1 everywhere.

2. In the SEP in Theorem 3.2.1 we can without loss of generality assume
the spaces Ev to be r0, 1s with the Borel σ-algebra and Ev to be uniformly
distributed by the following Lemma 3.2.3.

Lemma 3.2.3. Let pΩ, a,Pq be probability space, pX ,BX q, pY ,BYq be measure
spaces, where Y is assumed to be a standard Borel space and ι : Y ãÑ r0, 1s
a fixed embedding onto a Borel subset of r0, 1s. Let X : pΩ, a,Pq Ñ pX ,BX q,
Y : pΩ, a,Pq Ñ pY ,BYq be random variables. Now construct:
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1. pΩ1, a1,P1q :“ pΩ ˆ r0, 1s, a b Bpr0, 1sq,P b λq, where λ is the Lebesgue
measure on r0, 1s.

2. π : pΩ1, a1,P1q ։ pΩ, a,Pq the canonical projection onto the first factor,

3. X 1 :“ X ˝ π : pΩ1, a1,P1q Ñ pX ,BX q,

4. E : pΩ1, a1,P1q ։ r0, 1s the canonical projection onto the second factor,

5. ιY :“ ι ˝ Y ,

6. FY |xpyq :“ PpιY ď y|X “ xq,

7. g : X ˆ r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1s with gpx, eq :“ infty P r0, 1s |FY |xpyq ě eu,

8. Y 1 :“ gpX 1, Eq : pΩ1, a1,P1q Ñ pr0, 1s,Bpr0, 1sqq.

Then E is uniformly distributed and independent of X 1 under P
1, g is mea-

surable and we have:

P
ιY |X “ P

1Y
1|X1

, and P
X “ P

1X
1

,

and in particular:

P
pX,ιY q “ P

1pX
1,Y 1q

.

Also note that it follows that P1pY 1 R ιpYqq “ 0, and thus Y 1 can be viewed
as a random variable mapping to Y.

Proof. The independence is clear by construction. g is measurable because
for all y1 P r0, 1s we can write:

g´1pr0, y1sq “ tpx, eq P X ˆ r0, 1s |FY |xpy1q ě eu
“ pPpB|X “ ¨q ˆ idq´1p∆q,

with B :“ tιY ď y1u and ∆ :“ tph, uq P r0, 1s2 | h ě uu, where all occuring
maps and sets are measurable on the right. After the measurability of g is
checked we then get:

P
1pY 1 ď y1|X 1 “ xq “ P

1pgpX 1, Eq ď y1|X 1 “ xq
“ P

1pgpx, Eq ď y1|X 1 “ xq
X1 KK

P1 E
“ P

1pgpx, Eq ď y1q
“ λpte P r0, 1s | gpx, eq ď y1uq
“ λpte P r0, 1s | e ď FY |xpy1quq
“ λpr0, FY |xpy1qsq
“ FY |xpy1q
“ PpιY ď y1|X “ xq.

P
1pX 1 P Aq “ P

1pX´1pAq ˆ r0, 1sq
“ PpX´1pAqq ¨ λpr0, 1sq
“ PpX P Aq.
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Thus we have: P
pX,ιY q “ P

1pX
1,Y 1q.

3.3 Directed Markov Properties for HEDGes

In this subsection we will define the most important directed Markov prop-
erties for general HEDGes like the directed global Markov property (dGMP).
In view of the later structural equations properties (csSEP, see 3.8.11) we
also need a weaker (see 3.3.3) but more generally applicable property: the
general directed global Markov property (gdGMP) based on σ-separation in-
stead of d-separation. We show that both of these properties are stable under
marginalization (see 3.3.2). Furthermore, a generalized directed local Markov
property (dLMP) for HEDGes is introduced. The definition will be made in
a way such that it is still local in some sense (see 3.3.1), reduces to the usual
one in the DAG case (see 3.3.6), is strong enough to imply the ordered lo-
cal Markov property (oLMP) for assembling pseudo-topological total orders
(see 3.4.4), but is weak enough to be implied by the directed global Markov
property (dGMP, see 3.3.5) and such that a marginal version (mdLMP) is
implied by some structural equations property (lsSEP) later on (see 3.8.7)
like it is used in the proofs of 3.2.1 in the DAG case. One drawback remains,
namely, that the directed local Markov property (dLMP) in general is not
stable under marginalization (as can be seen from example 3.8.6).

Definition 3.3.1. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and PV a probability dis-
tribution PV on XV “

ś
vPV Xv. We define the following properties relating

G to PV :

1. The directed global Markov property (dGMP): For all subsets X, Y, Z Ď
V we have the implication:

X
d

KK
G
Y |Z ùñ X KK

PV

Y |Z.

2. The directed local Markov property (dLMP): For every v P V , every
ancestral sub-HEDG A Ď NonDescGpvq Y ScGpvq with v P A and every
set S Ď ScGpvqztvu we have:

tvu KK
PV

AzSztvu | BAmor
zS

pvq,

where AzS :“ AmarzS and

BAmor
zS

pvq “
`
DistAzSptvu Y ChAzSpvqq

YPaAzSpDistAzSptvu Y ChAzSpvqqq
˘
ztvu.
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3. The general directed global Markov property (gdGMP): For all subsets
X, Y, Z Ď V we have the implication:

X
σ

KK
G
Y |Z ùñ X KK

PV

Y |Z.

Lemma 3.3.2 (dGMP/gdGMP stable under marginalization). Let G “
pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and PV a probability distribution PV on XV . Let
W Ď V be a subset and GW “ GmarpW q the marginalized HEDG with nodes
W and PW the marginal distribution on XW . We then have the implications:

dGMP for pG,PV q +3 dGMP for pGW ,PW q,

gdGMP for pG,PV q +3 gdGMP for pGW ,PW q.

In other words, both the directed global Markov property (dGMP) and the
general directed global Markov property (gdGMP) are stable under marginal-
ization.

Proof. The statements follow from the fact that d- and σ-separation are
stable under marginalization by 2.2.15 and 2.8.5. So for X, Y, Z Ď W and
dGMP we have:

X
d

KK
GW

Y |Z
2.2.15
ðñ X

d

KK
G
Y |Z

dGMP
ùñ X KK

PV

Y |Z
X,Y,ZĎW

ðñ X KK
PW

Y |Z.

For gdGMP we use 2.8.5 instead of 2.2.15.

Theorem 3.3.3. For a HEDG G “ pV,E,Hq and a probability distribution
PV on XV we have the implication:

dGMP +3 gdGMP.

If tv, wu P H for all v P V and all w P ScGpvq then the other direction of the
implication also holds.

Proof. Let X, Y, Z Ď V be subsets. We then have the implications:

X
σ

KK
G
Y |Z

2.8.2
ùñ X

d

KK
G
Y |Z

dGMP
ùñ X KK

PV

Y |Z.

For the other direction note that G2 “ Gc
2 (under the stated assumptions)

with Gc
2 from 2.8.4 making d- and σ-separation equivalent. We then get the

implications:

X
d

KK
G
Y |Z

2.8.4
ðñ X

σ

KK
G
Y |Z

gdGMP
ùñ X KK

PV

Y |Z.
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Remark 3.3.4. If G is an mDAG, ADMG or DAG then we always have
ScGpvq “ tvu for all v P V . So the condition tv, wu P H for all v P V and all
w P ScGpvq in Theorem 3.3.3 always holds and we get the equivalence:

dGMP ks +3 gdGMP.

Lemma 3.3.5. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and PV a probability distri-
bution PV on XV . For pG,PV q we then have:

dGMP +3 dLMP.

Proof. In the undirected graph Amor
zS we clearly have the separation:

tvu KK
Amor

zS

AzSztvu | BAmor
zS

pvq.

Furthermore, by 2.5.8 we have the implication:

tvu KK
Amor

zS

AzSztvu | BAmor
zS

pvq ùñ tvu
d

KK
AzS

AzSztvu | BAmor
zS

pvq.

Note that AzS is a marginalization of G by 2.2.12. With 3.3.2 we then get
the implication:

tvu
d

KK
AzS

AzSztvu | BAmor
zS

pvq ùñ tvu KK
PV

AzSztvu | BAmor
zS

pvq.

Remark 3.3.6. For a DAG G the dLMP for DAGs and the dLMP for
HEDGes are equivalent. This can be seen from the fact that in the DAG
case we have ScGpvq “ tvu and S “ H. Furthermore, for DAGs we can
restrict to A “ NonDescGpvq Y tvu, where we have BApvq “ PaGpvq. Indeed,
every ancestral A1 Ď A with v P A1 will then also have BA1pvq “ PaGpvq. This
then gives the implication:

tvu KK
PV

NonDescGpvq |PaGpvq ùñ tvu KK
PV

A1
zSztvu | BA1

zS
pvq.

Remark 3.3.7. Note, that the directed local Markov property (dLMP) in
general is not stable under marginalizations. A counterexample is difficult to
construct since for the acyclic case dLMP is equivalent to dGMP by 3.2.1,
which is stable under marginalizations by 3.3.2. See 3.8.8 where example
3.8.6 is used to indirectly show that dLMP is not stable under marginaliza-
tions.
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3.4 The Ordered Local Markov Property for HEDGes

In this subsection we define the ordered local Markov property (oLMP) for
HEDGes together with a total order. It will be defined in a way such that it is
weak enough to be implied by the directed global Markov property (dGMP,
see 3.4.3) for any total order, and by the directed local Markov property
(dLMP) for assembling pseudo-topological orders (see 3.4.4), reduces to the
usual ordered local Markov property for topological orders in the DAG case
(see 3.4.2), but the definition will be strong enough such that for HEDGes
with a perfect elimination order it will give the directed global Markov prop-
erty (dGMP) back (see 3.4.5). This will generalize the DAG case to HEDGes
with perfect elimination orders in most generality.

Definition 3.4.1. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG, ă a total order on V

and PV a probability distribution PV on XV “
ś

vPV Xv. Then we have the
following property for the tuple pG,PV ,ăq:

The ordered local Markov property (oLMP) for total order ă on G:
For all v P V and all ancestral sub-HEDGes A Ď PredGďpvq with v P A
we have that:

tvu KK
PV

Aztvu | BAmorpvq.

Remark 3.4.2. For a DAG G “ pV,E,H1q the oLMP for DAGs (3.2.1)
and the oLMP for HEDGes (3.4.1) together with a topological order ă are
equivalent. Indeed, for every ancestral A Ď PredGďpvq with v P A we have
BAmorpvq “ PaGpvq. So we have the implication:

tvu KK
PV

PredGďpvqztvu |PaGpvq ùñ tvu KK
PV

Aztvu | BAmorpvq.

Note that a more general version will be given in 3.4.7.

Lemma 3.4.3. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and ă any arbitrary total
order on V and PV a probability distribution on XV . Then we have the
implication:

dGMP for pG,PV q +3 oLMP for pG,PV ,ăq.

Proof. For A Ď PredGďpvq ancestral with v P A we have

tvu KK
Amor

Aztvu | BAmorpvq

which is equivalent to

tvu
d

KK
A
Aztvu | BAmorpvq
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by 2.5.7. Since the dGMP is preserved under marginalization by 3.3.2 we get

tvu KK
PV

Aztvu | BAmorpvq

and thus the claim. Note that A really is a marginalization ofG by 2.2.14.

Lemma 3.4.4. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and PV a probability distri-
bution on XV . For any assembling pseudo-topological order ă on G we have
the implication:

dLMP for pG,PV q +3 oLMP for pG,PV ,ăq.

Furthermore, if we consider all assembling pseudo-topological orders ă on G
we also get the reverse implication:

oLMP for pG,PV ,ăq @ a.p.t.ord. “ă” +3 dLMP for pG,PV q.

Proof. For the first statement assume dLMP and let ă be a fixed assembling
pseudo-topological order ă on G. Let v P V and A Ď PredGďpvq be ancestral
with v P A. Let A1 :“ AncGpAq and S :“ A1zA. By 2.2.14 we then have

A “ A1marzS “: A1
zS. Let s P S then s ą v. Otherwise s P PredGďpvq XA1 “ A,

which is not possible by definition of S. Since s P AncGpAq we have s P
AncGpaq for some a P A. Since a ď v and ă is a pseudo-topological order we
have s P ScGpaq. Because a ď v ă s P ScGpaq and ă is assembling we have
v P ScGpaq and thus s P ScGpvq. It follows that S Ď ScGpvqztvu. By dLMP
we then have:

tvu KK
PV

A1
zSztvu | BA1

zS
morpvq.

Since A “ A1
zS this shows oLMP.

For the second statement assume oLMP for every assembling pseudo-topological
order ă on G. Let v P V and A Ď NonDescGpvq Y ScGpvq ancestral with
v P A and S Ď ScGpvqztvu a set. Since A is ancestral in G as well we can
find an assembling pseudo-topological order ă such that:

1. If w1 P A and w2 P V zA then w1 ă w2.

2. If w P S then v ă w.

3. If w P ScGpvqz ptvu Y Sq then w ă v.

In this order we then have that AzS “ PredGďpvq, which is ancestral in

PredGďpvq and contains v. The oLMP applied to pG,PV ,ăq then gives:

tvu KK
PV

AzSztvu | BAzS
pvq.

This shows dLMP.
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In the next theorem we will show that for every HEDG that has a perfect
elimination order the ordered local Markov property (oLMP) and the directed
global Markov property (dGMP) are equivalent. The proof is a generalization
of the DAG case (see [LDLL90] §6 and [Ver93] Thm. 1.2.1.3) and ADMG
case (see [Ric03] §3 Thm. 2), which both only treat topological orders, to the
much more general case of HEDGes with perfect elimination orders. Note
that the proof only uses the general separoid/graphoid rules (1)-(5) from
3.1.3.

Theorem 3.4.5. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG that has a perfect elimi-
nation order ă and PV a probability distribution on XV . Then we have the
implication:

oLMP for pG,PV ,ăq +3 dGMP for pG,PV q.

Proof. For an ancestral sub-HEDG A Ď G and v P V let Apvq :“ PredAďpvq :“
tw P A|w ă v or w “ vu with the marginalized HEDG structure. Note
that Apvq is then an ancestral sub-HEDG in Gpvq “ PredGďpvq by 2.2.14.
If pG,PV ,ăq satisfies oLMP then pGpvq,PGpvq,ăq satisfies oLMP (with the
induced ordering). With this and G “ Gpvnq, where the elements of V “
tv1, . . . , vnu are indexed according to ă, we can do induction.
LetX, Y, Z Ď V withX KKd

G Y |Z be given subsets and A :“ AncGpXYY YZq
with the sub-HEDG-structure. Let v P V be the smallest element (according
to ă) with X, Y, Z Ď Apvq. Then v P X Y Y YZ. If v “ v1 we trivially have
X KKPV

Y |Z.
So consider v “ vm with m ą 1. By induction we can assume that dGMP
holds for pApwq,PApwqq for all w ă v.

X
d

KK
G
Y |Z

2.2.15
ðñ X

d

KK
Gpvq

Y |Z
2.5.7
ðñ X KK

Apvqmor
Y |Z ðñ XzZ KK

Apvqmor
Y zZ |Z

where we note that Apvq “ AncGpvqpX Y Y YZq by definition. Since we also
have: X KKPApvq

Y |Z ðñ XzZ KKPApvq
Y zZ |Z we can assume that X, Y, Z

are pairwise disjoint. We now have three cases:
First consider: v P X. Then X “ X 1 Y tvu with v R BApvqmorpvq YX 1 YY YZ.
So BApvqmorpvq YX 1 Y Y YZ Ď Apwq with w “ vm´1 ă v, for which induction
applies. Then Apwq “ Apvqmarztvu. By 2.5.9 we then have that Apwqmor

is a subgraph of Apvqmor
mar :“ pApvqmorqmarztvu. By standard separoid/semi-

graphoid rules 3.1.3 we have the implications (symmetry 3.1.3 (2) is implicitly
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used):

X 1 Y tvu KK
Apvqmor

Y |Z
3.1.3 p3q

ùñ X 1 KK
Apvqmor

Y |Z

2.4.8
ùñ X 1 KK

Apvqmor
mar

Y |Z

2.4.7
ùñ X 1 KK

Apwqmor
Y |Z

2.5.8
ùñ X 1

d

KK
Apwq

Y |Z

ind.
ùñ X 1 KK

PV

Y |Z. (#1)

X 1 Y tvu KK
Apvqmor

Y |Z
3.1.3 p4q

ùñ tvu KK
Apvqmor

Y |X 1 Y Z

p˚q
ùñ BApvqmorpvq KK

Apvqmor
Y |X 1 Y Z

2.4.8
ùñ BApvqmorpvq KK

Apvqmor
mar

Y |X 1 Y Z

2.4.7
ùñ BApvqmorpvq KK

Apwqmor
Y |X 1 Y Z

2.5.8
ùñ BApvqmorpvq

d

KK
Apwq

Y |X 1 Y Z

ind.
ùñ BApvqmorpvq KK

PV

Y |X 1 Y Z. (#2)

tvu KK
PV

Apvqztvu | BApvqmorpvq
3.1.3 p3q

ùñ tvu KK
PV

Y Y X 1 Y Z | BApvqmorpvq

3.1.3 p4q
ùñ tvu KK

PV

Y |X 1 Y Z Y BApvqmorpvq. (#3)

(#2) & (#3)
3.1.3 p5q

ùñ tvu Y BApvqmorpvq KK
PV

Y |X 1 Y Z

3.1.3 p4q
ùñ tvu KK

PV

Y |X 1 Y Z. (#4)

(#1) & (#4)
3.1.3 p5q

ùñ X 1 Y tvu KK
PV

Y |Z

“
ùñ X KK

PV

Y |Z.

(*) holds since every X 1 Y Z-open path to BApvqmorpvq extends to an X 1 Y Z-
open path to v.
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If v P Y by symmetry the same arguments hold.
Now assume the case when v P Z. ThenX KKApvqmor Y |Z 1Ytvu and BApvqmorpvqY
XYY YZ 1 Ď Apwq hold for w ă v. We now argue that XYtvu KKApvqmor Y |Z 1

orX KKApvqmor YYtvu |Z 1 holds: Assume the contrary. WithX KKApvqmor Y |Z 1Y
tvu, we then had Z 1-open paths v ´ w1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ y and x ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ w2 ´ v. By
considering shortest paths we can assume that all the nodes in between are
not v. We also have w1, w2 P BApvqmorpvq, which is a complete subgraph by
assumption. So we have the edge w1 ´ w2 (or even equality) in Apvqmor.
So we get a Z 1 Y tvu-open path x ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ w2 ´ w1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ y in Apvqmor in
contradiction to X KKApvqmor Y |Z 1 Y tvu.
So X Y tvu KKApvqmor Y |Z 1 or X KKApvqmor Y Y tvu |Z 1 must hold.
Now the previous points imply X Y tvu KKPV

Y |Z 1 or X KKPV
Y Y tvu |Z 1,

which both imply X KKPV
Y |Z 1 Y tvu by 3.1.3 (2+4).

Corollary 3.4.6. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG that has an assembling
quasi-topological order ă (e.g. a topological order) and PV a probability dis-
tribution on XV . Then we have the equivalences:

oLMP for pG,PV ,ăq ks +3 dLMP for pG,PV q ks +3 dGMP for pG,PV q.

Proof. dGMP ùñ dLMP: Use 3.3.5.
dLMP ùñ oLMP: Use 3.4.4 for assembling pseudo-topological orders.
oLMP ùñ dGMP: Use 3.4.5 for perfect elimination orders.

In the following Corollary we will investigate under which circumstances
we only need to check one set for the conditional independence per node
(instead of all ancestral subsets it is contained in).

Corollary 3.4.7. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG, PV a probability distribu-
tion on XV and a total order ă. If for every v P V we have:

1. DistGpvqptvu Y ChGpvqpvqq Ď AncGpvqpvq as sets of nodes, and

2. BAncGpvqpvqmorpvq is a complete subgraph of AncGpvqpvqmor, and

3. tvu KKPV
Gpvqztvu | BGpvqmorpvq,

with Gpvq :“ PredGďpvq, then ă is a perfect elimination order and pG,PV ,ăq
satisfies the oLMP and thus the dGMP.

Proof. For A Ď Gpvq ancestral with v P A we have seen in 2.6.7 that
BAmorpvq “ BGpvqmorpvq. So we immediately get by the decomposition rule
3.1.3:

tvu KK
PV

Aztvu | BAmorpvq.

This shows oLMP. 2.6.7 shows that ă must be a perfect elimination order.
The claim then follows directly from 3.4.5.
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3.5 Undirected Markov Properties for HEDGes

In this subsection we investigate Markov properties for HEDGes that are
related to Markov properties for undirected graphs (mainly local, global and
pairwise Markov properties) by the use of the moralization of a HEDG. To
capture all the relevant information of the HEDG we need to consider the
moralization of every ancestral sub-HEDG or even every marginalization of it.
In the latter case (or under the intersection property) we have the equivalence
to the directed gobal Markov property (dGMP). The precise statements are
given in the theorems 3.5.2 and 3.5.4. Later in 3.6.7 we will see that the
undirected Markov properties will imply the ancestral factorization property
(aFP) under the existence of a strictly positive density pV ą 0 w.r.t. some
product measure.

Definition 3.5.1. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and PV a probability distri-
bution PV on XV “

ś
vPV Xv. Then we have the following properties relating

G to PV :

1. The ancestral undirected global Markov property (auGMP): For all
ancestral sub-HEDGes A Ď G and all subsets X, Y, Z Ď A we have the
implication:

X KK
Amor

Y |Z ùñ X KK
PV

Y |Z.

2. The refined undirected global Markov property (ruGMP): For all sub-
sets W Ď V and all subsets X, Y, Z Ď W we have the implication:

X KK
pGmarpW qqmor

Y |Z ùñ X KK
PV

Y |Z.

3. The ancestral undirected local Markov property (auLMP): For all an-
cestral sub-HEDGes A Ď G and every v P A we have:

tvu KK
PV

Aztvu | BAmorpvq.

4. The refined undirected local Markov property (ruLMP): For all subsets
W Ď V and every v P W we have:

tvu KK
PV

W ztvu | BpGmarpW qqmorpvq.

5. The ancestral undirected pairwise Markov property (auPMP): For all
ancestral sub-HEDGes A Ď G and every pair of nodes v, w P Amor we
have:

w R BAmorpvq Y tvu ùñ tvu KK
PV

twu |Aztv, wu.
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6. The refined undirected pairwise Markov property (ruPMP): For all
subsets W Ď V and every pair of nodes v, w P W we have:

w R BpGmarpW qqmorpvq Y tvu ùñ tvu KK
PV

twu |W ztv, wu.

Theorem 3.5.2. For a HEDG G “ pV,E,Hq and a probability distribution
PV on XV we have the implications:

dGMP ks +3
bj

"*▼
▼

▼

▼

▼

▼

▼

▼

▼

▼

▼

▼

▼

▼

▼

▼

▼

▼

ruGMPKS

��

ks +3 ruLMP ks +3

��

ruPMP

��
auGMP +3 auLMP +3 auPMP

Proof. The implications from top down only need that for ancestral sub-
HEDGes A Ď G we have A “ GmarpAq by 2.2.12.
“dGMP ùñ ruGMP”: Let W Ď V and X, Y, Z Ď W and GW :“ GmarpW q

and AW :“ AncGW pX Y Y Y Zq. Then Amor
W Ď Gmor

W is a subgraph and we
have:

X KKGmor
W

Y |Z
2.5.8
ùñ X KKd

GW
Y |Z

2.2.15
ðñ X KKd

G Y |Z
dGMP
ùñ X KKPV

Y |Z.

This shows ruGMP.
All the other implications from left to right are clear.
“auGMP ùñ dGMP”: Let X, Y, Z Ď V and A :“ AncGpX Y Y YZq. Then
we have:

X
d

KK
G
Y |Z

2.5.7
ðñ X KK

Amor
Y |Z

auGMP
ùñ X KK

PV

Y |Z.

“ruPMP ùñ dGMP”: Let X, Y, Z Ď V with X KKd
G Y |Z. By the sepa-

roid/graphoid rules 3.1.3 we have the equivalence for X 1 “ Xztxu:

txu Y X 1
d

KK
G
Y |Z ðñ txu

d

KK
G
Y |Z Y X 1 ^ X 1

d

KK
G
Y |Z.

Repeating this and together with symmetry we end up with a number of
statements of the form:

txu
d

KK
G

tyu |Z 1.

Take W :“ tx, yu Y Z 1 with the marginalized HEDG-structure of G. Noting
that AncW pW q “ W , we get:

txu
d

KK
G

tyu |Z 1 2.2.15
ðñ txu

d

KK
W

tyu |Z 1 2.5.7
ðñ txu KK

Wmor
tyu |Z 1.
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The ruPMP now implies: txu KKPV
tyu |Z 1. By using the same separoid/graphoid

rules 3.1.3 backwards we get:

X KK
PV

Y |Z.

Lemma 3.5.3 (Undirected pairwise Markov property under marginaliza-
tion). Let G “ pV,Eq be an undirected graph, PV a probability distribution
on XV and W Ď V a subset. Assume that pG,PV q satisfy the undirected
pairwise Markov property (uPMP): I.e. for every v1, v2 P V we have:

v1 R BGpv2q Y tv2u ùñ tv1u KK
PV

tv2u |Gztv1, v2u.

If PV satisfies the intersection property (3.1.3 (6)), then pGmarzW ,PV zW q also
satisfies the undirected pairwise Markov property (uPMP).

Proof. By induction we can assume that W “ twu. Now let v1, v2 P V zW .
We have the sets:

BGmarzW pviq “

"
BGpviq if w R BGpviq,
pBGpviq Y BGpwqqztvi, wu if w P BGpviq.

Put S :“ Gztv1, v2, wu and let v1 R BGmarzW pv2qYtv2u. Then v1 R BGpv2qYtv2u
and we have w R BGpviq Y tviu for at least one i “ 1, 2, say w R BGpv2q Y tv2u.
Then we have by uPMP for pG,PV q:

tv1u KK
PV

tv2u |S Y twu, and twu KK
PV

tv2u |S Y tv1u.

By the intersection property we get:

tv1, wu KK
PV

tv2u |S,

which implies the claim:

tv1u KK
PV

tv2u |Gztv1, v2, wu.

Theorem 3.5.4. For a HEDG G “ pV,E,Hq and a probability distribution
PV on XV that satisfies the intersection property 3.1.3 (6) (e.g. in the case
of a strictly positive density pV ą 0 w.r.t. a product measure µV of measures
pµvqvPV ) we have the implications:

auPMP +3 auGMP,

making all the implications from 3.5.2 equivalences.
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Proof. See [LDLL90] Thm. 3.7 or [PP87]. By 3.5.2 we only need to show
ruPMP. For this let W Ď V be a subset. We then need to show the uPMP
for pGmarpW qqmor. Let A :“ AncGpW q. Then AmarpW q “ GmarpW q and every
node v P AncGpW qzW has a directed path v Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ w in A with a w P W .
In particular, we have ChApvqztvu ‰ H. By 2.5.10 we then get that:

pAmarztvuqmor “ pAmorqmarztvu. (*)

Using the same argument for a node in v1 P AncA
marztvu

pW qzW we get:

pAmarztv,v1uqmor 2.5.10“ ppAmarztvuqmorqmarztv1u p˚q
“ pAmorqmarztv,v1u.

Inductively we arrive at:

pGmarpW qqmor “ pAmarpW qqmor “ pAmorqmarpW q.

By the assumption auPMP Amor satisfies the uPMP. By 3.5.3 and the inter-
section property also pAmorqmarpW q “ pGmarpW qqmor satisfies the uPMP. This
implies ruPMP and thus the claim.

3.6 Factorization Properties for HEDGes

In this subsection we define the most genereral factorization property for
HEDGes with an associated probability density p: the ancestral factorization
property (aFP), and variants of it. It basically holds if p factors according
to the maximal complete subgraphs of the moralization of every ancestral
sub-HEDG of G. We will see that this implies the directed global Markov
property (dGMP, see 3.6.6). Furthermore, there are basically two ways back
(see 3.6.9):
One way is in the case of a strictly positive density p ą 0. Then we will show
that the ancestral factorization property (aFP) is implied by the ancestral
undirected pairwise Markov property (auPMP, see 3.6.7), which itself is im-
plied by the directed global Markov property (dGMP, see 3.5.2).
The second way is in the case where we have a perfect elimination order for
G (e.g. in the case of an mDAGs). Then we will prove that a general ver-
sion of the recursive factorization property (rFPwd) for HEDGes will imply
the ancestral factorization property (aFP, see 3.6.5). We will also see that
the recursive factorization property (rFP) is equivalent to the ordered local
Markov property (oLMP, see 3.6.3), which is again implied by the directed
global Markov property (dGMP, see 3.4.3), closing the implication loop.
The question when a structural equations property (SEP) will imply the
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ancestral factorization property (aFP) will be handled later in 3.8.12 for dis-
crete variables under “ausSEP” and in 3.8.15 under the different assumption
“SEPwared”, which is a generalization of the linear to the non-linear case.
Note, that by the combination of “csSEP” and the results 3.8.11 and 3.3.4
we will get the recursive factorization property (rFP) for the acyclification,
e.g. in the mDAG case itself. Also see 3.2.1 for the DAG case and the reverse
implication.

Definition 3.6.1. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and PV a probability distri-
bution PV on XV “

ś
vPV Xv. Then we have the following properties relating

G to PV :

1. The ancestral factorization property (aFP) for measures µv on Xv,
v P V : There exists a density pV for PV w.r.t. the product measure
µV :“ bvPV µv such that for all ancestral sub-HEDGes A Ď G there
exists a finite tuple CA of complete subgraphs20 C Ď Amor and for every
such complete subgraph C P CA there exists an integrable function

kA,C : XC Ñ Rě0

such that for µA-almost-all x P XA the marginal density w.r.t. to A,
pA : XA Ñ R, is given by the product:

pApxAq “
ź

CPCA

kA,CpxCq,

where xA is the tuple pxvqvPA and xC “ pxvqvPC denotes the tuple of
values xv corresponding to the nodes in C.

2. The marginal factorization property (mFP) for measures µv on Xv,
v P V : For every F P H̃ there exists a standard Borel space EF with
a measure νF on it and for every strongly connected component S P
SpGaugq of Gaug there is a finite tuple CS of complete subgraphs C Ď
AncG

aug

pSqmor in the moralization of the ancestral closure of S in the
augmented graph Gaug with C Ď S Y PaG

aug

pSq, and for every such
complete subgraph C P CS there exists an integrable function

kS,C : XCXV ˆ ECzV Ñ Rě0

such that there is a joint density pV aug : XV aug :“ XV ˆ EV Ñ Rě0

(with EV :“
ś

FPH̃ EF ) w.r.t. the product measure µV aug :“ pbvPV µvq b
pbFPH̃νF q which is given by:

pV augpx, eq “
ź

SPSpGaugq

ź

CPCS

kS,CpxC , eCq,

20Again, note that complete subgraphs are often called cliques in some literature.
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and with the property that for all S P SpGaugq we have:

ş ś
CPCS

kS,CpxC , eCq dµSpxSq “ 1, for S P SpGq,ş ś
CPCS

kS,CpeF q dνF peF q “ 1, for S “ tF u, F P H̃.

Here xC , eC are the corresponding components of x P XV and e P EV .
Note that if S is a strongly connected component of Gaug that is not
in G then S consists of a single variable S “ tF u corresponding to a
hyperedge F P H̃.

3. The recursive factorization property (rFP) for a total order ă: For
every ancestral sub-HEDG A Ď G and every measurable product set
B :“

ś
vPA,ě Bv Ď XA, where the product from left to right is taken in

decreasing order according to ă, we have the equality

PApBq “

ż
¨ ¨ ¨

ż ź

vPA,ě

1Bvpxvq dP
v|x

BAďpvq

V pxvq,

where the product and integration of the regular conditional probabil-

ities P

v|x
BAďpvq

V of the v-component given the value xBA
ďpvq is taken from

the highest v to the lowest v according to ă, and where we made the
abbreviation:

BAďpvq :“ BPredAďpvqmorpvq,

the neighbours of v in the moralization of the marginalization of all
elements in A that are smaller than or equal to v.

4. The recursive factorization property with density (rFPwd) for measures
µv, v P V , and total order ă: There exists a density p “ pV for PV

w.r.t. the product measure µV such that for every ancestral sub-HEDG
A Ď G and for µA-almost-all xA “ pxvqvPA P XA we have the equality:

pApxAq “
ź

vPA

pApxv|xBA
ďpvqq.

Remark 3.6.2. Note that the recursive factorization property (rFP) for a
DAG with topological order ă is equivalent to the recursive factorization prop-
erty (rFP) for HEDGes in that topological order. Indeed for every ancestral
A Ď G and every v P A we have BAďpvq “ PaGpvq and the factorization for A
follows from marginalizing out the other variables GzA from the factorization
of G.
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Lemma 3.6.3. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and PV a probability distri-
bution on XV and ă a total order on V . Then for pG,PV ,ăq we have the
equivalence:

oLMP ks +3 rFP.

Proof. This follows from 2.2.14. oLMP ùñ rFP: Let A Ď G be ancestral
and v P A. Then Apvq :“ PredAďpvq is ancestral in PredGďpvq by 2.2.14 with
node set A X PredGďpvq. By oLMP we then have:

tvu KK
PV

Apvqztvu | BApvqmorpvq,

which translates to

PApTv P Bv|TApvqztvu “ xApvqztvuq “ PApTv P Bv|TBApvqmor pvq “ xBApvqmor pvqq

for all measurable sets Bv Ď Xv and almost all values xApvqztvu P XApvqztvu, or
in short:

dP
v|xApvqztvu

Apvq pxvq “ dP
v|x

BAďpvq

Apvq pxvq.

Since we always have the product rule:

dPApvqpxq “ dP
v|xApvqztvu

Apvq pxvq dPApvqztvupxApvqztvuq

we can just do induction from the highest v P A to the lowest v P A to get
rFP.
rFP ùñ oLMP: Now let w P V and A1 Ď PredGďpwq ancestral with w P A1.

By 2.2.14 we have that A1 “ GmarpAXPredGďpwqq for an ancestral A Ď G. We
then get A1 “ PredAďpwq. Note that for v P A1, PredAďpvq “ PredA

1

ď pvq and
BAďpvq “ BA

1

ď pvq. Therefore, by the mentioned product rule, by rFP and after
integrating out the factors corresponding to v P AzA1 we get the factorization:

ź

vPA1,ě

dP
v|x

PredAďpvqztvu

A1 pxvq “ dPA1pxq “
ź

vPA1,ě

dP
v|x

BAďpvq

A1 pxvq.

So by the uniqueness of the conditional expectations (see [Kle14] Thm. 8.12)
we directly get for the highest node v “ w:

dP
w|x

PredAďpwqztwu

A1 pxwq “ dP
w|x

BAďpwq

A1 pxwq.

Since A1 “ PredAďpwq and BA1morpwq “ BAďpwq the above equality encodes the
conditional independence:

twu KK
PV

A1ztwu | BA1morpwq.

This shows oLMP.
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Remark 3.6.4. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and PV a probability distri-
bution on XV and ă a total order on V . Then for pG,PV ,ăq we clearly have
the implication:

rFPwd +3 rFP,

which is an equivalence if PV has a density pV w.r.t. some product measure
µV .

Theorem 3.6.5. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG that has a perfect elimina-
tion order ă and PV a probability distribution on XV that has a density pV
w.r.t. some product measure µV . Then we have the implication:

rFPwd for pG,PV , µV ,ăq +3 aFP for pG,PV , µV q.

Proof. Let A Ď G be an ancestral sub-HEDG. By rFPwd we then have the
factorization:

pApxAq “
ź

vPA

pApxv|xBA
ďpvqq.

Since ă is a perfect elimination order we have that for every v P A the set

C :“ tvu Y BAďpvq “ tvu Y BPredAďpvqmorpvq

is a complete subgraph of PredAďpvqmor. Indeed by 2.2.14 PredAďpvq “ A X
PredGďpvq is an ancestral sub-HEDG of PredGďpvq which contains v.
It is left to show that C is also a complete subgraph of Amor because then
we can just put kA,CpxCq :“ pApxv|xBA

ďpvqq to get a desired factorization.

We inductively show that C is a complete subgraph of PredAďpwq for every
w P A with v ă w. So let v “ w0 ă w1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă wr be all elements in A with
v ď wi. By 2.5.9 we have the inclusion of undirected subgraphs:

PredAďpwi´1q
mor Ď pPredAďpwiq

morqmarztwiu.

Since ă is a perfect elimination order we have that BPredAďpwiqmorpwiq is a com-

plete subgraph of PredAďpwiq
mor. By 2.4.4 then C is also a complete subgraph

of PredAďpwiq
mor (if it was already in PredAďpwi´1q

mor). So inductively C be-
comes a complete subgraph of Amor.

Theorem 3.6.6. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and PV a probability dis-
tribution on XV . Assume that there are measures µv on Xv for every v P V
such that PV has a density pV w.r.t. the product measure µV “ bvPV µv. We
then have the following implication for pG,PV q:

aFP +3 auGMP.
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Proof. Let A Ď G be an ancestral sub-HEDG of G. Let X, Y, Z be pairwise
disjoint subsets of A with X KKAmor Y |Z. We have the factorization:

pApaq “
ź

CPCA

kA,CpaCq.

Let X 1 be the set of all j P AzZ such that there is a Z-unblocked path in
Amor to a node in X. Let Y 1 be the set of nodes j P AzZ for which every
chain in Amor from j to X is blocked by Z. Since X KKAmor Y |Z we have
Y Ď Y 1. It now follows that Amor “ X 1 Y Y 1 YZ and X 1 KKAmor Y 1 |Z. So for
every complete subgraph C Ď Amor with C X X 1 ‰ H we have C X Y 1 “ H
(and the other way around). Using this for the complete subgraphs C P CA

in Amor we get the decomposition:

pApaq “
ź

CPCA,
X1XC‰H

kA,CpaCq ¨
ź

CPCA,
X1XC“H

kA,CpaCq,

where the first product is a function in variables from X 1 Y Z only and the
second a function in variables from Y 1 Y Z only. Integrating both sides over
all variables AzpXYY YZq we get that the marginal density w.r.t. XYY YZ
has the following form

ppx, y, zq “ pXYYYZpx, y, zq “ gpx, zqhpy, zq,

with integrable functions g, h. So we get for all values x, y, z:

ppx, zq ¨ ppy, zq

“ gpx, zq

ż
hpy1, zqdµY py1q ¨ hpy, zq

ż
gpx1, zqdµXpx1q

“ gpx, zqhpy, zq ¨

ż
hpy1, zqdµY py1q

ż
gpx1, zqdµXpx1q

“ ppx, y, zq ¨ ppzq.

But this implies: X KKPV
Y |Z.

Theorem 3.6.7. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and PV a probability distri-
bution on XV that has a strictly positive density pV ą 0 w.r.t. some product
measure µV “ bvPV µv on XV . Then the following implication for pG,PV q
holds:

auPMP +3 aFP,

making all the implications from 3.5.2 and 3.6.6 equivalences.
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Proof. The claim directly follows from the famous Hammersley-Clifford the-
orem (see e.g. [Lau96] Thm. 3.9) applied to each Amor separately, where A
runs through all ancestral sub-HEDGes of G. Note that with PV also all
marginalizations PA have strictly positive densities w.r.t. the corresponding
product measures µA by the following Lemma 3.6.8.

Lemma 3.6.8. Let X “ X1 ˆ X2 be the product space of two measurable
spaces. Let P be a probability distribution on X that has a strictly positive
density p ą 0 w.r.t. some product measure µ “ µ1 b µ2 on X . Then also the
marginalizations P1 (and P2) of P have strictly positive densities w.r.t. the
corresponding measure µ1 (and µ2, resp.).

Proof. To see this let p1 be the marginalization of p to X1 (given by p1px1q “ş
X2
ppx1, x2q dµ2px2q) and N1 :“ tx1 P X1|p1px1q “ 0u. For the claim it will

be enough to show that µ1pN1q “ 0, because then p1 can be changed to an
arbitrary positive value on N1. First note that:

0 “
ş
1N1

px1q ¨ p1px1q dµ1px1q
“

ş
1N1

px1q ¨
ş
ppx1, x2q dµ2px2q dµ1px1q

“
ş
1N1ˆX2

pxq ¨ ppxq dµpxq.

So we have
ş
gpxq dµpxq “ 0 with gpxq :“ 1N1ˆX2

pxq ¨ ppxq. Put S :“ tx P
X |gpxq ą 0u and Sn :“ tx P X |gpxq ą 1

n
u for n P N. We then have S “

Ť
n Sn

and:
0 “

ş
gpxq dµpxq

“
ş
1Spxq ¨ gpxq dµpxq

“ supn
ş
1Snpxq ¨ gpxq dµpxq

@n
ě

ş
1Snpxq ¨ gpxq dµpxq

ě
ş
1Snpxq ¨ 1

n
dµpxq

“ 1
n

¨ µpSnq
ě 0.

This implies µpSnq “ 0 for all n P N and thus µpSq “ supn µpSnq “ 0.
On the other hand we have:

S “ tx P X |1N1ˆX2
pxq ¨ ppxq ą 0u

ppxqą0
“ tx P X |1N1ˆX2

pxq ą 0u
“ N1 ˆ X2.

Together we get:

0 “ µpSq “ µpN1 ˆ X2q “ µ1pN1q ¨ µ2pX2q.

Since µ2pX2q ‰ 0 (otherwise 0 “ P2pX2q “ 1) we get µ1pN1q “ 0.
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Corollary 3.6.9. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and PV a probability distri-
bution on XV that has a density pV w.r.t. some product measure µV “ bvPV µv
on XV . Furthermore, assume one (or both) of the following:

1. pV is strictly positive (pV ą 0), or

2. G has a perfect elimination order.

Then for pG,PV q the directed global Markov property (dGMP) is equivalent
to the ancestral factorization property (aFP):

dGMP ks +3 aFP.

Proof. “aFP ùñ dGMP” was proven in 3.6.6 and 3.5.2. For “dGMP ùñ
aFP” note: If pV ą 0 the claim follows from the following implication chain
(3.5.2, 3.6.7):

dGMP
3.5.2
ðñ auGMP

3.5.2
ùñ auLMP

3.5.2
ùñ auPMP

3.6.7, pV ą0
ùñ aFP.

If G has a perfect elimination order the claim follows from the following
implication chain (3.4.3, 3.6.3, 3.6.4, 3.6.5):

dGMP
3.4.3
ùñ oLMP

3.6.3
ðñ rFP

3.6.4, density
ðñ rFPwd

3.6.5, p.e.ord.
ùñ aFP.

In the next example we will see that without the positivity of the density
or perfect elimination order we might not get the ancestral factorization
property (aFP) back. The example was taken from [Lau96] Ex. 3.10, where
it was stated for undirected graphs.

Example 3.6.10 (dGMP does not imply aFP without strictly positive den-
sity or perfect elimination order). Let X1, . . . , X4 be four discrete t0, 1u-
valued random variables that have a joint probability of p “ 1

8
on each of

the following points:

p0, 0, 0, 0q, p1, 0, 0, 0q, p1, 1, 0, 0q, p1, 1, 1, 0q,
p0, 0, 0, 1q, p0, 0, 1, 1q, p0, 1, 1, 1q, p1, 1, 1, 1q.

For all other possible points we have p “ 0. Straightforward calculation shows
that we have the following independencies:

X1 KK
P

X3 | pX2, X4q, and X2 KK
P

X4 | pX1, X3q.
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X1 X2

X3X4

Figure 14: Directed cycle with four nodes corresponding to Example 3.6.10.

So it satisfies the directed global Markov property (dGMP) according to the
directed circle with four nodes, figure 14. But there is no ancestral factoriza-
tion of P according to G. Otherwise we had the equations:

0 ‰ pp0, 0, 0, 0q “ φ12p0, 0q ¨ φ23p0, 0q ¨ φ34p0, 0q ¨ φ41p0, 0q,
0 ‰ pp0, 0, 1, 1q “ φ12p0, 0q ¨ φ23p0, 1q ¨ φ34p1, 1q ¨ φ41p1, 0q,
0 ‰ pp1, 1, 1, 0q “ φ12p1, 1q ¨ φ23p1, 1q ¨ φ34p1, 0q ¨ φ41p0, 1q,
0 “ pp0, 0, 1, 0q “ φ12p0, 0q ¨ φ23p0, 1q ¨ φ34p1, 0q ¨ φ41p0, 0q,

showing that φ12p0, 0q, φ23p0, 1q, φ34p1, 0q, φ41p0, 0q ‰ 0, but their product equals
0, which is a contradiction. Also, G has no perfect elimination order. Indeed,
whatever order one chooses, for v the last element in that order, we have that
the only ancestral subgraph of PredGďpvq is just G itself, and BAmorpvq Y tvu is
not a complete subgraph of Amor.

Theorem 3.6.11 (aFP stable under marginalization). Let G “ pV,E,Hq
be a HEDG and PV a probability distribution on XV and W Ď V a sub-
set. If pG,PV q has the ancestral factorization property (aFP) then also the
marginalization pGmarzW ,PV zW q has the corresponding ancestral factorization
property (aFP):

aFP for pG,PV ,bvPV µvq +3 aFP for pGmarzW ,PV zW ,bvPV zWµvq.

Proof. By induction we can assume W “ twu has only one element. Let
A1 Ď GmarzW be ancestral. The ancestral sub-HEDG A :“ AncGpA1q of
G will then by 2.2.14 marginalize to A1 in GmarzW . By aFP we have the
factorization:

pApxAq “
ź

CPCA

kA,CpxCq,

for a set of complete subgraphs CA of Amor. We distinguish two cases: w P A
and w R A. If w R A then A1 “ A is already an ancestral sub-HEDG of G.
Note that ancestral sub-HEDGes carry the marginalized HEDG structure by
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2.2.12. So pA1 “ pA has the same factorization as pA.
If w P A then the marginalization pA1 of pA is:

pA1pxA1q “
ź

CPCA
wRC

kA,CpxCq ¨

ż

Xw

ź

CPCA
wPC

kA,CpxCq dµwpxwq.

Since w P A we can assume that ChApwqztwu ‰ H. Otherwise Aztwu would
already be an ancestral sub-HEDG of G marginalizing to A1. By 2.5.10 we
then get:

pA1qmor “ pAmorqmarztwu.

So if w R C then C stays a complete subgraph of pAmorqmarztwu “ pA1qmor. So
for these C we can put kA1,CpxCq :“ kA,CpxCq.
We are left to argue about the integral on the right of the factorization.
Note that it is a function in the variables of D :“

Ť
CPCA
wPC

Cztwu. Since

these C Ď Amor are complete and contain w we have D Ď BAmorpwq. By
2.4.4 we get that BAmorpwq and thus D becomes a complete subgraph of
pAmorqmarztwu “ pA1qmor. So we can put

kA1,DpxDq :“

ż

Xw

ź

CPCA
wPC

kA,CpxCq dµwpxwq.

This shows the required factorization and thus aFP for the marginalization.

Lemma 3.6.12 (mFP stable under ancestral subsets). Let G “ pV,E,Hq
be a HEDG and PV a probability distribution on XV and A Ď G an ancestral
sub-HEDG. Then we have the implication:

mFP for pG,PV ,bvPV µvq +3 mFP for pA,PA,bvPAµvq.

Proof. We first show the little stronger claim that the form of the joint density
pV aug as mentioned in mFP is stable under ancestral subgraphs A1 of Gaug

(we can then just take A1 :“ AncG
aug

pAq later on). So let A1 Ď Gaug be
ancestral and S1, . . . , Sr P SpGaugq all strongly connected components of
Gaug ordered by a topological order of SpGaugq such that S1, . . . , Sk are the
strongly connected components of A1 and Sk`1, . . . , Sr are the rest. Since A1

is ancestral such a topological order always exists. By mFP we have the joint
density:

pV augpx, eq “
ź

SPSpGaugq

ź

CPCS

kS,CpxC , eCq,
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and for all m “ 1, . . . , r:
ş ś

CPCSm
kSm,CpxC , eCq dµSmpxSmq “ 1, for Sm P SpGq,ş ś

CPCSm
kSm,CpeF q dνF peF q “ 1, for Sm “ tF u, F P H̃.

So integrating over xSm and eF for F P V augzpA1 Y V q for decreasing m “
r, r ´ 1, . . . k ` 1 then gives the claim for ancestral A1 Ď Gaug:

pA1pxA1, eA1q

“
kź

m“1

ź

CPCSm

kSm,CpxC , eCq ¨ ¨ ¨

¨ ¨ ¨

ż ż k`1ź

m“r

ź

CPCSm

kSm,CpxC , eCq dµpxV zA1q dνpeV augzpA1YV qq,

“
kź

m“1

ź

CPCSm

kSm,CpxC , eCq ¨ 1.

For the actual claim for A Ď G ancestral we need to construct a factorization
for the marginal density over Aaug out of the above one for A1 :“ AncG

aug

pAq.
Fortunately, these two directed graphs might only differ by the latent nodes
outside of A corresponding to hyperedges F P H̃ with F zA ‰ H and FXA ‰

H. Since F X A Ď F 1 for an F 1 P ČHpAq we can subsume such F in an
arbitrary way to some F 1 and gather the corresponding factors ktF u,CpeCq
into one product ktF 1u,CpeCq. This then shows the claim.

Lemma 3.6.13. For a HEDG G “ pV,E,Hq and a probability distribution
PV on XV with a density pV w.r.t. a product measure µV of measures µv,
v P V , we have the implication:

mFP +3 aFP.

Proof. Let A Ď G be ancestral. By 3.6.12 mFP is stable under ancestral
subsets. So pA,PAq satisfies mFP as well. The claim then follows by gathering
the terms unter the integral exactly like in the proof of 3.6.11 by marginalizing
out W “ AaugzA.

The next result is [Kos96] Thm. 3.4 applied to our setting and gives
another connection between the form of mFP and aFP.

Lemma 3.6.14. Let G “ pV,E,H1q be HEDG with trivial H1 and PV a
probability distribution on XV . Assume that pG,PV , µV q satisfies the ances-
tral factorization property (aFP) with a strictly positive density pV ą 0 w.r.t.
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some product measure µV “ bvPV µv. Then for every strongly connected com-
ponent S P SpGq there exists a set CS of complete subgraphs C Ď AncGpSqmor

with C Ď S Y PaGpSq together with integrable functions:

kS,C : XC Ñ Rě0,

such that the joint density pV w.r.t. µV is given by:

pV pxq “
ź

SPSpGq

ź

CPCS

kS,CpxCq,

and such that for every S P SpGq and almost all xPaGpSqzS we have:

ż

XS

ź

CPCS

kS,CpxCq dµSpxSq “ 1.

Proof. By 3.6.6 the tuple pG,PV q satisfies the directed global Markov prop-
erty (dGMP). From this we get for every S P SpGq:

S KK
PV

NonDescGpSq |PaGpSqzS,

and, in particular:
S KK

PV

AncGpSqzS |PaGpSqzS.

So inductively—using a topological order for the mDAG of strongly con-
nected components SpGq—we get that the joint density p “ pV factorizes
as:

ppxq “
ź

SPSpGq

ppxS|xPaGpSqzSq.

Furthermore, we have:

ppxS|xPaGpSqzSq “ ppxS|xAncGpSqzSq
3.6.8, pą0

“
ppxAncGpSqq

ppxAncGpSqzSq
.

By the ancestral factorization property (aFP) applied to the two ancestral
subsets A :“ AncGpSq and A1 :“ AncGpSqzS we get:

pApxAq “
ź

CĎAmor

complete

kA,CpxCq, and pA1pxA1q “
ź

DĎpA1qmor

complete

kA1,DpxDq.

Since pA1qmor is a subgraph of Amor every D is also complete in Amor and we
can gather some D’s with D Ď C and assign them to the complete C Ď Amor.
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So we can write:

ppxS|xPaGpSqzSq “ pApxAq
pA1 pxA1 q

“
ś

CĎAmor

complete

kA,CpxCq

kA1,CpxCq

“
ś

CĎAmor

complete
kS,CpxCq,

for the functions kS,CpxCq :“
kA,CpxCq

kA1,CpxCq
. Since the left hand side only depends

on the variables S Y PaGpSq we can (by plugging in fixed values for all
other variables) restrict to C X pS Y PaGpSqq on the right hand side as well.
These are still complete subgraphs of Amor and lie in S Y PaGpSq. Sinceş
ppxS |xPaGpSqzSq dµSpxSq “ 1 we also get the remaining claim.

Remark 3.6.15. The procedure from 3.6.14 also throws light on the dif-
ference between dGMP and gdGMP based on d-separation and σ-separation,
resp.. For simplicity again assume that G “ pV,E,H1q has a trivial H1 and
PV has a strictly positive density p ą 0 w.r.t. some product measure µV .
Then by 3.6.7, 3.5.2, 3.6.6 and 3.3.3, 2.8.4 we have the implications:

aFP for pG,PV q ks +3 dGMP for pG,PV q

��

aFP for pG1,PV q ks +3 dGMP for pG1,PV q ks +3 gdGMP for pG,PV q,

where we used the graph with fully connected strongly connected components
G1 “ pV,EacyYEsc, H1q (see 2.8.4) instead of Gacy to not introduce hyperedges
for simplicity. Like in 3.6.14 now both d-separation and σ-separation give us
for every strongly connected component S P SpGq “ SpG1q:

S KKNonDescGpSq |PaGpSqzS,

from which the following factorization follows (assuming at least gdGMP):

ppxq “
ź

SPSpGq

ppxS|xPaGpSqzSq.

For gdGMP the factorization now stops here because for every ancestral A Ď
G1 containing S and thus D :“ S Y PaGpSq “ S Y PaG

1

pSq the nodes of D
form a complete subgraph of Amor and ppxS|xPaGpSqzSq cannot be factorized
any further. If we in contrast assume the stronger dGMP we get the further
factorization from 3.6.14 :

ppxS|xPaGpSqzSq “
ź

CĎSYPaGpSq

CĎAncGpSqmor

complete

kS,CpxCq.
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This shows the main difference between gdGMP and dGMP on a factorization
level.

3.7 Marginal Markov Properties for HEDGes

In this subsection we define “marginal Markov properties” for HEDGes G and
probability distributions PV on XV . We will see that the marginal Markov
properties will be more closely related to the structural equations properties
(SEP) later on (see 3.8.11) than the ordinary Markov properties. Roughly
speaking, “marginal Markov property” will mean that PV appears to be the
marginal of a distribution PV aug on XV aug that satisfies the corresponding “or-
dinary Markov property” on the augmented graph Gaug of G. This will reflect
the idea that the latent space of all non-observed variables together with the
observed space should follow the same rules as if everything were observed,
and the observed variables are just a projection of the joint (observed and
unobserved) world. To justify the use of hyperedges (represented as nodes
in the augmented graph) as a summary of the whole latent space we will
show (see 3.7.4, 3.7.5) that adding more structure to the latent space will
not change the expressiveness of the model class for the marginal directed
global Markov property (mdGMP). So imposing the mentioned conditions
only on the augmented graph will be enough. This result generalizes the
corresponding result of [Eva16], where it was shown for mDAGs, to the case
of general HEDGes. We will also give a general construction (see 3.7.4) to
extend this result to other (marginal) Markov properties, but we restrict our-
selves to give another proof only for a certain structural equations property
(lsSEP) later on (see 3.8.5).

In contrast to this we will see that as long as the ordinary Markov property
is stable under marginalization (e.g. dGMP, gdGMP, aFP by 3.3.2, 3.6.11)
the marginal Markov property implies the ordinary one and imposes restric-
tions on the set of meaningful probability distributions PV related to G. In
other words, the model class of all distributions satisfying a marginal Markov
property i.g. is smaller than the class of the corresponding ordinary Markov
property (as it was already shown in [Eva16]). This makes the introduction
of marginal Markov properties meaningful.

Definition 3.7.1 (Marginal Markov properties). Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a
HEDG and PV a probability distribution on XV . Let MP be one of the
Markov properties from before (e.g. dGMP, dLMP, etc.). We can define
a corresponding marginal Markov property mMP (e.g. mdGMP, mdLMP,
etc.) for pG,PV q as follows:

1. For every F P H̃ there exists a standard Borel space EF .
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2. There exists a probability distribution PV aug on XV aug :“
ś

vPV Xv ˆś
FPH̃ EF , such that:

3. The marginal distribution of PV aug on XV equals PV , i.e. we have:

πV,˚PV aug “ PV ,

where πV : XV aug Ñ XV is the canonical projection, and:

4. pGaug,PV augq satisfies MP (e.g. dGMP, dLMP, etc.), where Gaug is the
augmented graph of G viewed as the HEDG pV aug, Eaug, H

aug
1 q, where

H
aug
1 “ ttwu|w P V augu is trivial.

Remark 3.7.2. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and PV a probability distri-
bution on XV .

1. If a Markov property is stable under marginalization (e.g. dGMP, gdGMP
by 3.3.2 and aFP by 3.6.11) then the marginalized Markov property im-
plies the ordinary Markov property (by marginalizing out V augzV ), for
instance we have:

mdGMP for pG,PV q ùñ dGMP for pG,PV q,

mgdGMP for pG,PV q ùñ gdGMP for pG,PV q,

maFP for pG,PV q ùñ aFP for pG,PV q.

2. For mgdGMP also see 3.7.7.

3. Most of the Markov properties are not (or only under additional as-
sumptions) stable under marginalization (e.g. dLMP, auPMP, etc.).

4. If for a class of HEDGes G “ pV,E,Hq with at least trivial H we have
the implication of ordinary Markov properties:

ordinary Markov property 1 ùñ ordinary Markov property 2,

then we also have the implication:

marginal Markov property 1 ùñ marginal Markov property 2

for the corresponding marginalized class of HEDGes with non-trivial
H. For example, for DAGs we have the implication:

dLMP ùñ dGMP.

So for mDAGs we get the implication:

mdLMP ùñ mdGMP.
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Example 3.7.3. Figure 15 shows an example from [Eva16] Example 9 and
[Fri12], resp.. It shows that the ordinary directed global Markov property
(dGMP) does not imply the marginal directed global Markov property (mdGMP).

X1

X2 X3

X1

X2 X3

Figure 15: A HEDG G on the left and its induced DMG G2 on the right.
Three identical copies X1 “ X2 “ X3 of one fair coin flip Et1,2,3u (i.e. with
PpEt1,2,3u “ 0q “ PpEt1,2,3u “ 1q “ 1

2
) will satisfy the marginal directed global

Markov property w.r.t. G. The marginal directed global Markov property
w.r.t. G2 on the other hand will not hold because we can not find three
independent variables Et1,2u, Et2,3u, Et1,3u which induce the distribution of
the highly dependent variables X1, X2, X3. In contrast to that, the ordinary
directed global Markov property holds for both G and G2.

As a generalization of the results of [Eva16] we will introduce the following
notion to justify the use of hyperedges as summaries of latent variables.

Remark 3.7.4 (Lifting of marginal Markov properties). To justify the use of
hyperedges in a HEDG as a summary of all latent variables w.r.t. a marginal
Markov property (mMP) one does not only need that the ordinary MP is
stable under marginalizations but also that mMP satisfies the following lifting
property:

For any HEDG G “ pV,E,Hq, any subset W Ď V , U :“ V zW , and
any probability distribution P

1
U on a product space XU :“

ś
uPU Xu of

standard Borel spaces Xu, u P U , such that pGmarpUq,P1
Uq satisfies mMP

there exist standard Borel spaces Xw, w P W , and a probability distri-
bution PV on XV :“

ś
vPV Xv such that pG,PV q satisfies mMP as well

and the marginal distribution is given by: PV zW “ P
1
U .

For proving such lifting property one can usually do induction on #W and
assume W “ twu. Identify U with GmarpUq “ pV ztwu, Emar, Hmarq. One then
first needs to define EF for F P H̃ and Xw out of E 1

F 1 for F 1 P H̃mar. We will
sketch a standard strategy for this. Since every F 1 P H̃mar is of the form
F 1 “ F̂mar for an F̂ P H̃ we can fix a map:

ψ : H̃mar Ñ H̃ with ψpF 1qmar “ F 1.
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Note that for F P H we have defined (see 2.2.8):

Fmar “

"
F if w R F,
pF Y ChGpwqqztwu if w P F.

It is clear that ψ is injective. Let Ψ Ď H̃ be the image of ψ in H̃, i.e.:

Ψ :“ tF P H̃ | DF 1 P H̃mar with F “ ψpF 1qu.

We then define EF for F P H̃ as follows:

EF :“

"
t˚u if F R Ψ,

E 1
ψ´1pF q if F P Ψ,

where t˚u denotes a space with one point only. For the corresponding random
variables EF , F P H̃, we similarly define:

EF :“

"
˚ if F R Ψ,

E 1
ψ´1pF q if F P Ψ,

where ˚ means the constant map. We can then also define:

Xw :“
ś

vPPaGpwqztwu Xv ˆ
ś

FPH̃
wPF

EF ,

Xw :“ ppXvqvPPaGpwqztwu, pEF qFPH̃
wPF

q.

Note that for the marginalization from G to Gmar we need to assign each
variable EF , F P H̃, to a maximal hyperedge F 1 P H̃mar with F 1 Ě Fmar, i.e.
we need to fix a map:

ϕ : H̃ Ñ H̃mar with ϕpF q Ě Fmar.

For such ϕ it is then clear that we have: ϕpψpF 1qq “ F 1 for every F 1 P H̃mar.
Marginalizing along ϕ gives for every F 1 P H̃mar the isomorphism:

E 1
F 1 “ EψpF 1q

ˆt˚u
–

ź

FPH̃
ϕpF q“F 1

EF .

So we can identify E 1
F 1 with the right hand side and similarly for E 1

F 1. With
these definitions and identifications one can often prove the mMP for pG,PV q
(see 3.7.5, 3.8.5). Note that with these definitions of random variables we
clearly have PV aug “ P

1
Uaug and thus PV zW “ P

1
U .
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The following result will generalize results of [Eva16] for mDAGs to the
case of all HEDGes. There it was shown that an unknown and unobserved
latent space can be summarized by hyperedges without changing the expres-
siveness of the underlying marginal Markov model (class). Here we will give
a version for the marginal directed global Markov property (mdGMP) for
HEDGes. A similar result using a structural equations property (lsSEP) for
HEDGes is shown in 3.8.5.

Theorem 3.7.5. The marginal directed global Markov property (mdGMP)
has the lifting property (3.7.4).

Proof. Let the definitions and identifications be like in 3.7.4 with W “ twu
and U “ GmarzW . It is enough to show that pGaug,PV augq (as defined in 3.7.4)
satisfies the dGMP. Let X, Y, Z Ď V aug subsets and assume:

X
d

KK
Gaug

Y |Z.

Since every node from H̃zΨ is a non-collider on any path the above implies:

X
d

KK
Gaug

Y |Z Y pH̃zΨq.

Furthermore, since every node from H̃zΨ corresponds to a constant random
variable we have the equivalence:

X KK
PV aug

Y |Z ðñ X KK
PV aug

Y |Z Y pH̃zΨq.

So w.l.o.g. we can assume H̃zΨ Ď Z. By the semi-graphoid axioms 3.1.3
(1)-(5) we can further reduce to the following three cases: w R X Y Y Y Z

and X “ twu and w P Z.
“w R XYY YZ”: By replacing X with XzZ and Y with Y zZ we by 3.1.3 can
be assume that both X and Y are disjoint from Z and thus from pH̃zΨqYW .
So only nodes from U Y Ψ occur in X and Y , i.e. we have X, Y Ď Uaug. We
now claim that we have:

X
d

KK
Uaug

Y |Z 1 with Z 1 :“ pZzH̃q Y ϕpZ X Ψq.

Indeed, let π1 be a shortest Z 1-open path from x P X to y P Y in Uaug. We
want to construct a Z-open path π in Gaug. Every node v in π1 is either in
U Ď V or an F 1 P H̃mar. The former nodes will stay for the construction of
π and the latter ones can be replaced by ψpF 1q in Gaug. Furthermore, every
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edge v1 Ñ v2 (or mirrored) in π1 can be replaced by v1 Ñ v2 or v1 Ñ w Ñ v2
in Gaug. These replacements lead to a path π in Gaug with nodes only from
V and Ψ. The non-colliders of π either correspond to nodes in twu Y H̃ or
non-colliders of π1, which are all Z 1-open. Since elements from H̃ can only
occur as non-colliders, and w R Z, the non-colliders of π are all Z-open in
Gaug. Every collider of π is also a collider of π1, which then is an ancestor of
ZzH̃ . This shows that π is Z-open in Gaug.
By dGMP for pUaug,PUaugq we then get:

X KK
PUaug

Y |Z 1.

Again by adding the constant maps H̃zΨ from Z to Z 1 we get the claim:

X KK
PV aug

Y |Z.

“X “ twu”: By assumption we have: twu KKd
Gaug Y |Z. We first claim that

this implies:

PaG
aug

pwqztwu
d

KK
Gaug

Y |Z.

Indeed, consider a Z-open path π in Gaug from a node y P Y to a node
x1 P PaG

aug

pwqztwu. We extend π to π1 : w Ð x1 ¨ ¨ ¨ y. Since w, x1 R Z and x1

is not a collider on π1 the path π1 is then Z-open. This reduces to the case:
w R X 1 Y Y Y Z with X 1 :“ PaG

aug

pwqztwu. By the previous point we get:

PaG
aug

pwqztwu KK
PV aug

Y |Z.

Since we defined the variable Xw corresponding to the node w exactly as the
tuple of variables from PaG

aug

pwqztwu we get the claim:

twu KK
PV aug

Y |Z.

“w P Z”: By assumption we have X KKd
Gaug Y |Z. We claim that this implies:

X
d

KK
Uaug

Y |Z 1

with Z 1 :“
`
Z Y PaG

aug

pwq
˘

zpH̃ Y twuq Y ϕ
`
pZ Y PaG

aug

pwqq X Ψ
˘
. Let π1

be a Z 1-open path in Uaug. As before we can lift this path to a path π in Gaug

by replacing nodes from F 1 P H̃mar by ψpF 1q and some edges v1 Ñ v2 by v1 Ñ
w Ñ v2. The latter can not occur because then v1 P PaG

aug

pwqXpV YΨqztwu
would be a non-collider on π1 in Z 1. So every non-collider on π is Z-open.
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Since every collider on π1 is an ancestor of either Zztwu or PaG
aug

pwqztwu it
follows that every collider on π is an ancestor of Z in Gaug. This shows that
π is Z-open.
By dGMP for pUaug,PUaugq we then get:

X KK
PUaug

Y |Z 1.

By adding some constant maps to Z 1 we get:

X KK
PV aug

Y |
`
Z Y PaG

aug

pwq
˘

ztwu.

Again, since Xw is the tuple of variables from PaG
aug

pwqztwu we get:

X KK
PV aug

Y |Z.

Altogether, these show mdGMP for pG,PV q.

Since the general directed global Markov property (gdGMP) uses the
acyclification of a HEDG, which does not commute with the augmentation
(see figure 11), we can define an alternative version of the marginal general
directed global Markov property as follows.

Definition 3.7.6 (Strong marginal general directed global Markov prop-
erty). Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and PV a probability distribution on
XV . We define the strong marginal general directed global Markov property
(smgdGMP) for pG,PV q as follows:

1. For every F P H̃ there exists a standard Borel space EF .

2. There exists a probability distribution PV aug on XV aug :“
ś

vPV Xv ˆś
FPH̃ EF , such that:

(a) for the marginal distribution of PV aug on XV we have:

πV,˚PV aug “ PV ,

where πV : XV aug Ñ XV is the canonical projection, and:

(b) for all subsets X, Y, Z Ď V aug we have the implication:

X
d

KK
Gacag

Y |Z ùñ X KK
PV aug

Y |Z,

where Gacag is the acyclic augmentation given by the DAG pV aug, pEaugqacyq.
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Lemma 3.7.7. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and PV a probability distri-
bution on XV . For pG,PV q we then have the implications:

smgdGMP +3 mgdGMP.

Proof. smgdGMP checks the d-separation in the acyclic augmentation (DAG)
Gacag and mgdGMP in the mDAG pGaugqacy. By 2.7.7 we get for all subsets
X, Y, Z Ď V aug:

X
d

KK
pGaugqacy

Y |Z
2.7.7
ùñ X

d

KK
Gacag

Y |Z
smgdGMP

ùñ X KK
PV aug

Y |Z.

This shows the claim.

Lemma 3.7.8. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and PV a probability distri-
bution on XV . We then have the implications:

smgdGMP for pG,PV q +3 mdGMP for pGacy,PV q.

Proof. First fix a surjective map ϕ : H̃ Ñ H̃acy with ϕpF q Ě F for every
F P H̃ (see 2.7.7 for existence). Let

ϕ̃ “ pid 9Yϕq : V aug “ V 9YH̃ Ñ V 9YH̃acy “ pV acyqaug

its natural extensions. By the assumption of smgdGMP for pG,PV q we have
random variables pXvqvPV and pEF qFPH̃ inducing PV aug such that pGacag,PV augq
satisfies dGMP. For F 1 P H̃acy we now put E 1

F 1 :“ pEF q FPH̃
ϕpF q“F 1

, which is well-

defined since ϕ is surjective. pXvqvPV together with pE 1
F 1qF 1PH̃acy then induce

the same distribution PV aug . For X, Y, Z Ď pV acyqaug we then have:

X KKd
pGacyqaug Y |Z

2.7.7
ùñ pϕ̃q´1pXq KKd

Gacagpϕ̃q´1pY q |pϕ̃q´1pZq
smgdGMP

ùñ pϕ̃q´1pXq KKPV aug pϕ̃q´1pY q |pϕ̃q´1pZq
E1

F 1 “pEF q
FPϕ´1pF 1q

ùñ X KKPV aug Y |Z.

This shows dGMP for ppGacyqaug,PV augq and thus mdGMP for pGacy,PV q.

Lemma 3.7.9. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and PV a probability distri-
bution on XV . Then for pG,PV q we have the implication:

mFP +3 maFP.

If there is a strictly positive joint density pV aug on the augmented space XV aug

occuring in maFP then also the reverse implication holds.
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Proof. The claim follows from the proof of 3.6.12 and the reverse implication
from 3.6.14.

Remark 3.7.10. 1. By 3.3.3 and 3.6.6 we get the implications:

maFP +3 mdGMP +3 mgdGMP.

The reverse implication on the right holds for mDAGs. The reverse
implication on the left holds e.g. if there exists a density and perfect
elimination order on Gaug by 3.6.9, e.g. for mDAGs, or if there exists
a strictly positive density on Gaug.

2. Note that we do not have the implication “mdGMP ùñ smgdGMP”
by the example in figure 11.

3.8 Structural Equations Properties for HEDGes

In this subsection we will define another kind of “Markov properties” that
relate a HEDG structure G “ pV,E,Hq to a probability distribution PV on
XV : structural equations properties (SEP). Since there are several ways to
generalize the structural equations property for DAGs to the case of HEDGes,
where we might have cycles and dependent error terms, we need to investi-
gate several meaningful structural equations properties. Some of these are
stronger and some weaker, but they will all (except one) be equivalent (see
3.8.2) in the case of mDAGs.
One of the main results will be that the loop-wisely solvable structural equa-
tions property (lsSEP) is stable under marginalizations (see 3.8.4), has the
lifting property (see 3.7.4, 3.8.5), will imply the marginal directed local
Markov property (mdLMP, see 3.8.7) for general HEDGes like in the DAG
case and will also imply the (strong marginal) general directed global Markov
property (smgdGMP, see 3.8.11). The latter result is a generalization of
[Spi94] Thm. 5, where a similar statement for directed graphs but under
more restrictive assumptions (existence of a density, reconstructible and in-
dependent error terms, ancestral solvability, differentiability, invertible Ja-
cobian, etc.) and a more technical proof (e.g. the explicit factorization of a
Jacobian) was shown, to the general case of HEDGes, which besides cycles
also allows for dependent error terms.
Furthermore, we will investigate the question under which conditions on the
structural equations the stronger (see 3.3.3) directed global Markov prop-
erty (dGMP) based on d-separation and the ancestral factorization property
(aFP) hold, rather than just the general directed global Markov property
(gdGMP) based on σ-separation. An erroneous proof for directed graphs
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and discrete variables with finite domains was given in [PD96]. A coun-
terexample was given in [Nea00]. Here, we will correct the proof under the
assumptions of ancestrally uniquely solvable structural equations (ausSEP),
which will exclude such counterexamples, and generalize the statement to
arbitrary HEDGes with discrete variables (not necessarily of finite domain)
in 3.8.12.
For not necessarily discrete variables we will show a result for general HEDGes
(see 3.8.15) based on structural equations with reconstructible errors and a
factorization of a Jacobian determinant (SEPwared) that implies the an-
cestral factorization property (aFP) and thus the directed global Markov
property (dGMP, see 3.6.6, 3.5.2). This result recovers and generalizes the
linear case for directed graphs (see [Spi94] Thm 1, [Kos96]) to the non-linear
case for HEDGes.

Definition 3.8.1. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and PV a probability distri-
bution PV on XV “

ś
vPV Xv. Then we have the following properties relating

G to PV :

1. The structural equations property (SEP): There exist:

(a) a probability space pΩ, a,Pq,

(b) random variables EF : pΩ, a,Pq Ñ EF for F P H̃ which are jointly
P-independent, and where EF are standard Borel spaces,

(c) measurable functions fv : XPaGpvq ˆ Ev Ñ Xv for v P V , where we
put Ev :“

ś
vPFPH̃ EF ,

(d) random variables Xv : pΩ, a,Pq Ñ Xv for v P V that satisfy:

i. Xv “ fvpXPaGpvq, Evq P-a.s., with Ev :“ pEF qvPFPH̃ ,

ii. the joint distribution of pXvqvPV under P is given by:

P
pXvqvPV “ PV .

In other words, we want the distribution to be explained by vari-
ables satisfying structural equations attached to the graph.

2. The ancestrally solvable structural equations property (asSEP): We
have the points from SEP and:

(e) measurable functions gv : EAncGpvq Ñ Xv for v P V with

Xv “ gvpEAncGpvqq P-a.s.,

with EA :“
ś

FPH̃
FXA‰H

EF and EA :“ pEF q FPH̃
FXA‰H

for A “ AncGpvq.

In other words, we want Xv only to be determined by the error
terms of it ancestors.
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3. The component-wisely solvable structural equations property (csSEP):
We have the points from SEP and:

(f) measurable functions g̃v : XPaGpScGpvqqzScGpvq ˆ EScGpvq Ñ Xv for
v P V with

Xv “ g̃vpXPaGpScGpvqqzScGpvq, EScGpvqq P-a.s.,

with EScGpvq :“
ś

FPH̃
FXScGpvq‰H

EF and EScGpvq :“ pEF q FPH̃
FXScGpvq‰H

.

In other words, we want the variables of each strongly connected
component to be determined by the variables of all ingoing arrows.

4. The loop-wisely solvable structural equations property (lsSEP): We
have the points from SEP and:

(g) for every strongly connected induced sub-HEDG S in G and every
v P S we have a measurable function ĝS,v : XPaGpSqzS ˆ ES Ñ Xv

such that
Xv “ ĝS,vpXPaGpSqzS, ESq P-a.s.,

where ES :“
ś

FPH̃
FXS‰H

EF and ES :“ pEF q FPH̃
FXS‰H

.

Roughly speaking, we want the variables of every directed cycle/loop of
G to be determined by the variables of all ingoing arrows. Also note
that the existence of functions fv for v P V is not needed anymore,
as we can put fv :“ ĝtvu,v since tvu is a strongly connected induced
sub-HEDG of G for every v P V .

For the last property we put g̃v :“ ĝScGpvq,v. With this we can for the last
two properties recursively define the functions gv only dependent on their
ancestral error terms (see 2.1.3):

gvpeAncGpvqq :“ g̃v
`
gPaGpScGpvqqzScGpvqpeAncGpvqzScGpvqq, eScGpvq

˘
.

We can then also define the following properties:

5. The ancestrally uniquely solvable structural equations property (ausSEP):
We have the points from asSEP and:

(a) for all ancestral subHEDGes A Ď G there exists a P
EA-zero set

NA Ď EA “
ś

FPH̃
FXA‰H

EF such that the induced map gA : EA Ñ
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XA with components pgvqvPA has the property that for all pairs
peA, xAq P N c

A ˆ XA :

gApeAq “ xA ðñ @v P A : xv “ fvpxPaGpvq, evq.

In other words, the last equivalence should hold for almost all eA
and all xA.

6. The component-wisely uniquely solvable structural equations property
(cusSEP): We have the points from csSEP and:

(b) for all strongly connected components S Ď G there exists a P
E

AncGpSq-
zero set NS Ď XPaGpSqzS ˆES w.r.t. the map gPaGpSqzS ˆprS (where
prS is the projection onto the S-components) such that the map
g̃S : XPaGpSqzS ˆ ES Ñ XS with components pg̃S,vqvPS has the prop-
erty that for all tuples pxS , xPaGpSqzS, eSq P XS ˆ N c

S :

g̃SpxPaGpSqzS, eSq “ xS ðñ @v P S : xv “ fvpxPaGpvq, evq.

In other words, the last equivalence should hold for almost all
peS, xPaGpSqzSq and all xS .

7. The loop-wisely uniquely solvable structural equations property (lusSEP):
We have the points from lsSEP and:

(c) for every strongly connected induced sub-HEDG S Ď G there exists
a P

E
AncGpSq-zero set NS Ď XPaGpSqzS ˆES w.r.t. the map gPaGpSqzS ˆ

prS (where prS is the projection onto the S-components) such that
the map ĝS : XPaGpSqzS ˆ ES Ñ XS with components pĝS,vqvPS has
the property that for all tuples pxS, xPaGpSqzS, eSq P XS ˆ N c

S :

ĝSpxPaGpSqzS, eSq “ xS ðñ @v P S : xv “ fvpxPaGpvq, evq.

In other words, the last equivalence should hold for almost all
peS, xPaGpSqzSq and all xS .

Another property (SEPwared) will be defined later in 3.8.14.

Theorem 3.8.2. For a HEDG G “ pV,E,Hq and a probability distribution
PV on XV we have the implications:

lusSEP +3

��

cusSEP +3

��

ausSEP

��
lsSEP +3 csSEP +3 asSEP +3 SEP.

Furthermore, if G is an mDAG (e.g. an ADMG or a DAG) then all these
properties are equivalent.
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Proof. The lower right and the vertical implications are clear. Since every
strongly connected component of G forms a strongly connected induced sub-
HEDG of G we have the two very left implications (with g̃v :“ ĝScGpvq,v).
Now assume csSEP. Remember that by 2.1.3 the strongly connected compo-
nents form a DAG and we can recursively insert the functions g̃v into each
other to get a function gv only dependent on its ancestral error terms:

gvpeAncGpvqq :“ g̃v
`
gPaGpScGpvqqzScGpvqpeAncGpvqzScGpvqq, eScGpvq

˘
.

From this asSEP follows recursively.
Now assume cusSEP and let gv be defined as above. Let A Ď G be ancestral
and S1, . . . , Sr its strongly connected components ordered according to a
topological order of the DAG of strongly connected components of G. If
A consists only of one strongly connected component, i.e. r “ 1 then gv “
g̃v and there is nothing to show. We now argue by induction on r. Let
S :“ Sr. We then have the following zero sets from before: NAzS Ď EAzS,
NS Ď XPaGpSqzS ˆ ES. The union NA of their preimages in EA under the
canonical projection for the first and under the map gPaGpSqzS ˆ prS for the
second is then a zero set as well. We get that for every eA P N c

A the image
pgPaGpSqzS ˆ prSqpeAq P N c

S and the components eAzS P N c
AzS. It follows that

for every peA, xAq P N c
A ˆ XA we have:

xA “ gApeAq ðñ

$
’’&
’’%

xAzS “ gAzSpeAzSq,
xS “ gSpeAq

“ g̃SpgPaGpSqzSpeAzSq, eSq

“ g̃SpxPaGpSqzS, eSq,

,
//.
//-

induction
ðñ

cusSEP

"
@v P AzS : xv “ fvpxPaGpvq, evq,

@v P S : xv “ fvpxPaGpvq, evq,

*

ðñ @v P A : xv “ fvpxPaGpvq, evq.

This shows ausSEP.
Now let G be an mDAG and assume SEP. Since G is acyclic every strongly
connected induced sub-HEDG S only consists of a point, i.e. S “ tvu and
PaGpSqzS “ PaGpvq. With ĝS,v :“ fv, S “ tvu and N :“ H the property
lusSEP follows trivially.

Example 3.8.3 (Marginalization of structural equations). Let G be the di-
rected cycle with set of nodes V “ tx, y, z, wu and additional selfloop w Ñ w

(see figure 16). Assume we have corresponding structural equations of the
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z

Figure 16: A directed graph (left) and its marginalization (right) w.r.t. twu.
A corresponding marginalization operation for structural equations might in
general not exist because of the self-loop at w (see 3.8.3).

form:
W “ fW pZ,W,EW q “ 1

2
pW ` Z ` EW q,

X “ fXpW,EXq “ W ¨ EX ,
Y “ fY pX,EY q “ X ` EY ,

Z “ fZpY,EZq “ Y ¨ EZ .

The corresponding variables then induce a distribution PV , which then sat-
isfies the structural equations property (SEP) w.r.t. G. We now want to
marginalize out the node twu. This marginalization operation is easily done
for the graph G (as in figure 16). For the equations, on the other hand,
this involves non-trivial assumptions and operations. We need to construct a
function of the form:

X “ fmar
X pZ,Emar

X q with Emar
X “ pEW , EXq.

The self-dependence of fW on W forbids us to just “plug” fW into fX for W .
Even the solution functions for the whole loop S “ tx, y, z, wu as required for
csSEP won’t directly help:

W “ g̃S,W pESq “ EW `EY ¨EZ

1´EX ¨EZ
,

X “ g̃S,XpESq “ EW `EY ¨EZ

1´EX ¨EZ
¨ EX ,

Y “ g̃S,Y pESq “ EX ¨EW `EY

1´EX ¨EZ
,

Z “ g̃S,ZpESq “ EX ¨EW `EY

1´EX ¨EZ
¨ EZ ,

as they are not written in terms of Z and Emar
X “ pEW , EXq as required for

fmar
X , but in terms of all error nodes ES “ pEW , EX , EY , EZq at the same

time. Instead we need to solve for W locally w.r.t. the loop L “ twu, which
lies inside the bigger loop S. This is a condition of the loop-wisely solvable
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structural equations property (lsSEP). In this example we (luckily) get:

W “ ĝL,W pZ,EW q “ Z ` EW .

Then we can define the marginalization by plugging ĝL,W into fX :

X “ fmar
X pZ,Emar

X q :“ fXpĝL,W pZ,EW q, EXq
“ pZ ` EW q ¨ EX .

The rest of the equations stays unchanged:

Y “ fmar
Y pX,EY q “ X ` EY ,

Z “ fmar
Z pY,EZq “ Y ¨ EZ .

We will see in 3.8.4 that the conditions of lsSEP ensures the existence of
marginalizations w.r.t. any set of nodes. The general idea behind the condi-
tions of lsSEP is that marginalizations might be done step by step and that
marginalizations inside cycles might lead to self-loops, which then also need
to be solved to marginalize further. The conditions of lsSEP anticipate all
these possibilities.

Theorem 3.8.4 (lsSEP stable under marginalization). Let G “ pV,E,Hq be
a HEDG and PV a probability distribution on XV such that pG,PV q satisfies
the loop-wisely solvable structural equations property (lsSEP). Then for every
subset W Ď V the marginalizations pGmarzW ,PV zW q also satisfy the loop-
wisely solvable structural equations property (lsSEP).

Proof. By induction we can assume that W “ twu. Put G1 :“ GmarzW .
For the lsSEP for pG1,PV zW q we take the same probability space pΩ, a,Pq
and the same random variables Xv with v P V zW given by the lsSEP for
pG,PV q. Then clearly we have P

pXvqvPV zW “ PV zW by marginalization. For

F P H̃ assign EF to any fixed F 1 P H̃marzW with FmarzW Ď F 1 (see 2.2.8).
Every EF 1 with F 1 P H̃marzW is then defined to be the tuple of some EF with
FmarzW Ď F 1. For v P V zW we put:

f 1
vpxPaG1

pvq, e
1
vq :“

$
’’’’&
’’’’%

fvpxPaGpvq, evq if w R PaGpvq,

fvpxPaGpvqztwu, fwpxPaGpwq, ewq, evq if w P PaGpvq,

w Ñ w R E,
fvpxPaGpvqztwu, ĝwpxPaGpwqztwu, ewq, evq if w P PaGpvq,

w Ñ w P E,
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where e1
v “ peF 1qvPF 1PH̃ 1 , ev “ peF qvPFPH̃ . Note that in the cases where w P

PaGpvq we have PaG
1

pvq Ě PaGpwqztwu and that every F Q w marginalizes
to v. In the last case ĝw is the function from lsSEP for pG,PV q corresponding
to the selfloop w Ñ w.
We then clearly get for all v P V zW the equations:

Xv “ f 1
vpXPaG

1
pvq, E

1
vq P-a.s..

This shows SEP for pG1,PV zW q. For lsSEP now consider a strongly connected
induced sub-HEDG C 1 of G1. Then consider the induced sub-HEDG Γ of
C 1 Y twu in G. Then C :“ ScΓpC 1q can be viewed as a strongly connected
induced sub-HEDG of G including all nodes from C 1 and that might include
w or not. For v P C 1 we then put:

g1
C1,vpxPaG1

pC1qzC1 , e
1
C1q :“

$
’’’’&
’’’’%

ĝC,vpxPaGpCqzC , eCq if w R PaGpCqzC,

ĝC,vpxPaGpCqzpCYtwuq, fwpxPaGpwq, ewq, eCq if w P PaGpCqzC,
w Ñ w R E,

ĝC,vpxPaGpCqzpCYtwuq, ĝwpxPaGpwqztwu, ewq, eCq if w P PaGpCqzC,
w Ñ w P E.

The right hand side of the equation only makes sense if all occuring arguments
on the right also appear on the left. First note that PaGpCqzpC Y twuq Ď
PaG

1

pC 1qzC 1 (and w R PaGpCqzC in the first case). So the first argument on
the right for all three cases exists also on the left. Further note that the first
case of the equations works for both w P C and w R C. For the last two
cases to be well defined we further need to show PaGpwqztwu Ď PaG

1

pC 1qzC 1

(for their second arguments). We have PaGpwq X C 1 “ H because otherwise
w had both a parent and a child in C, i.e. we had edges vi Ñ w Ñ vj in
G with vi, vj P C 1. But by the choice of C (as ScΓpC 1q) this would imply
w P C, which is a contradiction to w P PaGpCqzC. So in these cases we have
PaGpwqztwu Ď PaG

1

pC 1qzC 1. Together this shows that all arguments on the
right hand side also exist on the left hand side. Thus the right hand side
is well defined. As before with these definitions we get for all v P V zW the
equations:

Xv “ g1
C1,vpXPaG

1
pC1qzC1, E

1
C1q P-a.s..

This shows the lsSEP for pG1,PV zW q.

The following result will generalize results of [Eva16] from mDAGs to the
case of all HEDGes. There it was shown that unknown and unobserved latent
spaces can be summarized by hyperedges without changing the expressiveness
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of the underlying marginal Markov model. A similar version for the marginal
directed global Markov property (mdGMP) for HEDGes (instead of lsSEP)
is given in 3.7.5.

Theorem 3.8.5 (Lifting property of lsSEP). Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG
and W Ď V a subset, U :“ V zW . Let GmarpUq be the marginalization of G
w.r.t. W and P

1
U a probability distribution on XU :“

ś
uPU Xu with standard

Borel spaces Xu, u P U , such that pGmarpUq,P1
Uq satisfies the loop-wisely solv-

able structural equations property (lsSEP). Then there exist standard Borel
spaces Xw for w P W and a probability distribution PV on XV “

ś
vPV Xv

with marginal PU “ P
1
U such that pG,PV q also satisfies the loop-wisely solv-

able structural equations property (lsSEP).

Proof. By induction we can assume W “ twu. Identify U with Gmar “
pV zW,Emar, Hmarq the marginalization w.r.t. W . We use the notations and
maps from 3.7.4:

ϕ : H̃ Ñ H̃mar with ϕpF q Ě Fmar,

ψ : H̃mar Ñ H̃ with ψpF 1qmar “ F 1,

with the image Ψ Ď H̃ of ψ and (see 2.2.8):

Fmar :“

"
F if w R F,
pF Y ChGpwqqztwu if w P F.

ϕ is surjective, ψ injective and we have ϕ ˝ ψ “ idH̃mar.
By the assumption of lsSEP for pGmar,P1

V zW q we have random variables Xv

for v P V ztwu that induce P
1
V zW and E 1

F 1 for F 1 P H̃mar. As in 3.7.4 we define

EF for F P H̃ as follows:

EF :“

"
t˚u if F R Ψ,

E 1
ψ´1pF q if F P Ψ,

where t˚u denotes the space of one point only. Similarly we define the vari-
ables EF for F P H̃ out of E 1

F 1. We also define (see 3.7.4):

Xw :“ XPaGpwqztwu ˆ
ś

FPH̃
wPF

EF ,

Xw :“ pXPaGpwqztwu, pEF qFPH̃
wPF

q.

Furthermore, we define:

ĝtwu,w “ id : XPaGpwqztwu ˆ
ź

FPH̃
wPF

EF
“
Ñ Xw
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as the identity map. For v P ChGpwqztwu we then define ĝtvu,v as the com-
posite of the following natural projections (։) and the given map ĝ1

tvu,v as
follows:

ĝtvu,v : XPaGpvqztvu ˆ
ś

FPH̃
vPF

EF

“ XPaGpvqztv,wu ˆ Xw ˆ
ś

FPH̃
vPF

EF

։ XPaGpvqztv,wu ˆ XPaGpwqztwu ˆ
ś

FPH̃
wPF
vRF

EF ˆ
ś

FPH̃
vPF

EF

։ XPaG
mar

pvqztvu ˆ
ś

FPΨ
wPF
vRF

EF ˆ
ś

FPΨ
vPF

EF

“ XPaG
mar

pvqztvu ˆ
ś

F 1PH̃mar

wPψpF 1q
vRψpF 1q

E 1
F 1 ˆ

ś
F 1PH̃mar

vPψpF 1q

E 1
F 1

p#q
“ XPaG

mar
pvqztvu ˆ

ś
F 1PH̃mar

vPF 1

E 1
F 1

ĝ1
tvu,v
Ñ Xv.

Note that in p#q we used that for v P ChGpwqztwu and F 1 P H̃mar we have
the equivalence:

v P F 1 F 1“ψpF 1qmar

ðñ v P ψpF 1q _ w P ψpF 1q.

For v P V zpChGpwq Y twuq we define ĝtvu,v similarly (but without the middle

column) and the fact that for v P V zpChGpwq Y twuq and F 1 P H̃mar we have
the equivalence:

v P F 1 F 1“ψpF 1qmar

ðñ v P ψpF 1q.

This shows SEP for pG,PV q with PV :“ P
pXvqvPV . Now let S Ď G be a “loop”

(i.e. a strongly connected induced sub-HEDG) with #S ě 2.
First consider the case w P S. Then S 1 :“ Sztwu is a loop of Gmar and
PaG

mar

pS 1qzS 1 “ PaGpSqzS. We then define the map

ĝS,w : XPaGpSqzS ˆ
ź

FPH̃
FXS‰H

EF Ñ Xw

via the equation:

ĝS,wpxPaGpSqzS , eSq

:“ ĝtwu,wpĝ1
S1,pPaGpwqXSqztwu

pxPaGmar
pS1qzS1, e1

S1q, xPaGpwqzS, ewq.

Note that the components of ew come from the ones in Xw. Further note for
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e1
S1 that with the same arguments as before we have the natural projections:

ES “
ś

FPH̃
FXS‰H

EF

։

ś
FPH̃

FXpSztwuq‰H

EF ˆ
ś

FPH̃
wPF

EF

։

ś
FPΨ

FXpSztwuq‰H
EF ˆ

ś
FPΨ
wPF

EF

p#q
։

ś
F 1PH̃mar

F 1XpSztwuq‰H

E 1
F 1

“ E 1
S1

So the map ĝS,w is well defined. Similar arguments show that ĝS,v for v P S
can be defined via ĝ1

S1,v in the case w P S.

If w P PaGpSqzS and v P S we again define ĝS,v via ĝ1
S1,v. For this note

that PaG
mar

pSqzS “ pPaGpSq Y PaGpwqqzpS Y twuq. Again XPaGpwqztwu is a
component of Xw and E 1

S1 a projection of ES. So everything is well defined.
With the same arguments we can show the easier cases when w R PaGpSqYS

and v P S. With all these definitions we clearly get the (almost-surely)
equations:

XS “ ĝSpXPaGpSqzS, ESq.

This shows lsSEP for pG,PV q.

We will now turn to the question what kind of conditional independencies
are encoded in a distribution PV that satisfies a structural equations property
(SEP) w.r.t. some HEDG G. The next example will show that even under
the strong assumptions of lusSEP and strictly positive density (p ą 0) we
do not get the directed global Markov property (dGMP). A similar example
but with a different graph was given in [Spi94].

Example 3.8.6 (lusSEP does not imply dGMP). Let the notation be like in
example 3.8.3 with figure 16, where we considered a directed cycle with four
nodes and the following structural equations:

W “ fW pZ,W,EW q “ 1
2
pW ` Z ` EW q,

X “ fXpW,EXq “ W ¨ EX ,
Y “ fY pX,EY q “ X ` EY ,

Z “ fZpY,EZq “ Y ¨ EZ .

We can then also reconstruct the error terms with the following functions:

EW “ hW pW,Zq “ W ´ Z,

EX “ hXpX,W q “ X{W,
EY “ hY pY,Xq “ Y ´ X,

EZ “ hZpZ, Y q “ Z{Y.
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This transformation has the Jacobian:

|h1|pw, x, y, zq “

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌

1 0 0 ´1

´ x
w2

1
w

0 0

0 ´1 1 0

0 0 ´ z
y2

1
y

ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ˇ̌

“
wy ´ xz

w2y2
.

So the probability density for pW,X, Y, Zq is then: ppw, x, y, zq “

pEW
phW pw, zqq ¨ pEX

phXpx, wqq ¨ pEY
phY py, xqq ¨ pEZ

phZpz, yqq ¨ |h1|pw, x, y, zq.

With this one can check the equation:

ppw, x, y, zq ¨ ppy, wq ´ ppw, x, yq ¨ ppw, y, zq

“
ppw, x, y, zq

wy ´ xz
¨

ż
pEW

phW pw, z1qq ¨ pEZ
phZpz1, yqq ¨ pz1 ´ zq dz1

¨

ż
pEX

phXpx1, wqq ¨ pEY
phY py, x1qq ¨ px´ x1q dx1.

Because every factor in the last term equals zero only on a Lebesgue zero-set
we do not get the conditional independence:

X KK
P

Z |pY,W q,

which would be implied by the directed global Markov property (dGMP) using
the d-separation criterion on the directed graph.
Note that this is despite the fact that the density p is strictly positive almost
everywhere, the observed variables are unique functions (g̃SpESq) in the error
terms, which are reconstructible from the observed variables, and which can
be assumed to be independent, standard Gaussian.
This happens because the error terms are entangled in the representation of
the variables via the solution functions g̃S. Every variable depends on every
other variable’s error term ES “ pEW , EX , EY , EZq (even on their childrens’)
even though the error terms were assumed to be independent. The Jacobian
|h1| then measures the degree of entanglement of the error terms in a cer-
tain sense. Since |h1| is non-constant by the non-linearities in the structural
equations and does not factor according to the moralization of the graph of
observed variables it obstructs against a needed factorization of the probability
density and thus against the directed global Markov property (dGMP). The
definition SEPwared provides an additional assumption (see 3.8.15) that does
imply the dGMP.

A first positive result about lsSEP and conditional independencies en-
coded in mdLMP is the following:
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Lemma 3.8.7. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and PV a probability distribu-
tion on XV . Assume that pG,PV q satisfies the loop-wisely solvable structural
equations property (lsSEP). Then for every subset W Ď V with the marginal-
ized HEDG-structure GmarpW q we have:

tvu KKPWaug W
augztvu |PaW

aug

pvqztvu for every v P W,

tF u KKPWaug NonDescW
aug

pF q | H for every F P H̃marpW q.

Furthermore, these imply that for every v P W aug we have:

tvu KK
PWaug

Aztvu | BAmorpvq,

for every A Ď NonDescW
aug

pvq Y ScW
aug

pvq with v P A and in the marginal-
ized structure. In particular, pG,PV q and all its marginalizations satisfy the
marginal directed local Markov property (mdLMP).

Proof. By 3.8.4 also pW,PV zW q satisfies lsSEP. So w.l.o.g. let W “ G. By

lsSEP we then have random variables Xv, v P V , and EF , F P H̃ and
functional relations Xv “ fvpXPaGpvqztvu, Evq with Ev “ pEF qvPF . Note
that by lsSEP Xv can be assumed to be a function in the variables from
PaG

aug

pvqztvu only (i.e. no self-dependence). So for all sets A,Z Ď V aug with
PaG

aug

pvqztvu Ď Z (e.g. Z “ BAmorpvq) we get:

tvu KK
PV aug

Aztvu |Z.

For F P H̃ and asSEP we can write the variables from NonDescG
aug

pF q as
functions of pEF 1qF 1‰F . By the joint independence assumption of the error
terms we get:

tF u KK
PV aug

NonDescG
aug

pF q | H.

Note that BAmorpF q “ PaApF q “ H for the ancestral subgraph A :“ NonDescG
aug

pF qY
ScGpF q. So for every v P V aug, every ancestral A Ď NonDescG

aug

pvq Y
ScG

aug

pvq with v P A and every S Ď ScG
aug

pvqztvu we get:

tvu KK
PV

AzSztvu | BAmor
zS

pvq,

where AzS :“ AmarzS. This shows mdLMP.

Remark 3.8.8. Even though in 3.8.7 we showed for every HEDG G “
pV,E,Hq and every of its marginalizations the implication:

lsSEP for pG,PV q +3 mdLMP for every marginalization pGmarpW q,PW q,
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i.g. we do not get the (ordinary) directed local Markov property (dLMP) for
pG,PV q or any of its marginalizations. Otherwise the example 3.8.6, which
satisfies lsSEP and thus mdLMP, would satisfy dLMP and thus X KKP Z |pY,W q
but this contradicts the fact X✚✚KKP Z |pY,W q, which was shown there.
If, on the other hand, dLMP is equivalent to dGMP (see e.g. 3.4.6) then we
can take marginalizations.

Lemma 3.8.9. For an mDAG G “ pV,E,Hq and a probability distribution
PV on XV we have the implication:

mdLMP +3 lusSEP.

Proof. We have the chain of implications:

mdLMP for pG,PV q
3.7.1
ùñ dLMP for pGaug,PV augq

3.4.4, top.ord.
ùñ oLMP for pGaug,PV augq
3.6.3
ðñ rFP for pGaug,PV augq
3.6.2
ùñ rFP for DAG pGaug,PV augq
3.2.3
ùñ SEP for pGaug,PV augq

3.8.2, mDAG
ùñ lsSEP for pGaug,PV augq
3.8.4
ùñ lsSEP for pG,PV q

3.8.2, mDAG
ùñ lusSEP for pG,PV q.

Corollary 3.8.10. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be an mDAG and PV a probability dis-
tribution on XV . Then the following properties for pG,PV q are all equivalent
(using topological orders if needed):

moLMP ðñ mrFP
ðñ SEP ðñ lusSEP
ðñ mdLMP ðñ mdGMP ðñ mgdGMP.

Proof. See 3.6.3, 3.8.2, 3.8.9, 3.8.7, 3.3.3, 3.7.2, 3.4.6.

The next result is the mentioned generalization of [Spi94] Thm. 5 from di-
rected graphs under restrictive assumptions to the case of arbitrary HEDGes
under a solvability assumption on the structural equations (csSEP).
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Theorem 3.8.11. For a HEDG G “ pV,E,Hq and a probability distribution
PV on XV we have the following implications for pG,PV q:

csSEP +3 smgdGMP.

In words: For all HEDGes the component-wisely solvable structural equations
property (csSEP) implies the strong marginal general directed global Markov
property (smgdGMP).

Proof. Only consider the functions g̃v, v P V , given by csSEP. Every g̃v
depends on the variables Xw and error terms EF going into ScGpvq. So
the dependency structure of these functions is given by the DAG Gacag :“

pV aug, pEaugqacyq. So the probability distribution PV aug :“ P
ppXvqvPV ,pEF qFPH̃q

together with the DAG Gacag satisfies the structural equations property
(SEP) with those g̃v, v P V , as functions. So we get the directed global
Markov property (dGMP) for pGacag,PV augq by the DAG case 3.2.1 or with
3.8.10, which was proven in this paper. This shows the claim.

The next theorem fixes the proof of [PD96] that roughly stated that
structural equations on directed graphs with discrete distributions with fi-
nite domain imply the directed global Markov property (dGMP). To avoid
the counterexample from [Nea00] we make the assumption of ancestrally
unique solvability (ausSEP). Furthermore, we generalize the claim to work
also for arbitrary HEDGes with discrete distributions (not necessarily of fi-
nite domain) and at the same time get as a stronger result the marginal
ancestral factorization property (maFP). Note that the latter even implies
the marginal directed global Markov property (mdGMP), the ordinary an-
cestral factorization property (aFP) and the ordinary directed global Markov
property (dGMP) by 3.6.6, 3.7.2, 3.5.2.

Theorem 3.8.12. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and PV a discrete (N.B.)
probability distribution on XV . Then we have the implications:

ausSEP +3 maFP

In words: For all HEDGes with discrete probability distributions the ances-
trally uniquely solvable structural equations property implies the marginal an-
cestral factorization property.

Proof. We put νF :“ P
EF as the measure on EF for every F P H̃. Let µv be a

counting measure (“ sum of Dirac measures) on Xv for every v P V such that
PV has a density/mass function pV w.r.t. the product measure µV :“ bvPV µv.
Let A1 Ď V aug be an ancestral sub-HEDG and A “ A1 X V . The function:

qA : XA ˆ EA Ñ Rě0, with qApx, eq :“ 1xpgApeqq,
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is then a density of PA1 w.r.t. the product measure µA b νA. Indeed for
measurable B Ď XA and D Ď EA we have:

PpXA P B,EA P Dq

“

ż

D

PpXA P B|EA “ eq dPEApeq

discr.
“

ÿ

xPB

ż

D

PpXA “ x|EA “ eq dPEApeq

XA“gApEAq
“

ÿ

xPB

ż

D

PpgApEAq “ x|EA “ eq dPEApeq

“
ÿ

xPB

ż

D

1xpgApeqq dPEApeq

“

ż

B

ż

D

qApx, eq dνApeq dµApxq.

Furthermore, for xA “ pxvqvPA P XA by the unique solvability (ausSEP) we
have the equivalence for PEA-almost-all eA “ pevqvPA:

@v P A : gvpeAq “ xv ðñ @v P A : xv “ fvpxPaGpvq, evq.

From this we get the factorization for the density:

qApxA, eAq “ 1xApgApeAqq “
ź

vPA

1xv“fvpx
PaGpvq

,evq.

Note that the last factors are functions in the variables from tvu Y PaA
1

pvq
and the latter set is a complete subgraph of pA1qmor by definition. This shows
maFP.

Remark 3.8.13. Note that in the proof of 3.8.12 we do not get the marginal
factorization property (mFP). For this we would need to show in addition
that for every strongly connected component S P SpGq and almost every
value xPaGpSqzS , eS the equation:

ż

XS

ź

vPS

1xv“fvpx
PaGpvq,evq dµSpxSq “ 1

holds. The integral counts the solutions on each strongly connected component
S given the values xPaGpSqzS, eS. Since we only enforced unique solvability
for ancestral subsets A (ausSEP) we do not get the above equation for S
i.g.. By assuming unique solutions on every strongly connected component
(cusSEP), the equation follows and we also get the marginal factorization
property (mFP).
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In the rest of this subsection we will investigate the question under which
assumption on the structural equations we will get the ancestral factorization
property (aFP) and thus the directed global Markov property (dGMP) for
not necessarily discrete distributions PV and not necessarily linear equations.
Since the claim is quite strong the needed assumptions are lengthy and quite
restrictive. Nonetheless, these assumptions are not empty in general as they
are generalizations of the linear model, which we will get as an example.

Definition 3.8.14. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and PV a probability
distribution PV on XV “

ś
vPV Xv. Then we also have the following property

relating G to PV :

8. The structural equations property with ancestrally reconstructible er-
rors and density (SEPwared): We have:

(a) a probability space pΩ, a,Pq,

(b) standard Borel spaces Ev for every v P V and random variables
Ev : pΩ, a,Pq Ñ Ev,

(c) standard Borel spaces EF and random variables EF : pΩ, a,Pq Ñ
EF for F P H̃ such that:

i. pEF qFPH̃ are jointly P-independent,

ii. there are measurable functions πv :
ś

vPFPH̃ EF Ñ Ev for v P V
such that:

Ev “ πvppEF qvPFPH̃q, P-a.s.,

(d) a measure νv on Ev for every v P V , such that P
pEvqvPV has a

density pE,V w.r.t. the product measure νV “ bvPV νv,

(e) a measure µv on Xv for every v P V ,

(f) measurable functions fv : XPaGpvq ˆ Ev Ñ Xv for v P V ,

(g) random variables Xv : pΩ, a,Pq Ñ Xv for v P V that satisfy:

i. Xv “ fvpXPaGpvq, Evq P-a.s.,

ii. the joint distribution of pXvqvPV under P is given by:

P
pXvqvPV “ PV .

(h) measurable functions hv : XDpvqYPaGpDpvqq Ñ Ev for v P V , where

Dpvq :“ DistAncGpvqpvq is the district of v in AncGpvq, such that:

i. hvpXDpvqYPaGpDpvqqq “ Ev P-a.s.,
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ii. for all ancestral sub-HEDGes A Ď G the induced map hA :ś
vPAXv Ñ

ś
vPA Ev with components phvqvPA is a bijection

with inverse function gA :“ h´1
A :

ś
vPA Ev Ñ

ś
vPAXv (which

is then measurable by [Kec95] 15.A), such that the image mea-

sure νgAA “ gA,˚ pbvPAνvq has a density |h1
A| :“

dν
gA
A

dµA
w.r.t. the

product measure µA “ bvPAµv and factorizes according to the
complete subgraphs of Amor, i.e., for µA-almost all xA P XA:

|h1
A|pxAq “

ź

CPCA

kA,CpxCq

for a finite set CA of complete subgraphs of Amor and integrable
functions kA,C : XC Ñ Rě0.

Theorem 3.8.15. Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG and PV a probability dis-
tribution on XV . Then we have the implication:

SEPwared +3 aFP & asSEP.

Proof. For A Ď G ancestral we have hApXAq “ EA P-a.s. with EA “ pEvqvPA.
It follows that XA “ gApEAq P-a.s. and:

P
XA “ gA,˚P

EA.

The latter has a density w.r.t. to νgAA “ gA,˚νA given by:

p̃ApxAq “ gA,˚ppE,AqpxAq “ pE,AphApxAqq.

Since pEF qFPH̃ is jointly P-independent and Ev “ πvppEF qvPF q we also have
that

ED1
:“ pEvqvPD1

, . . . , EDr :“ pEvqvPDr

are jointly P-independent, where D1, . . . , Dr Ď A are the districts of A.
Indeed, EDi

is a function of pEF q FPH̃
FXDi‰H

and for indices i ‰ j the sets

tF P H̃ |F X Di ‰ Hu and tF P H̃ |F X Dj ‰ Hu are disjoint (by definition
of districts).
It then follows that the density pE,ApeAq factors as pE,D1

peD1
q ¨ ¨ ¨ pE,DrpeDrq.

So for p̃A this means:

p̃ApxAq “ pE,D1
phD1

pxD1YPaGpD1qqq ¨ ¨ ¨ pE,DrphDrpxDrYPaGpDrqqq.

Note that the components of hDi
by definition really only depend on XDiYPaGpDiq

because for v P Di we have AncGpvq Ď A and thus Dpvq Ď Di. Since for
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every district D Ď A the set of nodes DYPaGpDq build a complete subgraph
in Amor the density p̃A factors according to Amor.
Furthermore, by assumption we have that νgAA has the density |h1

A| w.r.t. µA
that factors according to Amor. It follows that P

XA has a density w.r.t. µA
given by:

pApxAq “
dPXA

dµA
pxAq “

dPXA

dν
gA
A

pxAq ¨
dν

gA
A

dµA
pxAq “ p̃ApxAq ¨ |h1

A|pxAq,

which then factors according to the complete subgraphs of Amor. This shows
aFP. The asSEP follows directly with gv given by the projection of gA onto
the v-component for A “ AncGpvq.

Remark 3.8.16. For the implication “SEPwared ùñ aFP” in 3.8.15 the
random variables EF for F P H̃ were only used to encode the independence
structure between the Ev for v P V . So instead of the existence of the EF in
SEPwared we could only ask for:

(c’) For all subsets X, Y Ď V we have:

X
d

KK
pV,H,H2q

Y ùñ pEvqvPX KK
P

pEvqvPY .

Or even weaker:

(c”) For every ancestral sub-HEDG A Ď G with its districts D1, . . . , Dr we
have that ED1

, . . . , EDr are jointly P-independent, where we put EDi
:“

pEvqvPDi
.

Then the implication “SEPwared ùñ aFP” for pG,PV q holds as well. Note
that these weaker versions only need bidirected edges (not the generality of
hyperedges).

As an example and corollary of 3.8.15 we get the linear model with density
back (see [Spi93], [Spi95], [Kos96], [FDD12], a.o.). Note that we do not need
to assume Gaussianity and that we work with dependencies and not just
correlations as other authors do.

Example 3.8.17 (Solvable linear model with density). Let G “ pV,E,Hq
be a HEDG. Assume the following:

1. There is an underlying probability space pΩ, a,Pq.
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2. For every v P V we have a 1-dimensional real-valued random variable
Xv, which together satisfy the linear equations:

Xv “
ÿ

wPPaGpvq

bv,w ¨Xw ` Ev,

with real-valued error variables Ev, v P V , such that:

3. the distribution of the tuple pEvqvPV has a joint density w.r.t. the Lebesgue
measure λ, and:

4. the (in)dependence structure (not just correlations!) is assumed to be
given by:

X
d

KK
pV,H,H2q

Y ùñ pEvqvPX KK
P

pEvqvPY .

For instance, this holds if for every F P H̃ there is a #F -dimensional
random variable EF “ pEF,vqvPF such that pEF qFPH̃ is jointly P-independent
and

Ev “ πvppEF qvPFPH̃q :“
ÿ

vPFPH̃

cF,v ¨ EF,v

for some real numbers cF,v.

5. The following matrix is invertible (i.e. assuming solvability):

IV ´ BV :“
`
1vpwq ´ bv,w ¨ 1PaGpvqpwq

˘
v,wPV

.

Then for all ancestral A Ď G the matrix

IA ´ BA :“
`
1vpwq ´ bv,w ¨ 1PaGpvqpwq

˘
v,wPA

is also invertible. Furthermore, we can put:

1. hvpxtvuYPaGpvqq :“ xv ´
ř
wPPaGpvq bv,w ¨ xw leading to

hvpXtvuYPaGpvqq “ Ev,

2. hApxAq “ pIA ´ BAq ¨ xA and

3. gApeAq :“ pIA ´ BAq´1 ¨ eA, which implies

4. |h1
A|pxAq “

dλ
gA
A

dλA
pxAq “ |dhA

dxA
| “ | detpIA ´ BAq| “ constant ‰ 0 (by the

standard transformation rule for the Lebesgue measure).

It follows that PpXvqvPV satisfies SEPwared and thus the ancestral factorization
property (aFP) and the directed global Markov property (dGMP).
Also note that by directly working with Ev for v P V we only need to use
bidirected edges (and not general hyperedges).
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4 Graphical Models

In this section we will shortly and explicitely indicate how to use the Markov
properties for directed graphs with hyperedges (HEDGes) to create model
classes.

4.1 Probabilistic Models for HEDGes

In this subsection we shortly define probabilistic graphical models attached to
some directed graph with hyperedges (HEDG) w.r.t. some Markov property.

Definition 4.1.1. Let V be finite set of nodes, Xv for v P V standard Borel
spaces and XV :“

ś
vPV Xv the product space. Furthermore, let G “ pV,E,Hq

be a directed graph with hyperedges (HEDG) with set of nodes V . We then
define:

PpV q :“ tPV |PV a probability distribution on XV u

to be the set of all probability distributions on XV .
Furthermore, let MP denote a fixed Markov property from the last section
(see overview in figure 3). Then we define the model (class) of G w.r.t. MP
as:

MMPpGq :“ tPV P PpV q | pG,PV q satisfies MPu

the set of all probability distributions on XV that satisfies the Markov property
MP w.r.t. G.

Remark 4.1.2. Let the notations be like in 4.1.1.

1. Every implication from the last section (see figure 3) leads to an inclu-
sion of models. E.g. “mdGMP ùñ dGMP” (see 3.7.2) induces:

MmdGMPpGq Ď MdGMPpGq,

the inclusion of the marginal directed global Markov model into the
(ordinary) directed global Markov model.

2. If G is an mDAG (i.e. Gacy of any HEDG G) then also an intermedi-
ate model called “nested Markov model” MnMPpGq was introduced and
analysed in [Eva16], [SERR14], [RERS17]:

MmdGMPpGq Ď MnMPpGq Ď MdGMPpGq.

Example 4.1.3. Again, let the notations be like in 4.1.1. As a result of the
previous section we then have the following inclusions of models:
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1. For every HEDG G we have (see 3.6.6, 3.5.2, 3.3.3):

MaFPpGq Ď MauGMPpGq “ MdGMPpGq Ď MgdGMPpGq,

highlighting the most important “ordinary” Markov models (for general
HEDGes) that behave well under marginalizations.

2. Note that these properties do only depend on the induced directed mixed
graph G2 (using directed and bidirected edges only). So, for instance,
we have:

MdGMPpGq “ MdGMPpG2q Ď MgdGMPpG2q “ MgdGMPpGq.

3. For every HEDG G we also have the inclusions of the marginal versions
(see 3.7.9, 3.7.2):

MmFPpGq Ď MmaFPpGq Ď MmdGMPpGq Ď MmgdGMPpGq,

which then i.g. will depend on the hyperedges (and not only on the
induced bidirected edges as shown in example 3.7.3, figure 15.).

4. For every HEDG G we also have (see 2.8.4, 3.3.3):

MgdGMPpGq “ MgdGMPpGacyq “ MdGMPpGacyq,

showing the equivalence between the general directed global Markov model
of a HEDG G and the “ordinary” directed global Markov model of its
acyclification Gacy.

5. Note that for any HEDG G by 4.1.2 we have the inclusions:

MmdGMPpGacyq
4.1.2

Ď MnMPpGacyq
4.1.2

Ď MdGMPpGacyq,

indicating the relation between the marginal directed global Markov model,
the nested Markov model of [SERR14], [RERS17] and the “ordinary”
directed global Markov model.

6. For every HEDG G we furthermore have (see 3.8.2, 3.8.11, 3.7.8,
3.7.7):

MlsSEPpGq Ď McsSEPpGq Ď MsmgdGMPpGq
Ď MmdGMPpGacyq X MmgdGMPpGq
Ď MgdGMPpGq,

focusing on the fact that the (loop-wisely solvable) structural equations
model is included in the (strong marginal) general directed global Markov
model encoding conditional independence relations using σ-separation.
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7. If G is a DAG and ă a fixed topological order on G then we have the
equalities (see 3.2.1):

MdGMPpGq “ MrFPpGq “ MdLMPpGq “ Mă
oLMPpGq “ MSEPpGq.

8. If G is an mDAG we then have the equalities (see 3.8.10):

MmdGMPpGq “ MmgdGMPpGq “ MlusSEPpGq “ MSEPpGq.

4.2 Causal Models for HEDGes

In this subsection we shortly want to indicate how to use a more rigid version
of the loop-wisely solvable structural equations property (lsSEP) to model
causal relations that allow for interactions, feedback loops, latent confound-
ing and non-linear functions. The advantages for using this approach are that
it is stable under marginalization and, surprisingly, also stable under inter-
ventions. In other words, all marginalizations of all interventions also satisfy
the lsSEP and thus the general directed global Markov property (gdGMP)
based on σ-separation. It reduces to the usual models in the acyclic cases
(mDAGs, ADMGs, DAGs). It follows the idea that every (cyclic) subsystem
is already determined by its joint causal parents outside of the subsystem.
Furthermore, it abstains from modelling self-loops, which cannot even be
detected by interventions. More extensive work on causality and structural
causal models can be found in [Pea09], [SGS00], [PJS17], [BPSM16] a.o..

Definition 4.2.1 (Loops of a HEDG). Let G “ pV,E,Hq be a HEDG.

1. Remember that a strongly connected induced subgraph of G is a set
of nodes S Ď V that is strongly connected in the induced subgraph
structure of G. As an abbreviation (in this sub-HEDG structure) we
will call S a loop of G.

2. Let LpGq :“ tS Ď G |S a loop of Gu be the loop set of G.

Remark 4.2.2. Note that the loop set LpGq contains all single element loops
tvu P LpGq, v P V , as the smallest loops and all strongly connected compo-
nents ScGpvq P LpGq, v P V , as the largest loops, but also all non-trivial
intermediate loops S with tvu Ĺ S Ĺ ScGpvq inside the strongly connected
components (if existent). If G is an mDAG (e.g. an ADMG or DAG) then
LpGq only consists of the single element loops: LpGq “ ttvu | v P V u.
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Definition 4.2.3 (Compatible system of structural equations). Let G “
pV,E,Hq be a HEDG with its loop set LpGq. For every v P V , F P H̃ resp.,
fix a standard Borel space Xv, EF resp.. For a subset S Ď V we put:

XS :“
ź

vPS

Xv and ES :“
ź

FPH̃
FXS‰H

EF .

We now consider a family of measurable functions pgSqSPLpGq indexed by LpGq
as follows:

gS : XPaGpSqzS ˆ ES Ñ XS.

We say that the system pgSqSPLpGq is compatible if for all S, S 1 P LpGq with
S 1 Ď S and all xPaGpSqYS P XPaGpSqYS and eS P ES we have:

xS “ gSpxPaGpSqzS, eSq ùñ xS1 “ gS1pxPaGpS1qzS1, eS1q,

where xS , eS1 etc. are the corresponding components of xPaGpSqYS and eS

resp.. Note that with S 1 Ď S we also have PaGpS 1q Y S 1 Ď PaGpSq Y S and
tF P H̃ |F X S 1 ‰ Hu Ď tF P H̃ |F X S ‰ Hu.
In this case we will call pgSqSPLpGq a compatible system of structural equa-
tions of G or just a compatible system of equations of G.

Definition 4.2.4 (Modular structural causal model (mSCM)). A modular
structural causal model (mSCM) by definition consists of:

1. A HEDG G “ pV,E,Hq,

2. a standard Borel space Xv for every v P V ,

3. a standard Borel space EF for every F P H̃,

4. a probability measure PEF on EF for every F P H̃,

5. a compatible system of structural equations pgSqSPLpGq:

gS : XPaGpSqzS ˆ ES Ñ XS,

with their components gS “ pgS,vqvPS.

We make the following abbreviations:

X :“ XV :“
ś

vPV Xv,

E :“ EV :“
ś

FPH̃ EF ,

P :“ bFPH̃PEF the product measure on E ,

ES : E Ñ ES the natural projection,
g “ pgSqSPLpGq.

The mSCM is then given by the tuple M “ pG,X , E ,P, gq.
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Remark 4.2.5. Let M “ pG,X , E ,P, gq be a mSCM and S1, . . . , Sr P LpGq
the strongly connected components of G ordered according to a topological
order of the DAG of strongly connected components of G. Then inductively
we can define the random variables:

Xv :“ gS1,vpES1
q for all v P S1,

Xv :“ gSi,vpXPaGpSiqzSi
, ESi

q for all v P Si,

for all i ą 1 etc.. By the compatibility of the system g we then also have for
every S P LpGq:

XS “ gSpXPaGpSqzS, ESq.

Furthermore, if we put PV :“ P
pXvqvPV to be the induced distribution on X “

XV then clearly pG,PV q satisfies the loop-wisely solvable structural equations
property (lsSEP) from 3.8.1 and thus the (strong marginal) general directed
global Markov property (smgdGMP) by 3.8.11. In short:

PV P MlsSEPpGq Ď MsmgdGMPpGq Ď MmdGMPpGacyq X MmgdGMPpGq.

Definition 4.2.6 (Marginalization of a mSCM). Let M “ pG,X , E ,P, gq
be a mSCM with HEDG G “ pV,E,Hq and W Ď V a subset. Fix a map
ϕ : H̃ Ñ H̃marpW q with ϕpF q Ě Fmar for all F P H̃ (with Fmar as in 2.2.8).
Then we can define a marginalization

MmarpW q “ pGmarpW q,XmarpW q, EmarpW q,PmarpW q, gmarpW qq

of M as the mSCM given as follows:

1. GmarpW q “ pW,EmarpW q, HmarpW qq the marginalized HEDG from 2.2.8,

2. X
marpW q
v :“ Xv for v P W ,

3. XmarpW q “ XW “
ś

vPW Xv,

4. E
marpW q
F 1 :“

ś
FPH̃

ϕpF q“F 1

EF for every F 1 P H̃marpW q,

5. EmarpW q “
ś

F 1PH̃marpW q E
marpW q
F 1 “ E ,

6. P
marpW q
EF 1

“ b FPH̃
ϕpF q“F 1

PEF ,

7. P
marpW q “ P on EmarpW q “ E .

8. E
marpW q
F 1 “ pEF q FPH̃

ϕpF q“F 1

,
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9. For C P LpGmarpW qq we construct g
marpW q
C from the components of gS

corresponding to v P C, where S is the strongly connected component
of C in C Y W in the induced sub-HEDG structure of G, inductively
by marginalizing out one element u P V zW at a time. The latter can
be done by substituting xu with gtuupxPaGpuqztuu, euq in any function if
it occurs (like in the proof of 3.8.4). Since substituting for a node u
commutes with substiting for a node u1 the final procedure for the whole
set V zW does not depend on the marginalization order of the nodes.
Also the compatibility condition follows directly from this construction.

Definition 4.2.7 (Stochastic Interventions on a mSCM). Let M “ pG,X , E ,P, gq
be a mSCM with HEDG G “ pV,E,Hq and I Ď V a set of nodes (the inter-
vention target). For every v P I fix a probability measure P

1
v on Xv (e.g. δxv

for an xv P Xv). Then we can define a post-intervention mSCM

MdopIq “ pGdopIq,X dopIq, EdopIq,PdopIq, gdopIqq

of M as follows:

1. Put GdopIq :“ pV dopIq, EdopIq, HdopIqq with:

(a) V dopIq :“ V ,

(b) EdopIq :“ Eztv Ñ w |w P Iu,

(c) HdopIq :“ tF zI |F P Hu Y ttvu | v P Iu.

2. X
dopIq
v :“ Xv for every v P V , and thus X dopIq “ X .

3. Fix a map ϕ : tF P H̃ |F zI ‰ Hu Ñ H̃dopIqzttvu | v P Iu with ϕpF q Ě
F zI, and put:

4. E
dopIq
F 1 :“

ś
ϕpF q“F 1 EF for F 1 P H̃dopIqzttvu | v P Iu together with the

product measure P
dopIq

E
dopIq

F 1

:“ bϕpF q“F 1PEF , and

5. E
dopIq
tvu :“ Xv for v P I together with the measure P

dopIq

E
dopIq
tvu

:“ P
1
v.

6. For v P I put g
dopIq
tvu :“ idXv and

7. for every other S P LpGdopIqq put g
dopIq
S :“ gS. Note that if S is a loop

in GdopIq then S is also a loop in G.

Note that the construction is dependent on the choice of ϕ and the measures
P

1
v for v P I.
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Proof. For the very last point let S P LpGdopIqq be a strongly connected
induced sub-HEDG of GdopIq. Let S 1 be the induced sub-HEDG of the nodes
of S in G. If S 1 had an edge v Ñ w that was not in S then w P I, which was
excluded. So S 1 “ S is a loop in G.

Remark 4.2.8. Let M “ pG,X , E ,P, gq be a mSCM. Then all marginaliza-
tions of all possible interventions are defined. Every such mSCM has then
well-defined random variables Xv whose induced probability distribution sat-
isfies the loop-wisely solvable structural equations property (lsSEP) and thus
the (strong marginal) general directed global Markov property (smgdGMP) by
3.8.11.

Remark 4.2.9 (Reduced modular structural causal model (rmSCM)). If
we want to have a causal model using only bidirected edges (instead of more
general hyperedges) one could make the following reductions in the definition
of mSCM 4.2.4:

1. Take G “ pV,E,H2q with only bidirected edges (e.g. the induced directed
mixed graph of a HEDG pV,E,Hq).

2. Directly assume the existence of Ev for every v P V and put ES :“ś
vPS Ev (instead of

ś
FPH̃

FXS‰H
EF ).

3. With this replacement take the corresponding definitions for compatible
functions, etc..

4. Assume a probability measure P on EV “
ś

vPV Ev with independence
structure of the canonical projections Ev : EV Ñ Ev for v P V given by
the rule:

X
d

KK
pV,H,H2q

Y ùñ pEvqvPX KK
P

pEvqvPY .

5. Marginalization and interventions can then be defined as the induced
directed mixed graph versions of the mSCM version.

6. Furthermore, if one even wanted to have the directed global Markov
property (dGMP) in such a rmSCM one could enforce the conditions
of SEPwared, i.e., roughly speaking, that we assume densities and that
we only allow for functions such that for every ancestral A Ď G the
inverse to gA exists on a reduction of the error spaces and that its
Jacobian determinant factorizes according to Amor.
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5 Discussion

We introduced directed graphs with hyperedges (HEDGes) as a combination
and generalization of marginal directed acyclic graphs (mDAGs) and directed
mixed graphs (DMGs) allowing for cycles. We connected HEDGes with prob-
ability distributions in different ways by introducing several Markov proper-
ties. We formally justified the use of hyperedges as a summary of the whole
latent world for the most important Markov properties. We analysed the
logical relations between all found Markov properties. An overview is given
in figure 3. We generalized central results from [Pea86a], [LDLL90], [Ver93],
[Ric03], [Eva16], [Spi94], [PD96], [Kos96] in a unified way by either allowing
for cycles, hyperedges or both. The relations between the most important
Markov properties for HEDGes that are stable under marginalizations are
given as follows:

aFP ùñ dGMP ùñ gdGMP ðù lsSEP.

For marginal versions and reverse implications see figure 3. Based on the
different types of Markov properties we introduced different types of proba-
bilistic graphical Markov models for HEDGes, which might have both cycles
and hyperedges.

Finally, we used our insights into structural equations (lsSEP) for HEDGes
to define the well-behaved class of modular structural causal models (mSCM)
that allow for all at once: non-linear functional relations, interactions, feed-
back loops and latent confounding. We showed that all interventions, all
marginalizations and all combinations of these exist and are well-defined.
Each of the models will then encode conditional independence relations based
on our introduced σ-separation criterion (gdGMP). Since structural causal
models with cycles i.g. do not encode conditional independence relations
based on d/m/m*-separation (see 3.8.6) we suggest using σ-separation for
causal modelling and causal discovery algorithms instead. Note that σ-
separation reduces to the usual d/m/m*-separation in the acyclic case (i.e.
for DAGs, ADMGs, mDAGs, etc.) and is thus a better generalization of
d/m/m*-separation to the HEDG case in the presence of cycles and non-
linear functions (and latent confounders).

Future work might address the following topics:

1. Extending HEDGes to graphical structures with additional (hyper)edge
types, e.g. undirected edges to represent selection biases, etc..

2. Merging HEDGes with acyclic graphs (see [LS16]).

3. Adjusting Markov properties of HEDGes for deterministic relations.
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4. Parametrisation of a HEDG w.r.t. a fixed Markov property and fitting
such models to data.

5. Proving completeness results for some of the found Markov properties
for HEDGes.

6. Improving conditional independence constraints based causal discov-
ery algorithms (e.g. [HEJ14], [HHEJ13], a.o.) by using σ-separation in
HEDGes instead of d/m/m*-separation.

7. Using HEDGes for score based causal discovery algorithms.

8. Extending the nested Markov properties from mDAGs to HEDGes and
analysing their corresponding models (see [Eva16], [SERR14], [RERS17]).
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